




PREFACE 

All of the papers contained in this proceedings added significantly to the balance and discussions of the workshop. 
In this, the 8th Instability Workshop, we see active magnetic bearings (AMB7s) as a new thread in the fa.bric of 
instability issues. Nordmann and his coworkers at the Technical University of Darmstadt demonstrate the utility of 
AMB's to identify the rotordynamic coefficents of a hydrostatic bearing. Similarly, Wagner and Steff demomtrate 
the utility of AMB7s to measure rotordynamic coefficients of labyrinth gas seals. This paper culminates 
of development work at Mannesman Demag and is clearly worth the wait. Their apparatus is elegant in 
execution. The paper by Kwanka and Nagel demonstrates a fundamentally new approach to measure rot 
coefficients of gas labyrinth seals by using an AMB to control the onset speed of instability of a test 
by Kirk and his colleagues at VPI and Tessier at Revolve Technology present new and inte 
concerning possible dry-friction whirl and its avoidance in drop tests of rotors supported 

The paper by Kleynhans and Childs suggest. that the long-noted discrepancies between theory and expeliment for 
annular honeycomb seals may be resolved. It verified by a broad-frequency-range test effort, the pr:e&don of 
rotordynamic coefficients for honeycomb seals may finally be accomplished. 

These are a few of the papers which we found to be of note; however, we expect each reader will find his or her 
own favorite in this excellent collection. 
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THREE-WAVE GAS JOURNAL BEARING BEHAVIOR WITH SHAFT RUNOUT 

Florin Dimofte 
The University of Toledo 

Toledo, Ohio 

and 

Robert C. Hendricks 
NASA Lewis Research Center 

Cleveland, Ohio 

Experimental orbits of a free-mounted, three-wave gas journal bearing housing where recorded and compared to 
transient predicted orbits. The shaft was mounted eccentric with a fixed runout. Experimental observatiom for both 
the absolute bearing housing center orbits and the relative bearing housing center to shaft center orbits are in good 
agreement with the predictions. The sub-synchronous whirl motion generated by the fluid film was found 
experimentally and predicted theoretically for certain speeds. A three-wave journal bearing can run s@bly under 
dynamic loads with orbits well inside the bearing clearance. Moreover, the orbits are almost circular free of the 
influence of bearing wave shape. 

The wave bearing concept has been under development since 1992. At that time both the steady-state and dynanric 
performance under fixed side load were analyzed [I, 21. Moreover, the influence of both the number of waves md 
the wave amplitude to radial clearance ratio were also analyzed [3, 41. Since 1993, first the steady-state wave 

journal bearing characteristics and then the bearing dynamic stability have been 
experimentally measured; good agreement was found between the experimenral 
data and theoretical predictions [5, 6, 7, and 81. In addition the experimental 
work reveled good dynamic behavior of the wave bearing when the sub- 
synchronous whirl motion occurs. The wave bearing performed well keepjng 
the orbit of the sub-synchronous motion inside the bearing clearance [Y, $1. 
Consequently, the wave bearing should perform well under d y n ~ c  l o d h g  
conditions that often occw in most rotating machinery; any rotor can be 
subject to a dynamic load due to an unbalance or a runout of the shaft. 
Therefore in this paper both an experimental program and a transiem analysis 
have been performed to record and respectively predict the orbits of rhe 
bearing housing center when the shaft has a known fixed nmout. 

Fig. 1 Geometry of a Free- 
hlounted, T-~~-w~~~ ~~~~~~l The wave bearing rig described in references [5 to 81 was used to p e ~ o m  the 

~~~h~ with ~ h ~ f ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .  experimental work. The axis of the spindle that drives this rig was vertical ancD 
the experimental bearing housing was mounted on the rig table supported by 

two pressurized thrust plates. These configuration keeps the bearing housing stiff in the axial and 'mgular diPections 
but allows it to move freely in radial direction. The experimental shaft was an extension of the rig spinde shaft. 
It was mounted into the tapered end of the spindle shaft with a fixed runout (for this experiment 11 pm). A cross 
section by a horizontal plane of the experimental bearing is shown in Fig. 1. The fixed rotation center for the system 
is 0,. 0, and 0 are the centers of the shaft and bearing housing, respectively. The shaft runout 0,-0, is fixed. TBne 
goal of this work is to record and to predict the absolute and relative orbits of the bearing housing center, 0. The 
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where Si7 and Vi, (i = r7t) are the space (displacement) and velocity between the shaft center, O,, and the b e ~ g  
[housing] center, 0 ,  respectively. Coordinate r is along the line of centers, 0,-0 (Fig. 3), and coordinate r is 
perpendicular to this line. F, (i = r,t) are the bearing steady-state load projections, and Kij, Bij (i = r,t; j = r,k) 
are the bearing dynamic stiffness and damping coefficients at a given time step location. The bearing steady-state 
force and dynamic stiffness and damping coefficients can be computed by integrating the Reynolds pressure equation 
at each time step location of the shaft with respect to the bearing. This equation, assuming the gas will expmd 
isothermal, is: 

where: p, and h are the fluid film pressure and thickness, respectively; 8 is the angular coordinate along the shaft 
circumference, starting at the line of centers (0-0'); z is the axial coordinate parallel to the shaft axis; R is the sih& 
radius; t is the time; V, is the difference between the shaft surface and bearing surface speed projated on the 
perpendicular direction to the shaft or bearing surface, respectively, and V, is the component of the shaft surface 
speed along its circumference. 

The Reynolds equation (4) can be integrated using its complex form and a small perturbation. technique. This 
procedure is described, for instance, in reference [lo]. 

The solution procedure can start with input data set (bearing length, diameter, radial clearance, sh,& 
shaft mout ,  and the time step). In addition a set of starting values at time = 0 are required: 

Then, at each time step, knowing E,, 6, and 51 (51 = wt), the 0,,0,0 triangle (Fig. 3) is known and all geomrjicd 
parameters as well as displacements and velocities can be calculated. Therefore, the Reynolds equation (4) can be 
integrated over the fluid frlm. Then all parameters of the motion equation (1) are known as well as the starting 
values for the next time step (E,, $, and their time derivatives, 51) and the procedure is repeated until the orbits are 
completed. 

RESULTS DISCUSSION: 

The experimental bearing was 51 mm in diameter, 58 mm length, 20 pm radial clearance and 2.2 kg mass. The 
bearing has three waves with a 0.5 wave amplitude to radial clearance ratio. The shaft was set with a 11 pm mout.  
The external damping in the bearing housing support and connection system was found to be 0.05 Nslm. The 
external stiffness (K in equations 1) have little influence on the bearings orbits and is approximately zero. The top 



proxMry probes (Fig. 2) produced 500 mV for 5.78 pm and 4.78 pm displacements in horizontal and vertical 
directions respectively, and the bottom probes produced 500 mV for 6.11 pm and 6.90 pm displacements in 
horizontal ancf vertical directions. (Horizontal and vertical directions refer to the directions on the oscilloscope 
photographs shown in the right side of the following 4 to 7 figures) 

The test rig was run at four different speeds: 2156, 3288, 4588, and 5539 RPM. Up to 3 100 RPM the bearing 
shows sensitivity to the sub-synchronous whirl. Both the absolute and relative observed orbits of the bearing housing 
center are shctwn in the oscilloscope photos shown on right side of figure 4. On the left side of figure 4 the 
coquoed orbits are presented with a time step of .00001 seconds and for 30000 steps. The experimental orbits 
appemed as ellipses rather than circles due to the difference in the probe sensitivity in horizontal and vertical 
directions mentioned above. First, Fig. 4 shows that both the experimental and theoretical orbits have the same 
patterns. These patterns are made by the sub-synchronous whirl motion. The transient analysis reveals these same 
patterns. Both the experimental and theoretical absolute orbits (top of Fig. 4) are within a region between 5 pm to 
12 prn radius. Also, both the experimental and theoretical relative orbits (bottom of Fig. 4) run inside a circle of 
approx 5 pm 1:adius. 

The bearing stability increased as the running speed of the rig increased. Figure 5 shows the results for 3288 RPM. 
The experimental orbits are perfectly stable. The shaft runout makes large absolute orbits of the bearing housing 
(right upper comer of Fig. 5). However, the radius of the relative orbits is approx. 2.5 pm (bottom right corner 
of Fig. 5) despite the shaft 11 pm runout, i.e., the bearing follows the shaft very well. The predicted orbits, showed 
by Fig. 5, match very well with the observed orbits. In addition, the theory shows that the bearing will run stably. 
After a couple of rotations from the starting point the orbits are stable keeping almost the same path. 

The next runs were made at 4588 RPM and 5539 RPM (Fig. 6 and 7 respectively). The conclusions found nrnning 
at 3288 RPM ,we also valid at higher speeds. However, the relative orbits of the bearing housing increase while the 
absolute orbits decrease as speed increases. This effect shows the influence of both the external damping and the 
bearing inertia. on the orbit radius magnitude. In addition the bearing runs more and more stable as speed increases 
and the rheorqr shows that the number of rotations before the bearing reaches a stable orbit diminishes as speed 
increases. 

A1 mu (Fig. 4 to 7) show only a small influence of the bearing waved shape on the orbit shape despite the fact 
that the experimental bearing has a large wave amplitude ratio, 0.5. This confums that the wave bearing with a low 
nuIllber of wtives, such as 3, works well under dynamic loads. The bearing behaves in such a way as to average 
the influence of the wave even though locally the load is changing. 

The expehental and theoretical work reported in this paper for a free mounted, three-wave gas journal bearing 
auod a fix shaft: runout, shows: 

1. Good agreement between experimentally observed and theoretically predicted orbits at all tested speeds. 

2. The sub-synchronous whirl motion influences the bearing housing orbits if the bearing speeds are in the region 
where the bearing itself is susceptible to the sub-synchronous whirl instability. When the bearing runs under such 
circunasrmces the orbits show a specific pattern. This was observed experimentally and was also confirmed 
theoretically by the transient analysis. 

3. A rhree-wa~re journal bearing can run stably under dynamic rotating load, averaging its behavior when the wave 
exposure to thie load is changing and with small orbits well within the bearing clearance. The orbits are almost 
circdasr and nc:arly free of the htluence of wave bearing shape. 
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Predicted Observed 

Absolute Bearing Housing Center Orbits 

Relative Bearing Housing - Shaft Center Orbits 

Fig. 5 Predicted and Experimentally Observed Orbits at 3288 RPM Shaft Rotating Speed 



Predicted Observed 

Absolute Bearing Housing Center Orbits 

Relative Bearing Housing - Shaft Center Orbits 

Pig. 6 Rediicted and Experimentally Observed Orbits at 4588 RPM Shaft Rotating Speed 
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Abstract // 2 

A swirl-controlled hybrid(hydr0static and hydrodynamic) bearing has been newly proposed and 
tested to determine stiffness, damping, and added-mass rotordynanlic coefficients in addition to static 
operating characteristics in comparison to a conventional liybrid bearing. A new facility for testing the 
swirlcontrolled hybrid bearing is described which 1121s a capability of manipulating strength and 
direction of the swirl inside the bearing clearance. A new swirl-control ineclianis~n is realized by 
pairing swirl and anti-swirl orifices to and against rotational direction of the rotor, respectively. The 
swirlcontrol mechanism is used to achieve effective control of the tangential flow inside the bearing 
clearance. Preliminary test results sl~o\v that the swirl-control mecl~anism has a possibility of improving 
wllirl-ficquency ratio as well as hias a capability of controlling critical speeds. However, (be swirl- 
controlled bearing may need grcat deal of efforts in design ~nodificatio~i for being considered as a 
serious candidate for a smart bearing, especially in tlie centered position and at high-speed ranges. 

Nomenclature 

C6 Direct and cross-coupled damping coefIicients, introduced in Eq. (l), (FTL) 
C, Radial Clearance, (L) 
F,, F, Bearing reaction-force components, introduced in Eq.(l), (F) 
Kij Direct and crosscoupled stiffness coefficients, introduced in Eq.(l) (Fa) 
Mij Added-mass coefficients, introduced in Eq.(l),OLI) 
X,Y Rotor to stator relative displacement, introduced in Eq.(l), (L) 

Introduction 

Hybrid journal bearings lave been seriously investigated for a possible replacelncnt of troublesome 
rolling element bearings currently used in the Space Shuttle Main Engine(SSME) lugh pressure 
turbopumps.(Kurtin, Childs, et a1.(1993), Cllilds, and Hale(1993)). Theoretical a id  esperimenbi 
comparisons for rotordynamic coefficients of corive~ltional liybrid journal bearings(Francheck, Childs, 
and San Andres(1995)) have proven the possibility of tlie replacclnent and a successful computer code 
has been developed for the conventional I~ybrid turbulent journal bearing. In parallel, an uncowventionaI 
hybrid bearing with angled-orifices has been tested to accommodate tlie anti-swirl concept which was 
originally proposed by Tondle(1967) for reduction of tangential flow inside the bearing clearance. 
Similar approach has been applied for ttubulcnt annular seals with anti-swirl self-injection by Kim and 
Lee(1994). The angled-injection orifice bearing was tested and gave a very promising result in whirl 
frequency ratio iniprovement (Franchek and Childs(l994)). especially at low speed ranges. Nu~nerical 
investigations on flow inside bearing recesses and inertia cffects in hybrid bearing with the angled- 
injection orifice have been currently gaining more and Inore atlentions(Hil1 et.a1.(1995), Braun a id  
Dzodzo(1995)). 

This paper has further elaborated the anti-swirl concept for a new "swirl-controlled hybrid beanng. 
A new swirl-control mechanism is achieved by pairing swirl and anti-swirl orifices to and against 
rotational direction of tlie rotor, respectively, wl~icli is illustrated in Figure 1. The swirl-control 
mechanism is used to achieve effective control of tlie tangential flow inside the bearing clearance, is., 



achieving more freedom in controlling strength and direction of the tangential flow inside the bearing 
cleuance than the anti-swirl injection bearing. As a typical benefit of this bearing, unlike anti-swirl 
hybrid bearings, reverse rotation of the rotor can be easily accommodated. 

A new test apparatus and facility described here is used to preliminarily test the feasibility of the 
concept tc) predict the steady-state hydrostatic bearing operating data(resistance torque, static load, flow 
rate, temperature, and pressure distributions, etc.) and rotordynamic coefficients for subsequent 
rotordynaunic analysis. The following linearized force/displacement model for bearings has been used for 
coqardng dynamic performances of a rotortbearing model through the comparison of stiffness KG, 
-ping (3~, and added-mass My. 

where (X,'Y) define the motion of the bearing rotor relative to its stator, and (F,, F,) are components of 
the Buid film reaction force acting on the rotor. 

A central objective of this paper is a description of the test apparatus and a preliminary concept 
t e s~ng  how the dynamic coefficients of the model of Eq. (1) will behave due to the combination of 
swirl and anti-swirl supply pressures, yielding the control of strength and direction of the tangential 
flow inside bearing clearance. 

Test Apparatus 

A new test rig was designed and built, based on the basic design reported in the reference of 
Nlassmann and Normann(l985), which was further used in the reference of Childs and Hale(1993). The 
psinciple of the test rig is simple but complicated enough to satisfy the current purpose of the test. Figure 
2 illliilsmtes the test rig. The test section consists of two stainless pedestals spaced 25 cm apart and 
which sup:port a 5 cm diameter steel shaft. This shaft is driven by a 40kW variable-speed electric 
motor (hrough a speed-increasing gearbos wit11 a gear ratio of 47: 1. 

The movable test bearing, which is flexibly supported by four pairs of cables to the main structure 
ofthe test irig at a position midway between the support pedestals, is a eight-recess, orifice-compensated, 
four svvirYmti-swirlsrifices-paired hydrostatic bearing with an L D  ratio of l(Figure1). Filtered oil at 
40 " C is the bearing lubricant and is supplied to the support ball bearing and test bearing via a vane 
p m p  with maximum pressure and flow rate capacities of 7 m a (  1,015 psi) and 72 liters/min( 19.0 
gpm), respectively. Flexible piping is used at the bearing housing connection to prevent any significant 
exremal restraint of the bearing. Most of system parameters such as temperature, and supply pressure 
were monitored and controlled remotely by a dedicated personal computer. 

A static load is applied directly to the test bearing housing via a pneumatic cylinder, as is illustrated 
in Figure 3. The system is remotely adjustable to supply a tensile load up to 2.8 kN( 630 Ib). The 
load from the pneumatic cylinder is transmitted through a tension spring through a wire rope, through a 
single pulley, mounted to the test stand base. The cable is attached to the bearing housing via. an 
durminurn, load-sensing yoke. The line of action of the static load makes an angle of 45 degree to the 
horizontal and establishes the test bearing X-axis such that the tensile load exerted by the cylinder acts 
in the negative X-direction. Friction torque is measured by the rotational reaction force of a compression 
load cell which is attached to the bearing housing , as shown in Figure 3. 

Instrumentation of the test bearing allows measurement of : pressure(in the supply annulus and 
h & ~ d u a l  ]recesses), flow rate, static load, frictional resistance torque. and relative motion between the 
shaft and bearing. Pressure measurements inside the bearing recesses and supply pressures for swirl and 
anti-swirl orifices are made using the Scani-valve mechanism wllich is connected to a strain-gage type 
pressure sensor. 

After setting up the steady-state equilibrium condition, tests for dynamic coefficients are continued. 
First step for the testing is a selection of pairs of supply pressures of swirl and anti-swirl orifices. Then, 



a rotational speed of the rotor and a static load are determined, and steady-state measurements such as 
pressures, flow rate, static load, and torque are recorded in a personal computer. Finally, dynamic 
testing for X and Y directions are performed. 

The pressurized hydrostatic bearing generates the bearing forces which are the source of the 
dynamic coefficients. The movement of the bearing main body relative to the rotor was measured by foua; 
eddycurrent-type proximity probes. Bearing coefficients were measured with dynamic impact tests for 
each test condition. Two orthogonally mounted electric impulse hammers which are remotely excited by 
an external pulse generator are attached to the pedestals as illustrated in Figure 3.  The impulse llammers 
provide impulse excitation parallel and perpendicular to the static side load along the X and Y direction, 
respectively. Each hammer can excite the bearing with measure dynamic loads to 2224 NI: 500 Ib) . 

Test Bearing 

As stated in the introduction, a new "swirl-controlled llybrid bearing has been prellminhly 
tested for concept demonstration in comparison to a conventional hybrid bearing. To accommodate 
various orifice combinations with respect to pairing swirl and anti-swirl orifices to and against 
rotational direction of the rotor, respectively, eight holes with 1.G cm diameter are xnachined in 
the bearing housing, as shown in Figure 4. Two pressurized oil supply lines wluch are independently 
connected to swirl and anti-swirl orifices, respectively, were also drilled to the holes as illustrated in 
Figure 4. In the eight holes, four swirl orifices and four anti-swirl orifices are loaded alternately to and 
against rotational direction of the rotor. Therefore, many various combinations of s ~ r l / a n r i - s ~ r l  
control in addition to pressure control can be tested in one test bearing housing for the future 
refinement of the swirl-controlled hybrid bearing. Supply pressures are remotely adjusted by two 
servo valves which are controlled by a personal computer, as illustrated in Figure 5. Subsequent testing 
of adaptive control for a possible "smart bearing" is planned. 

In this paper, as a preliminary concept test, a "swirl-controlled hybrid bearing wirJ1 eiglnt paired 
orifices of three different combination cases of supply pressures of (2.5 MPa, 2.5 m a ) ,  (2.5Wa, 
0.7MPa) and (2.5 MPa, 0 MPa ) was tested. Both (2.5MPa, 0.7 MPa) and (2.5 MPa, 0 m a )  cases 
were also divided into two different cases, respectively, viz., one for stronger swirl-pressure case 
( 2.5MPa swirl pressure , 0.7 MPa and 0 MPa anti-swirl pressures) and one for stronger anti-wirl- 
pressure case( 2.5 MPa anti-swirl pressure , 0 and 0.7 MPa swirl-pressure). (2.5MPa. 2.51MP.a) case can 
be considered as a conventional right-angled injection case of 2.5 MPa supply pressure. Botll static 
equilibrium measurements and dynamic coefficients for different static loads, rotating speeds, and 
suppIy pressures were compared. 

Bearing Parameter Identification 

The impulse hammer technique used for dynamic testing of the parameter identification in the 
frequency domain(Massmann and Normann(l985), Kim and Lee(1993)) was also adopted in this paper. 
Detailed information will not be repeated here. The instrumental variable method is used. In conjuction 
with the least square method, the instrumental variable method utilizes the measured frequency knction 
to iterate the least square algorithm for better curve-fittings. One of typical reductions for ~nagnitudes 
and phases of Hxx, Hxy, Hyx, and Hyy is shown in Figure G for a test case defined by 0.2 eccentricity, 
9,000 rpm, and (2.5 Mpa, 0.7 Mpa) supply pressure. Data points at or near the running speed were 
dropped in obtaining the curve-fitted lines in Figure 6.  The measured transfer functions are resulted 
from an average of 20 separate excitations. 

Steady-State Performance of Load Capacity 

Before testing dynamic performances of the swirl-controlled hybrid bearing, the steady ,%te 
performances of load capacity are compared. In the following figures, the first pressure in 5 p r e s  
denotes anti-swirl orifice pressure, while the second pressure means swirl -orifice pressure. For example, 
2.5-2.5 m a  means that both the swirl and anti-swirl supply pressure are the same as 2.5 MPa. 2.5-0.7 



W a  mans that the anti-swirl supply pressure is 2.5 MPa and the swirl supply pressure is 0.7 MPa, 
while 0.7-2.5 MPa means that the anti-swirl supply pressure is 7 MPa and the swirl supply pressure is 
2.5 M3a. 

Figures 7 and 8 show steady-state load vs. eccentricity for 6000 rpm and 12,000 rpmn, respectively. 
Test results for load capacity show that general trend of having higher load capacity for averaged higher 
supply pressure is also applied in the swirl-controlled hybrid bearing. It is also interesting to see that the 
stronger anti-swirl supply pressure gives slightly lower load capacity for both rotating speeds. Stronger 
load capacity is observed for higher rotating speed which means that the hydrodynamic effect is 
observed. 

Dynamic Coeficients 

For each test case, applied load is controlled to have eccentricity ratios of 0.2, 0.3, 0.4 and 0.5. 
Three different rotor rotating speeds of 6,000, 9000, and 12,000 rpmn are tested at 0.2 eccentricity ratio 
as a preliminary testing for dynamic perfonnance of a swirl-controlled hybrid be'aring. 

Direct Stiffness 

Figure 9 shows direct stiffness results for 9,000 rpm, as eccentricity ratio is increased. As 
eccenuicity ratio is increased, the direct stiffness is slightly increased. Stronger swirl- supply pressure 
generally gives more direct stifFness. In figure 9, the direct stiffness dependency on averaged supply 
pressure is generally observed . This result may show a possibility of controlling critical speeds of rotor 
for filture-planned smart bearing testing. However, at 0.2 eccentricity ratio in figure 10, direct stiffness 
lhas shown mixed results for stronger swirl vs. stronger anti-swirl supply pressure at different rotating 
speeds. More thorough investigations will further clarify this mised result. 

Cros!i-Coupled Stiffness 

Figure 11 shows cross-coupled stiffness results for 9,000 rpm, as eccentricity ratio is increased. !,; 
eccentxicity ratio is increased, the cross-coupled stiffness is slightly reduced, especially for different 
wiryanei-swirl supply pressures. As the eccentricity ratio is increased, reduction of the cross-coupled 
sriffness of the stronger anti-swirl supply pressure is clearly observed which is a good sign for 
reduction of the whirl frequency ratio. However, at 0.2 eccentricity ratio of figure 12, cross-coupled 

ess has also shown mixed results for stronger swirl vs. stronger anti-swirl supply pressure 
w&ch is generally the same case for the rest of rotordynamic coefficient results. More investigation on 
this matter will be followed in tlle near future. 

Direct Damping 

Figure 13 shows direct damping coefficient results for 9,000 rpm as the eccentricity ratio is 
increased. As the supply pressure is increased, the direct damping is increased, wlule direct damping 
for stronger swirl vs. stronger anti-swirl supply pressure shows about the same results. 

Added-Mass 

Fi.gure 14 shows added-mass coefficient results for 9,000 rpxn as the eccentricity ratio is increased. 
As generally observed in the open literature, the added-mass result is scattered and shows mixed results 
for stronger swirl vs. stronger anti-swirl supply pressure. 

Whirl-Frequency Ratio 

Fig. 15 shows whirl frequency ratio results for 9,000 rpm as the eccentricity ratio is increased. 
Lund's formulas(l965) for whirl frequency ratio for off-centered cases which uses all the coefficients 



involved is used. Figure 15 clearly shows the reduction of whirl frequency ratio for stronger  an^-s~rl 
supply pressure. This optimistic result is getting better as the eccentricity ratio is increased. This result 
may be preliminarily postulated as follows: As the eccentricity ratio is increased, more recess pressure is 
generated which gives more anti-swirl pressure. This in turn gives more reduced tangentiail flow inside 
the bearing clearance and subsequently results in reduced whirl frequency ratio. On the otlner hand, for 
the centered-position, the above-mentioned result is barely obtained. Therefore, this may give us less 
reduction in whirl frequency ratio for 0.2 eccentricity ratio, as shown in figure 16. For solving this 
problem, a modified design of anti-swirl holes in land area may give us insensitive pressure generaeion 
due to the eccentricity ratio changes for possible better results. 

Conclusions 

A swirlcontrolled hybrid(hydrostatic and hydrodynamic) bearing has been newly proposed and tested to 
determine stiffness, damping, and added-mass rotordynamic coefficients in addition to static operating 
characteristics in comparison to a conventional hybrid bearing. A new swirl-control mechanism is 
achieved by pairing swirl and anti-swirl orifices to and against rotational direction of the rotor, 
respectively. The swirl-control mechanism is used to achieve effective control of the tangential flow 
inside the bearing clearance. Preliminary test results show that the swirl-control mechanism has a 
possibility of improving whirl-frequency ratio as well as has a capability of controlling critical speeds. 
However, the swirl-controlled bearing needs great deal of efforts in design modification for being 
considered as a serious candidate for a smart bearing, especially in centered position and at I~gh-speed 
ranges. 
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Figure 6. Typical measured vs. curve-fitted FRF 
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DYNAMIC C H A R A m S T I C S  OF A HYDROSTATIC BEARING ID 
ACTIVl2 MAGNETIC BEARINGS 

M. Matros and R. Nordmann 
University of Kaiserslautern 

ABSTRACT 

Hydrostatic bearings are employed in rotating 
machinery which demand a perfect guide of the shaft, a 
minimum of wear and a maximum of reliability. Those 
types of bearings usually have a very high load capacity. 
The static performance can be expressed by the direct 
stiffness. The dynamic characteristics are described by 
2x2 matrices containing stiffness, damping and inertia 
coefficients. These coefficients have a strong impact on 
the rotordynamics and on the stability of the whole shaft. 
In order to predict the rotordynamic properties of the 
machine it is necessary to take the dynamics of the 
bearing in consideration. 

This paper presents a test-setup for a specific 
hydrostatic bearing used in a vertical PLR-pump. The 
orifice compensated bearing is externaily pressurized 
with water and runs in the turbulent regime. The journal 
of the bearing is assembled to a shaft which is supported 
by active magnetic bearings (AMB). The AMB system is 
also used to apply a controlled relative motion between 
journal and housing. The static and dynamic forces 
generated by the hydrostatic bearing are measured via the 
coil currents of each magnet and the shaft position. 

The test set-up allows the variation of different 
bearing variables such as speed, pocket pressure ratio and 
supply pressure. Initial test results in terms of 
rotordynamic coefficients are presented under variation 
of the speed and the pocket pressure ratio. 

NOMENCLATURE 

Direct Damping 
Cross Coupled Damping 
Radial clearance 
External force 
Radial bearing reaction force 
Direct Stiffness 
Cross Coupled Stiffness 
Bearing length 
Direct added mass 
Cross coupled added mass 
Rotational speed of the journal 
Supply pressure 
Ambient pressure 
Recess pressure 
Pocket pressure ratio 

Q Flow rate 
R Journal radius 
x, y Journal displacements in horizontal resp. 

vertical direction 
o Shaft rotational frequency 
SZ Shaft precessional frequency 
Q W  Whirl frequency ratio 

Indices 

x Horizontal coordinate: 
y Vertical coordinate 



A rnaiihematical description for the motion dependent 
forces generated by a hydrostatic journal bearing (HJB) 
is given by a linear equation of motion with two degrees 
of freedom (eq. (1)). It is known that the matrices are 
scew symetr ic  when the journal is in the centric 
position. 

ea. (1) . . <  

The dynamic characteristics of hydrostatic journal 
bearings (HJB) have been subject of many experimental 
and theoretical research works. Since those bearings have 
been used not only in applications with zero or low 
speed, but also in machines with higher speeds, their 
dynamic properties become more and more important. 
Especially those applications where the bearings are 
lubricated by the process fluid and the supply pressure is 
generatled by the machine itself, offer the advantage of 
not needing an <additional external pressurizing system. 
Not only for high journal speeds but also for liquids with 
low nominal viscosity the flow through the bearing 
becomes turbulent, even when the bearing is orifice 
compensated. 

On the experimental side Childs et. al. [l] and Rouvas 
et. al. [2] reponted about test results obtained from a 
turbulent 5-recess bearing. The results concentrate on the 
dependence of rotordynamic force coefficients on 
eccen~city ratio and on the supply pressure. Furthermore 
Murphy et. al. [3] published test results from a 6-pocket 
HJB, but especially the accuracy of the cross coupled 
coefficients suffer from unproved assumptions used by 
the identification procedures. 

Concerning the numerical simulation with the subject 
of predicting rotordynamic coefficients of turbulent HJBs 
e.g. Sm Andres 141, [5], and [6] has published several 
papers. He uses a bulk flow model and solves the 
governing equations for the zeroth and first-order flow 
fields in the lands of the bearing also taking into 
consideration inertia effects at the recess edges. 

However, there is still a lot of research work to do in 
order to complete the knowledge about the physical 
processes which determine the dynamics of HJBs. 

This paper contains test results from a turbulent 8- 
recess HJE whiclh is guiding the shaft of a single stage 
pump. Rotordynamic force coefficients are obtained 
under different parametrical variations. Several 
interesting effects are presented. 

TEST RIG AND IDENTIFICATION 
PROCEDURE 

The journal of the bearing is mounted on a shaft 
which is supported by active magnetic bearings (AMB). 
This shaft is driven by motor with variable speed up to 
3000 rpm. For a more detailed description of the AMB 
component tester it is referred to [7] and [8]. The stator 
part is assembled to the housing of the AMB component 
tester. An external pump transports water from a tank 
through a valve into a distributor where the main flow is 
split up into 8 (fig. 2 only shows 4 of them) sub-flows. 
Each sub-flow pressurizes one pocket of the bearing. The 
pressure p~ in each recess can be set independently with 
help of a valve in each line. The bearing has two axial 
exits. The exit flow-rates Q2 and Q3 can also be 
influenced by valves in the exit pipes. 

n 

Fig. 1: Test loop 

'-/ 
External Pump Flow Meter 

Fig. 2: Flow chart 



The test setup allows the variation of operational 
parameters which are suspected to influence the dynamic 
performance of the bearing such as 

0 journal speed 
0 supply pressure ps 

pocket pressure ratio pv 
and others more. 
By the variation of the pocket pressure ratio different 

sizes of the orifices can be simulated. 

The magnets are used to apply a well defined relative 
motion between the journal and the stator part. For these 
investigations only pure radial movements without tilting 
were used in order to identify the force coefficients given 
by eq. (1). For excitation a stepped sine procedure was 
used in a range from 5 to 45 Hz with steps of 2 Hz. By 
calculating the AMB-forces from measured coil currents 
and air gaps of the bearings the 'forces are determined. 
Those forces are directly correlated to the HJB-forces 
which are generated due to the applied relative motion. In 
parallel the shaft displacements are measured. From 
forces and displacements complex stiffness frequency 
response functions are calculated which are curve fitted 
in order to obtain the desired coefficients. A more 
detailed description of the identification procedure is 
given in [9]. 

IlrJB TESTING 

In a first step it was investigated whether the direction 
of the applied relative motion between the journal and the 
bearing housing has an influence on the coefficients. Test 
A represents an excitation in direction of the center of a 
pocket, test B in direction of a land (see Fig. 4). 

, Test A 

Fig. 4: Different directions of journal excitation 
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Table 1: Results from Tests A and B 

Both tests, A and B, where condacted at identical 
bearing operation conditions: 

0 n=2116rpm 
0 pv = 0.37 
0 ps = 1.45 bar 
The results show only slight differences for all 

coefficients except for the mass coefficients. 

Based on the results obtained form the pretesting all 
further tests were performed with excitation in direction 
of a pocket. Table 2 includes the parameters, which were 
constant during all the test. 

Table 2: Constant test parameters 

This paper includes the results which show &'he 

dependence of the force coefficients on the journal speed 
and on the pocket pressure ratio. The flow through the 
bearing is turbulent due to the orifices at the entrances to 
the bearing pockets and because of the high Reynollds- 
Numbers in circumfirential direction except for the zero 
speed test. 



Table 3: Parameter variation HJB-Testing Direct Damping D 

It is well known that k destabilizes a journal bearing 
whereas the direct damping D acts against this tendency. 
Hence, it always should be an aim to maximize the direct 
damping. A good indicator for stability properties is the 
whirl frequency ratio SZ which is defined as 

when m is neglected. From a circular hydrodynamic 
bearing SZw is known to be about 0.5. For the tested 
bearing SZw mainly depends on pv because D is less 
sensitive against changes of the journal speed while k 
strongly increases. 

For n = 1411 rpm QW decreases from 0.46 ( p v  = 

0.26) down to 0.38 ( p v  = 0.44). Hence, concerning the 

In figure the are summarized showing the stability this bearing offers only a slight improvement 
over the pocket pressure ratio for the to a circular hydrodynamic bearing. However, 

different rotational speeds. the bearing produces a significant direct damping. This is 

Direct S~Bmc~ss K 
damping can not be produced by squeeze in total because 
the area of lands is quite small. 

The direct stiffness represents the static load capacity Cross Coupled Damping 
of the bearing at zero speed. It is shown that K drops 
when the journal starts to rotate. With further increasing 
speed K slightly decreases. An interesting effect can be 
observed for IK over p,. At a certain pv the direct 
stiffness reaches a maximum, which is depending on the 
journal speed. The lower the speed the stronger 
developed is the maximum. Vice versa it can be claimed, 
that this effect distinguishes for higher speeds. This result 
contains a practical use, because it shows, that there 
exists an optimum of recess pressure and hence an 
optimum of oriikice diameter for a fixed bearing geometry 
and supply pressure in case of low journal speeds. For 
high journal speeds this effect does not have a decisive 
influence on the load capacity any more. 

The cross coupled damping d contributes to the 
dynamic load capacity of the bearing. This coefficient 
does not change with Pv but shows a significant 

decrease with increasing speed. For speeds higher than 
141 1 rpm the values even become negative. At these 
conditions d counteracts the direct stiffness. Due to the 
contribution of d the total radial bearing reaction force, 
which is expressed by 

F~ = -(K-Q. d-n2. M). u (eq. 2) 
is reduced for about 30% at the worst case, i.e. n = 2822 
rprn and pv = 0.26, when SZ is assumed to be equal to the 
rotational frequency of the journal a, which is the case 

Cross Coupled Stiffness k for an excitation due to unbalance. 

In spite of a thin land design, where the total land area 
ratio to the total pocket area is about 113, the bearing 
develops significant high cross coupled stiffness k. This 
coefficient linearly depends on the journal speed and is 
nearly zero for the non-rotating case. At the highest test- 
speed k is nearly as high as the direct stiffness. Because 
of k does not !react on changes of the pocket pressure 
ratio there is no possibility of minimizing this coefficient 
by changing the orifice diameter. 

Direct Mass M 

From eq. 2 it can be derived, that the dynamic load 
capacity can be influenced significantly by the direct 
added mass M at high frequencies of excitation resp. at 
high speeds. In the case of this bearing M has a positive 
impact especially when pv or the speed increase, because 
the values become negative. Hence at the highest speed 
excitation (n = 2822 rpm) and pv = 0.44 the inertia force 
due to M contributes about 50% to the total radial 
bearing reaction force. It is known from the analyses of 
San Andres, that the inertia effects are partly due to the 
compressibility of the fluid at the recess edges. But so far 
nobody reported about negative added mass values. 
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However, the presented values have been confirmed 
by additional measurements of the pressure pulsations in 
the bearing recesses which have been taken in parallel to 
the force measurements via the magnets. It is assumed 
that there are more physical effects resulting from the jet 
$&em and the interaction between the recess and the 
feeding lines which have not been taken into 
considerallion so far. An interpretation of the negative 
masses can also be given by a frequency dependent direct 
stiffness. \Vith an increasing frequency of excitation the 
bearing becomes stiffer because of an increasing 
resistance of the orifice. 

Cross Coupled Mass m 

The cross coupled Mass m also drops with pv but 
much less than M. In addition to that there is only a slight 
dependence on the speed. This coefficient also stabilizes 
a bearing because it counteracts the cross coupled 
stirffness. In case of this bearing this effect is negligible 
compared to the influence of the direct damping. 

CONCLUSIONS 

One of the main results is, that a hydrostatic bearing 
with thin lands p:roduces significant high cross coupled 
stiffness and direct damping values which is very 
important concerning the restriction of reliability due to 
possible instabilities. The stability can be improved by 
increasing the pocket pressure ratio. This may be reached 
either by smalleir clearances under the lands or by 
increasing the orifice diameter. These variations also 
have an impact on the load capacity, which can be 
optimizd for low speeds only by an optimized orifice 
diarneter . 

Further~nore it is shown that the dynamic stiffness of 
the bearing is strongly influenced by added mass terms 
with partly negative signs. Especially at high speeds this 
effect has a significant benefit to the dynamic load 
capacity. The investigation of the physical sources of 
these effects will be part of future work. 

The paper also demonstrates, that for a 
comprehensive prediction of the dynamic characteristics 
of HJBs, it is necessary to include both the fluid flow 
hough  the lands and the flow field in the recess. 
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ANGLED INJECTION-TURBULENT FXOW HYBRID BEARINGS COMPARISON TO TEST WESmm 

Turbulent flow fiction factors at journa! and bearing surEaces. 

Luis San Andres and Dara Childs 
Texas A&M University 
College Station, Texas 

Hydrostati&ydrodynamic (hybrid) journal bearings handling process liquids have lin~ted d y n m i ~  
stability characteristics and their application as support elements to high speed Bexible rotating 
systems is severely restricted. Measurements on water hybrid bearings with angled orifice injection 
have demonstrated improved rotordynamic perfbrmance with virtual elimination of cross-coupled 
stifiess coefficients and null or negative whirl fkequency ratios. A bulk-flow model For prediaion 
of the static performance and force c~efticients of hybrid bearings with angled orifice injection is 
advanced. The analysis reveals that the fluid momentum exchange at the orifice discharge produces 
a pressure rise in the hydrostatic recess which retards the shear flow induced by journal rotation, and 
thus, reduces cross-coupling forces. The predictions fiom the model are compared with eqefimental 
measurements for a 45" angled orifice injection, 5 recess water hybrid bearing operating at 10.2, 17.4 
and 24.6 krpm and with supply pressures of 4, 5.5 and 7 m a .  The correlations iinclude recess 
pressures, flow rates, and rotordpamic force coefficients at the journal centered position. 

& cd&d:i4. Effective orifice area [rn2]. 
b recesicircuderential length [m]. 
C Radial clearance function [m] . 
c~ Fluid specific heat [Jkg OK]. 
C,&,Cm,C& ~ a . k ~ i n ~  force coefficients [Ns/m]. 
c* Orifice discharge coefficient 
D -2  . R . Bearing diameter [m]. 
do Orifice diameter [m] 
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stability and without loss in centering stifiess and damping ability. Some of the technological 
advances have been the natural outcome of analysis and engineering design, while others follow 
empirical evidence and past experience when a mathematical model is yet to be crafted. Other 
recommended fixes to improve the hydrodynamic stability of hybrid bearings by reducing or 
eliminating the WFR are the following: 

Use of machine roughened bearing surfaces to decrease the cross-coupled stiffness coefficients. 
Test results show a rough knurled-pattern HJB to have WFR as low as 0.30 but with a reduced 
load capacity and direct stiffness when compared to a smooth surface HJB (Franchek, 1992). 

Use of circumferentially asymmetric pad bearings and recesses to produce enough an isotropy on 
the rotordynamic force coefficients. Measurements and analysis for an engineered two pad 
validated the concept (San Andres, 1995b). However, this bearing configuration is highly 
sensitive to the direction of applied static loads. 

Use of flexure-pivot, tilting pad HJBs or compliant surface (foil) journal bearings due to their 
inherent stability. San Andres (1995c, 1994) discusses at length these concepts and evaluates 
their potential for cryogenic uses. Flexure-pivot HJBs constitute a novel alternative and fiill-scale 
testing is planned for the first semester of 1996. Foil bearings have also demonstrated their 
perfornlance in cryogenic turbomachinery (Genge et al., 1993). The current foil bearing 
technology allows only for specific loads applicable to secondary power cryogenic turbopumps. 
The interested reader should recall the cited references for further details. 

Use of hybrid bearings with angled liquid injection opposing journal rotation to reduce the 
development of the circumferential flow velocity and with virtual elimination of cross-coupled 
stiffness coefficients. This concept has lacked firm theoretical modeling though it has proved 
successfU1 in some applications (Tondl, 1967, Brown and Hart, 1986). Experimental 
measurements for a 5 recess water HJB demonstrate that angled injection aids in reducing the 
whirl frequency ratio without decreasing the bearing centering stiffness and load capacity 
(Franchek, 1992, Franchek and Childs, 1995). 
The thennohydrodynamic analysis of real properties, hybrid bearings with angled orifice injection 

is advanced. The objective is to develop a model able to predict reliably the performance of angled 
hjection HJBs in lieu of their favorable (measured) rotordynamic performance. The motion of a fluid 
through the thin film lands is governed by mass, momentum and energy transport equations for the 
bullc-flow velocities, pressure and temperature, along with thermophysical state equations for 
evaluation of the cryogen material properties. The turbulent bulk-flow is modeled with simple friction 
coe:Fliicients and include effective film depths to accommodate for macroscopic surface roughness. 
A simple ar~alysis for the angled injection - orifice flow reveals that the fluid momentum exchange 
produces a pressure rise in the recess which retards the shear flow induced by journal rotation. The 
numerical predictions from the model are correlated extensively with the experimental data of 
Franchek (1 992). 

ANALYSIS 
Figure 1 shows the geometry of a hybrid (combination hydrostatic/hydrodynamic) journal bearing 

md the relevant nomenclature. A liquid at high pressure (P, ) and inlet temperature (T, ) is supplied 
(radiially or angled) through orifice restrictors and impinges into the bearing recesses with a mean 



pressure (P,). The pressure field within the recesses is determined from flow continuity Gth  the film 
lands, momentum exchange at the orifice plane and a viscous rise due to journal  rotation. At the 
recess edges, an inertial pressure drop also occurs due to the sudden transition from the recess of 
depth (&) into the film lands of thickness (H). Past the recesses, the liquid then flows tibough the 
film lands and the pressure drops to the discharge value (Pa ). 

Equations of flow on the bearing film lands 
On the thin film lands flow turbulence, fluid inertia and compressibility effects are impofiant. The 

model then assumes a fblly developed turbulent bulk-flow of a fluid whose material propefiies depend 
on its local thermophysical state of pressure and temperature. The equations of mass, axial and 
circumferential momentum, and adiabatic-flow energy transport for the bulk-flow velocities, pressure 
and temperature in the bearing film lands are given as (Yang et al., 1995, Klephans and 
Childs, 1995): 

Please refer to the Nomenclature for a description of all variables. K, = K, = (k, -+ kB)D are the 
wall shear stress parameters determined as local functions of turbulent fiction factors wgch depend 
on the bearing and journal surface conditions and the flow Reynolds numbers relative to the rotating 
(R,) and stationary (R,) surfaces, i.e K j  = f, . R,, K B  = fB . RB (Hirs, 1973). The c~ryoge~c liquid 
properties are extracted fiom the Benedict-Web-Rubin equation of state as given in the standard data 
base of McCarty (1986). 

The fluid pressure at the sides of the bearing (y = &LIZ) equals the discharge or ambient value 
(PA. At the interface with the bearing recesses, continuity of flow and pressure must be attained as 
detailed below. 



Figure 2a depicts a hydrostatic bearing recess (or pocket) with axial length (1) and circumferential 
extent (b). The figure shows the direction of the journal surface speed (Q . R), and relative to this 
veloGity the recess is divided into upstream (u) and downstream (d) regions. The fluid supply orifice 
port with injection angle (6) is located at a distance b, from the upstream recess edge. The orifice 
has am effeictive area A, normal to the feed speed V,. Radial fluid supply is indicated by 6=0 while 
a tangential feed opposite to journal rotation is given by 6 = x/2 (90"). 

Conventional analysis of hydrostatic bearings do not calculate the flow field within the recess 
since these are typically deep and enclose large nearly stagnant fluid volumes. Analysis then accounts 
only for f l o ~ ~  continuity with the film lands and determines a (uniform) recess pressure using a simple 
orifice equation based on Bernoulli's principle. The complexity of the flow field in hydrostatic 
pockets has been discussed by Hill et al. (1995) and Braun et al. (1993, 1995) with the aid of 
mo-dimensional computational fluid mechanics analyses. Numerical results reveal the generation of 
hydrodynannic pressures within the pocket and followed by sharp inertial pressure drops at the recess 
edges. This field of study is of utmost importance for the development of a mature technology on 
hybriid bearings for cryogenic applications. 

The analysis of angled injection - hydrostatic pockets follows here a simplified approach which - - 

intends to be~of practical use without resorting to computationally intensive three dimensional flow 
calculations. The flow model is evidently crude yet it grasps the fbndamental mechanisms of pressure 
generation within the bearing pockets. The favorable correlation with hybrid bearing experimental 
perfomance characteristics given later justifies the method used. 

A mass conservation equation at each bearing recess of area (I . b) and depth H, is defined by the 
dobal balance between the mass flow through the orifice restrictor (Q,.), the mass flow into the film 
lands and the time rate of change of liquid mass within the recess and supply line volume (V,), i.e. 

' r 
for r = l,2.. . .,Nrecess 

where A, = Cdxd2/4.is the effective orifice area with C, as an empirical discharge coefficient. I: 
denotes the closure of the recess with the film lands and has a normal n along the boundary line. At 
the orifice discharge plane, the mean recess pressure is denoted by P, (see Figure 2b) and given from 
Bernoulli's lequation as: 

Computational fluid mechanics analysis reveals that the axial pressure within the recess is (to a 
first approximation) practically uniform. Hence, modeling of the flow in the pocket as a 
one-dhensional buk-flow bearing determines that the pressure difference (downstream - upstream) 
on a recesses is given by two contributions: 
a a viscous pressure rise (AP,,,) due to shear flow induced by journal rotation (San Andres, 1992): 



b) a pressure drop (AP,,,,) at the orifice injection plane and due to the exchange of fluid momentum, 
and simply stated as: 

where the orifice equation (6) has been used on the right hand side of eqn (8). Note that for radial 
injection (6 = 0) there is no momentum pressure drop at the supply port, while the largest pressure 
drop occurs for large pressure differentials (P, - Pa) and tangential injection (6 = 90"). FOP simplicity 
the pressure field within the hydrostatic pocket is then taken as linear and combines the ttwo pressure 
differences as shown pictorially in Figure 2b. Note that this simplification avoids the calculation of 
the complex flow field on the entire bearing recess. 

Finally, the entrance pressures (P,) to the film lands in the circumferential (upstream and 
downstream) and axial directions are given by (San Andres, 1992): - 

These equations are used only when fluid flows from the recess towards the film la~nds. Detils of 
energy transport at the recesses are given by Yang et al. (1995). 

Perturbation Analvsis 
Consider the motion of the journal as the superposition of small amplitude periodic motions of 

frequency (a) around a static equilibrium position. That is, the journal center displacenlents are given 
as 

The magnitudes of the dynamic perturbations in journal displacements are small, i.e., I(Aex, A+>/ 
<<< C. The film thickness (H) can then be regarded as the superposition of a steady-state (HO) and 
dynamic components given by the real part of the following expression: 

H = Ho + {Aexhx + Aeyhy)e iYt  (1 1) 



where H, = C(y) + ex, h, + q0 h, ; and h, = COS(~),  h, = sin(8) 
The flow field variables 07, , Y, , P,T), as well as the fluid properties (p, p) and the shear 

parmeters (K, , K,,) are also formulated as the superposition of zeroth-order and first-order complex 
fields describing an equilibrium for steady-state flow, and the perturbed condition for small amplitude 
dynamic journal motions, respectively. In general, these fields are expressed as: 

Substitution of equations (11) and (12) into the flow equations (1-9) renders zeroth- and 
&st-order eiquations for determination of the steady-state and perturbed flow-fields. These equations 
are not reproduced here for brevity but can be found in their full extent in the reference of San Andres 
(1993). The bearing static and dynamic force characteristics are evaluated once a solution to the flow 
equations is obtained. Fluid film forces (Fx, F,) and force coefficients (stiffness Kap, damping C,@ 
and inertia Map) are calculated by integration of the pressure fields over the journal surface. The 
appropfiate formulae are: 

Numerical Method of Solution 
The control-volume method of Launder and Leschziner (1978) is used to solve the differential 

equaions of motion. Staggered grids containing control volumes for the primitive flow variables 
(circumferential and axial velocity, pressure and temperature) cover the flow domain. Algebraic 
diflerence equations are derived on each control volume for the conservation of mass, axial and 
circumferential momentum, and balance of energy. A pressure correction equation is derived using 

C procedure of Van Doonnaal and Raithby (1984). A Newton-Raphson scheme is also 
used for satisfaction of the recess mass flow constraint. Full descriptions on the accuracy and 
parmeter sensitivity ofthe method as applied to hybrid bearings and annular pressure seals are given 
in past publlications (San Andres, 1990-1995). The interested reader should consult the cited 
references for a detailed exposition of the numerical method used. 

co SONS TO TEST RESULTS FROM A WATER 5-RECESS HUB 
Frsanche.k (1992) presents an experimental study of five hybrid bearings with distinctive 

geometrical c;onfigurations. These are namely, smooth bearings with radial injection and rectangular 
(baseline), triangular and circular recesses, a knurled rough-surface bearing with rectangular recesses, 
and a smoth surface bearing with rectangular recesses and a 45" angled orifice injection. The tests 
consisted o:f the measurement of load vs. journal eccentricity, torque and flow rate, and the 



identification of rotordynamic force coefficients. Childs and Hale (1994) provide a 1511 descrjiption 
of the test apparatus and the experimental procedure. The nominal test conditions include: 

(a) 3 rotational speeds: 10.0, 17.4 and 24.6 krpm 
(b) 3 supply pressures: 4.0, 4.5 and 7.0 MFa (600, 800 and 1000 psig) 
(c) 6 journal eccentricity ratios (elc): 0.0 to 0.5 at a fluid supply temperature of 55 "C (130°F). 

Franchek and Childs (1994) and Franchek et al. (1995) briefly report the measurements with 
comparisons to predictions for the radial injection bearing (conventional design). Table 1 desc~bes 
the geometry of the test bearing with angled (45") injection. At the journal centered plosition the 
measured data for flow rate, supply and average recess pressures and operating clearance is also 
given. From these values, empirical orifice loss coefficients (C,) are estimated for each test condition 
and used in all computations including journal off-centered operations. The values of circurnferentid 
(Re3 and axial flow Reynolds (Rc) numbers demonstrate the character of the flow witl~in the test 
bearing. San Andres (1995e) reports detailed comparisons of predictions and test results for both 
radial and angled (45 ") injection hybrid bearings. Selected experimental measurements proken lines) 
along with predictions from the model (continuous lines) follow. 

Static Performance Characteristics of Angled Injection Bearing 
Figure 3 depicts the journal eccentricity versus applied load (W,) at a nominal supply pressure 

of 7.0 MPa and three rotational speeds. The journal eccentricity increases linearly with the applied 
load as is typical in externally pressurized bearings. The predictions correlate very well with the 
measurements and also demonstrate that the stiffness coefficients for the bearing will not v q  
(greatly) with the journal center position. Figure 4 shows the predicted journal center loci as the load 
increases. Note the negative attitude angle at the lowest speed (10.2 krpm), an almost null angle at. 
the medium speed (17.4 krpm), and a positive angle at the highest speed (24.6 krpm). Test results 
are not shown since these were not included by Franchek (1992). The predic1:ions reveal the 
hndamental effect of angled injection on the bearing static load performance. Engineefing design 
could then lead to a hybrid bearing free of cross-coupling effects with the appropriate combination 
of injection angle, supply pressure and operating speed. 

Figure 5 depicts the recess pressure ratios {(P,-PJ(P,-Pa)) at the journal concentric position iFor 
the three nominal supply pressures and speeds. Recess pressure ratios rise with the journal speed and 
decrease with supply pressures since land flow resistance and turbulence are greater. The correlations 
with the model predictions are good except at the largest speed and lowest supply presslJre. Note 
that the comparisons have been made with averaged test recesses pressures. Actual nneasured recess 
pressures vary as much as 13% from the calculated (experimental) average. Figure 6 shows the 
predicted flow rates to agree with the measurements at the low (10.2 krpm) and medium speeds (17.4 
krpm). The discrepancies at the highest test speed are attributed to the larger predidedl recess 
pressures. 

Dynamic Performance Characteristics at Journal Centered Position 
The test results and numerical predictions demonstrate that the rotordynamic force coefficients 

are practically insensitive to the applied load for journal eccentricities to 50% of the bearjing 
clearance. Hence, in the following, only force coefficients at the concentric position are presented. 

The whirl frequency ratio (WFR), a stability indicator of paramount importance for the 
application of hybrid bearings to high speed applications, is depicted in Figure 7. Although not shorn 



here, the radial bearing presents a (measured) WFR ranging from 0.60 to 0.48 for most operating 
conditions (Franchek, 1992). On the other hand, the angled (45") injection bearing shows a (large) 
negative WFR at the lowest speed and raising to the 0.5 limit as the rotational speed increases. The 
numerical predictions agree well with the measurements at the middle and high speeds, i.e. 17.4 and 
24.6 krpm. Note that the advantages of angled injection are then lost as the journal speed increases 
and determines dominance of hydrodynamic effects over hydrostatic effects. 

Fi,pre 8 depicts the cross-coupled stiffness coefficients (Kxy = -I& ) as the journal speed 
increases for the three nominal supply pressures. In the radial injection bearing, the cross-coupled 
stiffiness are always positive and increase with the journal speed (Franchek et al., 1995). On the other 
hand, the angled injection bearing presents negative cross-coupled coefficient at the lowest speed. 
From a rotordynamics point of view this is a desirable occurrence since then these coefficients render 
forces opposing the development of forward whirl motions. The numerical predictions show the 
same trends as the measurements but do not agree well with the measurements. 

Figure 9 presents the direct stiffness coefficients (Kxx = &,) versus the journal speed and 
nominal supply pressures. The experimental results show significant discrepancies between K,, and 
K,, and attributed to minute differences in the diameters of the feeding orifices. The numerical 
prediaions agree well with the measurements except at the lowest speed and highest pressure where 
the tests show an unexpected behavior. 

The direct damping coefficients (C,, = Cj,) are depicted in Figure 10. The predictions and 
measulrements show direct damping to increase with journal speed and supply pressure. Correlation 
test and model is best at the lowest (10.2 krpm) speed. However, direct damping is underpredicted 
by as much as 25% at 24.6 krpm. 

Fiwre 11 shows the predicted cross-coupled damping coefficients (C, = -Cyx) to increase with 
journal speed and with little influence of the external supply pressure. On the other hand, the test 
remlts show a different behavior with cross-damping coefficients being the largest at the middle test 
sped (17.4 krpm). No conclusive remark can be made in regard to the correlation of prediction and 
identified test coefficients. 

Comp~sons to inertia force coefficients are given by San Andres (1995e) and not reported here 
for brevity. The predictions show added mass coefficients independent of external supply pressure 
and with a slow variation as the journal speed increases. The experimentally identified inertia 
coeEcients are of the same order of magnitude as the predictions but present an erratic behavior. 
Franchek and Childs (1994) indicate the test inertia coefficients have average uncertainties of 53%. 

CC)N@LUS;IONS 
The growth of an "all-fluid-film-bearing" technology for support of advanced cryogenic 

turbopumps demands the development of models and design tools, the testing of components, and 
the implementation of the technology on actual hardware. Conventional hybrid fluid film bearings 
have demonstrated adequate load support, direct stiffness and damping, but suffer from limited 
hydrodynmlic stability which deters their use to high speed applications and flexible rotating 
stmmrd systems. On the other hand, experiments on hybrid bearings with angled orifice injection 
have shown virtual elimination of cross-coupled stiffness coefficients and null or negative whirl 
frequency ratios. No firm analysis was available at the time of the measurements, and hence, firther 
technological developments since then were prevented. 

A bulk-flow analysis for prediction of the static load and force coefficients of hybrid bearings 
with angled orifice injection is advanced. A simple model reveals that the fluid momentum exchange 



at the orifice discharge produces a pressure rise in the recess which retards the shear Bow induced 
by journal rotation, and consequently, reduces cross - coupling forces. The predictions from the 
model are compared with measurements for a hybrid bearing with a 45" angled injection. The test 
bearing nominal clearance is 125 pm and operates with water from 10.2 krpm to 24.6 krprn and with 
supply pressures from 4 to 7 m a .  Comparison of experiments and model calculatior~s for load, flow 
rate and recess pressures are good and verify the soundness of the bulk-flow model. Conelations of 
model and test direct stiflhess and damping coefficients are also favorable. The predictions show the 
same trends as the test values for the whirl frequency ratio and cross-coupled stiffxiess coefficients 
but large differences are apparent. Inertia force coefficients do not agree with the experimel~tal values 
perhaps due to the large uncertainty in the test coefficients. The predictions as well as the 
measurements demonstrate that the advantages of angled injection in hybrid  bearing,^ are lost as the 
journal speed increases and brings dominance of hydrodynamic over hydrostatic egects. 
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Table 1. D d p t i o n  ofwatcr Iubr ioM orifice compensated hybrid bearing tested by Franchekand Childs (199J). 

5 
Clesranccnommal( Of mxsscs @?! ) 125.4 pm (0.F5 in) 
Diameter @) 76.2 mm 3 tn 

76.2 mm h in) k 3 ? _  (&-peak) 0.33 pm (13 ppln) 

R- d i m ~ i o m :  square (1) 27 mm x @) 27 mmxW p (depth) Supply volume Vs = 0.1289 dm3 
Oriiicc at mdplane o r e ~ ~ ~ ~ . d t a m M  d = 2.49 mm angled tnjecuon (d = p14 [4S0]) 
Lubricant warn rt T c  = 779 7-  Tc - -. . . . -. .. . . -- - - -"".- .. 
Viscmity (p) 0.4929E-3 Pas Dmity (p) 986.26 kdm' 
D i e  pressure Pa: 0.0 MPs ( 0 pig) 
Empirical param-: Enbnce loss f a ~ n  L. & = 0.0. Inlet swirl a = 0.5 

Test Conditions and Estimated Parameters at Centered Operation 

2% P d ~ a  pm P~min  :;a C, ( P ~ R + )  
C Re 

24.6 4.135 119.4 78.07 2.424 0.907 
5.532 

23,447.2 
120.8 2.870 0.859 23.722.0 12942.4 

10.875.8 
92.21 

6.844 117.1 101.38 3.206 0.808 23.000.0 14,123.0 

(*) Cd values attmated from measured flow rate and average recess pressures 
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Pipure 5.  Centered recess pressure ratio (pr-PS)/(PS-pa) for water - 
5 recesa hybridbearing. comparison to experimental results. 
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rfpure 6. Bearing flow rate vs. journal Speed for water - 5 recesa hybI.id 
bearing. Comparison to experimental results. 
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Circumferential Momentum 

are also neglected. After these simplifications, and using dimensional variables for clarityy the 
following equations result: 

Confl'nuity 

a 
-[pl(Ho at  + H,)] + p o H o [ ~ ~  + 3) = o R a@ az 

Rsriaj Momenhrm 

T&g the clivergence of the combination of Eqs. (24) and (25) and subtracting the result from the 
pmid deitrsltive of Eq. (23) with respect to time yields, 

SlimpHimng Eq. (26) with the equation of state, Eq. (6), and rearranging provides, 
- 

- @pl - - -  2 2 v2P1 = c, V P,, 
at2 

w&ch is the wave equation in t e r n  of perturbed pressure where c,, is the effective acoustic velocity. 
Note that setting H, = 0 yields c, = /KT the isothermal sonic speed (Potter and Foss, 1982). 

A comparison of the reduction of c, and the resonant fkquencies vm) of figure 4 versus 4 is 
show in E p e  5. The effective sonic speed is nondimensionalized by the isothexmal sonic speed, 
the l-esomt frequencies are nondimensionalized by the resonant fkquency for h d 4 ,  and the 
honeycod cell depth is nondimensionalized by the operating clearance. 



In performing the acoustic analysis, the velocity disturbances, (w, and a,), 58pe assmed to be 
small in comparison to the sonic speed, i.e., (Mach N~mber)~ << 1. However, the flow ~~ a seal 
can approach the choked condition, Mach Number = I at seal exit. Hence, applyling tEne acow~e 
analysis may be questionable for some conditions. Nevertheless, the acoustic model expl 
reduction of the resonant fiequencies shown in figure 4. In figure 5, the rate of decrease of b e  
resonant fiequencies with increased cell depth is consistent with the rate of decrease of the eEe6:~ve 
sonic speed fiom the acoustic solution. This parallel validates the acoustic-model explana~on of 
cell-depth influence on the effective sonic speed and, consequently, on the resonmces show in 
figure 4. 

General-Transfer-Function Model 

Because the acoustic resonant fiequencies in a honeycomb seal can be less than the operating 
speed, causing the forcdmotion model in Eq. (1) to be inadequate, a new model is ~ : e q ~ e d  for the 
reaction force components and the following Laplace transform model is proposed: 

where the form of D and E is to be determined based on the solution of Eq.(16) md the boundary 
conditions of Eqs. (19) and (20). Following Bolleter et al. (1989), for circular precession fie 
impedances of Eq. (2 1) in terms of D and E are, 

I,' = -Re[D] - Im[E] 
I,. = -Re[D] + Im[E] 

I: = Re[E] - Im [Dl 
I = Re [El + Im [Dl,  

where the "+" power iindicates positive excitation fiequencies and the "-" power indicates negative 
excitation fkquencies. By adding and subtracting terms in Eq. (29), D and E can be fomd from &e 
solutions shown in figures 4 and 5. 

To obtain analytical expressions for the transfer funcctions, magnitude and phase plm Por D a d  
E are required. Figures 6 and 7 show the magnitude and phase for D and E respec~ve1y. T"he 
approximate transfer functions resulting fiom the solutions are: 





From the above relation, the real part of the right-hand-side provides the effective sti&ess md the 
imaginary part of the right-hand-side, divided by B, provides the effective damping, i-e., 

Figures 10 and 1 1 show the predicted effective stifiess and damping, in dimensional uni@, for the 
impedances shown in figures 3 and 4, respectively. Note, that increased cell depth decreases the 
effective damping. At low frequencies F0.15) the effective damping is negative because of a 
relatively large cross-coupled stifhess (KEy) term. 

An approximate and iterative stability analysis can be pefiormed by selecting a firewency, e-g., 
Nnning speed, calculating equivalent stiffhess and damping coefficients for this speed &om 
Equation (34), and then calculating damped eigenvalues. The natural fkquency of the mode h t  
is of concern with respect to stability can then be used to recalculate equivalent s ~ f i e s s  a d  
damping coefficients, and the cycle is repeated until convergence is achieved between the assmed 
frequency and the imaginary part of the damped eigenvalue of interest. Aside from the itera~ve 
nature of this approach, an additional drawback is that the results obtained for 
at other than the converged natural frequency are not correct. 

Beyond the weight of past practice, there is no compelling reason to continue forcing models 
to conform to a stifbess, damping, and inertia format. Conventional linear system analysis (e.g., 
Melsa and Shultz, 1969) provides a quite adequate foundation for handling the type of reaction-force 
transfer function models provided by Eqs. (30) and (3 1). The approach can be demc 
Jeffcott model formulation. Applying the reaction-force model of Eqs.(28), (30), a d  (3 1) to the 
mass of a Jeffcott model would yield 



in the Laplace domain. By defining the new variables 

The follswjing more useful Laplace-domain model is obtained 

Note that wllile the original Jeffcott model has a fourth-order characteristic equation in s, Eq. (37) 
yields an eight-order polynomial. Modeling the seal forces with frequency-dependent stiffhess, 
damphg, and inertia terms hides the degrees of freedom which are contained in the transfer-function 
denornhato~rs of D and E. 

A &ne-domain, state-variable format for the model of Eq.(37) is 

A g h ,  this is an eight-order system versus the fourth-order system of the original Jeffcott model. 
Eq.(3 8) can be stated in matrix form as 



The eigenvalues for [a can be calculated directly (versus iteratively), e.g., using the QR d g o ~ h .  

Due to space limitations, the following simplified eigenvalue analysis is provided as h i @  fo9 
the application of a transfer-function honeycomb seal force/motion model to the JeRcoM rotor. For 
this analysis, the Jeffcott rotor is assigned: (a) a mass of 100 kg, (b) a natural eequency of 0.756~, 
(c) viscous damping corresponding to 2% of critical damping, (d) the calculated values of KD, E;;, 
a, p, and y for the input of Table 1 over a range of h, fkom 0 to 5. Eigenvalue so1utio:ns haljicate b t  
the overall system critical damping, for fonvard precession, decreases fiom 10.4% at h=O, to 5. I%, 
at hd=5. 

The Jeffcott model used in the above demonstration is obviously simpler t h  a gened 
rotordynamics model involving stiffhess, damping, and inertia matrices. However, the state-v&de 
formulation demonstrated above can be readily extended to general rotor models, and has pre~iomly 
been employed for rotors on magnetic bearings, Palazzolo et al. (1 993). 

Discussion and Conclusions 

The analysis presented demonstrates that the cells of honeycomb act to reduce the effecrjive 
acoustic velocity of fl ow through the seal, which can drop seal acoustic natural frequencies hto &e 
fiequency range of interest for rotordynamics. In these circum&mces, the conventional (fiequency- 
independent) ro tord~c-weff ic ient  model is invalid, and a more general - f a - h d o n  male1 
is required. The transfer functions caIculated here are a lead-lag function for the direct tern a d  a 
simple lag function for the cross-coupled tenn. 

Given that the lowest axial acoustic mode natural fiequency is approximately nc& md &e 
lowest circumferential mode frequency is approximately cJR where c, is the eEer,riive a o h a ;  
velocity, conventional, (frequency-independent) models may work for short sedls ~h 
diameters and (comparatively) low speeds. For all other cases, general transfer functicom should be 
employed. General transfer-function models for honeycomb seals require noncomntiod 
rotordynamics tools for stability andlor transient analysis. For synchronous response due to 
imbalance, running-speed-dependent stiffness and damping coefficients can be used vvii& 
conventional analyses. 

A reasonable question to consider at this point is: Does the new model fit test &.ta be= 
the old model? Unfortunately, the answer is inconclusive with respect to the authors' test &@ 



because our feasible frequency range of excitation (40 to 70 Hz) is too restricted. Test data are 
needed fiolrn low kquencies out to frequencies in excess of running speed to verify the predictions 
of the present analysis. The test apparatus described by Childs and Hale (1994) for testing 
hy&osltarie bearings has the required frequency range and has been modified to test liquid annular 
seals, Lhclsey and Childs (1995). The test rig is currently being considered for future air-seal 
testing. 
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Nomenclature 

Roman 
Co Effective sonic speed (Lit) 
Cr Rotor damping (Fa) 
C, c Direct and cross-coupled damping (Fa) 
c , Seal inlet clearance (L) 
D Direct impedance (FL) 
e Precession amplitude (L) 
E Cross-coupled impedance (F/L) 
f Wo Nondimensional excitation frequency 
AT Nondimensional resonant frequency 
Fx, Fx Seal reaction forces (F) 
H Seal clearance Q 
H.3 Honeycomb cell depth (L) 
hd H a  Nondimensiond honeycomb cell depth 
I, I, Radial and tangential impedances (FA) 
j J--r 
K, k Direct and cross-coupled stifkess (FL) 
KD Direct transfer function constant (FL) 
KE Cross-coupled transfer-function constant (FT/L) 
k, Rotor stifiess (F/L) 
L Seal length (L) 
M Direct added mass OM) 
4 Rotor mass OM) 
PC P,& Ratio of absolute sump to reservoir pressures 
P Pressure (F/L2) 
PR Reservoir (upstream, inlet) pressure (F/L2) 
ps Sump (downstream, back) pressure (3?/L2) 
ro Excitation amplitude (L) 
R Seal radius (L) 

% Gasconstant 0 
s Complex variable for Laplace transforms (I/t) 
t Time (t) 
T Fluid bulk temperature (T) 
U Circurnferentid bulk fluid velocity (Ut) 
V Radial bulk fluid velocity (L/t) 
W Axial bulk fluid velocity (L/t) 
X, Y Sedrotor relative displacement (L) 
2, Y Sedrotor relative velocities (Llt) 
x, y" Sedrotor relative accelerations (we) 
X9 Y Frequency domain seaVrotor relative displacement (Lit) 
Z Axial coordinate (L) 
2, Gas compressibility factor 



Greek 
a, a, r 
E 

8 

Tr,wfer function frequencies (llt) 
Pembation in eccentricity ratio 
Circumferential coordinate 
Fluid density (MIL3) 
Shear stress (F/L2) 
Entrance loss and exit recovery factors 
Rotor rotational flequency (llt) 
Rotor precession frequency (llt) 

0, 1 Zeroth and f ~ s t  order 
, Rotor axial and circumferential 
sz, s 8  Stator axial and circumferential 
r, @ Radicd and circurnferential 























A COMPARISON OF EXF'ERIMENTAL ROTORDYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS 
LEAKAGE CHARACTERISTICS BETWEEN HOLE-PA'ITERN 

GAS DAMPER SEALS AND A HONEYCOMB SEAL 

Zeping Yu 
Boeing 

Rocketdyne Division 
Canoga Park, California 

and 

Dara Childs 
Texas A&M University 
College Station, Texas 

Honeycomb annular seals are an attractive design alternative due to their superior static and d p m i c  
performance. However, their implementation in industrial practice has been delayed by the fo~llowing 
characteristics: a) manufacturing time can be appreciable, and b) they can seriously damage the shafi: if 
rubbing occurs. To minimize these problems, "hole-pattern" gas damper seals, which are formed by simply 
drilling holes into an annular smooth seal, were manufactured and tested. The hole-pattern damper seal stator 
can be made of high-strength plastic materials which are less likely to damage a shaft during nubbhg. n e  
experimental results presented demonstrate that, compared to a honeycomb seal, a hole-pzatl:em daanper seal 
with 3.18 mm hole diameters and a high percentage of hole surface has achieved: (a) an average of 12 
percent reduction in leakage rate, and (b) considerably higher effective damping, especially mder high 
speeds and low inlet pressure ratio conditions. 

NOMENCLA 
A Whirl amplitude (mm) 
Ax, AY Fourier transformed absolute acceleration of stator housing (mfsZ) 
c, c Direct and cross-coupled damping coefficients (N-dm) 
cr Seal clearance (mm) 
d Hole-pattern damper seal hole diameter (rnm) 
D Diameter of seal (mm) 

DB DY Fourier transformed motion of the stator relative to the rotor (m) 
fsx, fsy Measured stator housing reaction forces (N) 

Fsx, FSY Fourier transformed components of seal reaction forces (N) 
Hm, Hm Direct and cross-coupled impedance functions (N/m) 
]Eik Direct and cross-coupled stiffhess (N/m) 
M, In Direct and cross-coupled inertia (kg) 
m Mass flow rate (kg/s) 



Mass of stator housing (kg) 
Back pressure (bar) 
Inlet (reservoir) pressure (bar) 
P a  absolute pressure ratio 
Volumetric flow &e (m3/s) 
Rotor radius (m) 
U a o ,  inlet circumferential velocity ratio 
Inlet circumferential velocity (rnls) 
Displacement of the stator relative to the rotor (m) 
Absolute acceleration of stator housing (rn/s2) 
Area fraction factor introduced in equation (7) 
Rotor angular velocity (radls) 
Rotor precession frequency (radls) 

mmmUeTION 
Annular pressure seals with small clearance are employed in turbomachines such as pumps, 

compressors, or gas-turbine engines between stationary and rotating elements to limit the leakage of fluid 
fkom diEererlt pressure stages. However, high pressures and tight clearances within annular seals can produce 
reaction forces on the rotor which have great impact both on rotordynamic stability and response. 

If seal relative motion is small and is about a centered position within an annular seal, the reaction- 
force model in equation (1) applies, Childs (1993). 

Here, IF, and F, are the components of reaction forces acting on the rotor, X and Y define the components 
of the seal-rotor displacements relative to the stator, and the rotordynamic coefficients K, k, C, c, M are the 
direct stiffness, cross-coupled stiffness, direct damping, cross-coupled damping, and direct added mass 
coefficients, respectively. 

Figure 1 illustrates the rotordynamic force components acting on a rotor which is whirling in the 
dlirec.on of rotation at a constant angular frequency o and amplitude A. In this figure, (K -Ma2 + co)A is 
h e  radial force component which acts toward the center of the rotor. This force component is defined by the 
dkect stifiess K, the added mass M, and the cross-coupled damping c. A sufficient change of K can cause 
a shift of a critical speed. However, the radial force component has generally been considered to be small 
for gas seals and typically has a negligible influence on rotordynamics. 

Returning to Figure 1, (k - Co)A is the tangential force , that changes with the cross-coupled 
diffness k and direct damping C. This component of force is most responsible for the impact of seals on 
rotordynamic response and rotordynamic stability. To take both direct damping C and cross-coupled &ess 
k into consideration, effective damping C, = C(l - WCo) is a useful parameter to evaluate and compare 
rotor&pamic performance for seals. 



Realizing the importance of seal forces, various 
types of seals have been designed to achieve better Y 
rotordynamic and leakage control performance. From a 
rotordynamic view point, honeycomb seals have shown very . 

/ 

promising characteristics. They provide considerably higher / / 

effective direct damping, lower cross-coupled stiffness, and 1 1 
better leakage control than see-through labyrinth seals. In 1 

I practice, honeycomb seals have been used to eliminate a , 
stability problem in the High Pressure Oxygen Turbopump I 

(HPOTP) of the Space Shuttle Main Engine (SSME), 
\ 
\ 

i 

\ 
/ 

Scharrer (1989). In centrifugal compressors, honeycomb \ I 
\ 

/ 
seals have been used to eliminate unwanted vibrations, \ / 

\ 
./ 

Zeidan et al. (1993), and Sorokes et al. (1994). However, l . / ---- 
honeycomb seals can have the following disadvantages: 

a) On occasions, their comparatively long Figure Forces on a l:OtOr 

manufacturing time have prevented their use in retrofits, 
b) They can seriously damage the shaft if rubbing 

occurs. 
As an alternative to honeycomb seals, hole-pattern damper seals are considered in this smdy. F i p e  2 
illustrates geometric differences between honeycomb and hole-pattern damper seals. Comprnred to a 
honeycomb seal, the hole-pattern damper seal has a much simpler d a c e  configuration, which is fomed 
by simply drilling holes into an annular smooth seal stator. 

The "damper seal" concept for liquid seals was originated by Von Pragenau (119i32) who reasoned 
that a rough-stator/smooth-rotor combination would yield a lower, asymptotic, circumferential velocity &a 
a smooth rotor, thus yielding lower cross-coupled stifiess values. Childs and Kim (1986) conducted tests 
for nine hole-pattern damper liquid seals with various percentage of surface areas in holes. Thek tests used 
roughened stators and a smooth rotor, and showed 
that an optimum configuration of hole-pattern takes HOLE-PATTERN DAMPER SEAL 

up about 34 percent coverage of holes and yielded a 
37 percent increase of direct damping, while 
reducing leakage by 46 percent as compared to a 
smooth seal. A subsequent series of tests were done 
by Childs et al. (1990) at smaller clearances, and 
showed approximately the same damping HONEYCOMB SEAL 

- ~ - - 

performance for hole-pattern damper seals and 
smooth seals at the same clearances, about 20 
percent lower stiffness values, and one third lower 

leakage- However, hole-pattern damper gas seals Figure 2 The surface configuration for hole-pmm 
have not been tested before. damper and honeycomb seal 

EXPE NTAL SET UP 
The test apparatus utilizes air as the test fluid and consists of a rotor shaft which is suspended 

(pendulum fashion) from an upper, rigidly-mounted, pivot shaft as illustrated in Figure 3. This confagur;a~on 
allows horizontal static and dynamic motion of the rotor, while an eccentric cam within the pivot sh& 
provides static vertical position capability for the rotor; Childs et al. (1986a), Pelletti (1990). 



The! rotor is excited horizontaily by a hydraulic shaker head, which acts on the rotor shaft housing. 
The excitartilon frequency range is from 40 to 70 Hz. The rotor excitation produces seal reaction forces which 
are measured by three load cells which support the seal stator in a trihedral fashion. Two accelerometers 
mounted in the X and Y directions are used to subtract the forces on the stator housing due to external 
residual vibrations. 

Figure 3 Test apparatus 



As Figure 4 illustrates, high pressure air enters the test section from one side of the rig and passes 
a pre-swirl guide vane before entering the test seal. Inlet pressure is manually regulated by a con&ol valve 

1- TEsr STATOR 

TEST ROTOR 
AIR 

Figure 4 Cross section of test rig 

located upstream of the test section. The seal pressure 7 

ratio cross the seal, defined as absolute exit pressure 
divided by absolute inlet pressure, is controlled by a 
back-pressure seal with inlet and exhaust ports. Air is 
injected (or withdrawn) through the ports to decrease (or 
increase) the pressure drop across the seal. 

The test apparatus yields three inlet swirl 
velocities. Inlet swirl is controlled by the two swirl 
vanes illustrated in Figure 5 plus a set of straight vanes. 
The calculation of inlet circumferential velocity is 
initiated by dividing the volumetric flow rate Q , 
measured with a turbine flow meter, by the sum of the m U I g  Snar. VANBS ECtT ANGm 

area which are normal to the exit vane angles. Figure 5 Swirl vanes exit angles 



&tordynamic-Coeffient Identification 
The equation of motion for the seal stator housing is, 

K k X  } = [ + [-s } + M i }  

where Ms is .the stator housing mass, and f, and f, are the measured reaction forces on the stator housing. 
The acceleration components of the housing, measured by the accelerometers, are denoted by X, and 2,. 

An analog circuit is used to generate f, - ~ ~ 2 ,  and f, - M, fS fiom measured reaction-forces 
and acceleration components. The Fourier transform of equation (2) is represented by 

where, 

H, = (K - 0 2 M )  + j o C  

Hxr = k  + j o c  

Reananging equation (3) produces the following relation, 

fiorn which H, and H, are solved and yield the following impedance relations, 

Eqation (4) shows that the real components of the above impedances, H, and H,, contain the stiffiness 
coeEcients, while the imaginary component contains the damping coefficients. Thus, the rotordynamic 
coefficients are calculated via a least-squares curve fit of the real and imaginary components of H, and Hw 

Test Paramceters 
The .test rig can be used to study the effects of the following six independent test parameters on the 

rotolidynmic and leakage characteristics of a variety of seals: 
1) Rotor speed 
2) Seal inlet pressure 
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CONCLUSION 
Test results have been obtained for three hole-pattern damper seals configuration. A.ccordbg to ~ e s e  

results and their comparison with honeycomb seal, the following conclusions hold: 
a) Of the three hole-pattern damper seals tested, the d=3.175mm (y=0.69) yields the highest 

effective damping and lowest leakage rate. 
b) The d=3.175mm (y=0.69) hole-pattern damper seal has achieved an average of 12 percent 

reduction in leakage rate, and a considerably higher effective damping than the honeycomlb seal, especially 
under high inlet pressure ratio and high speed. 

c) Based on test results and comparison, Hole-pattern damper seals can be very awaetive 
alternative to honeycomb seal. 
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Figure 9 A comparison of direct damping versus inlet 
circumferential velocity ratio for all seals at P,=0.45 
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Figure 14 A comparison of effective damping versus inlet 
circumferential velocity for all seals at P,=0.30 
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The basic requirements relating to the test stand are to produce significant gas forces and to take 
mesure~llents which in every respect come as close as possible to the original conditions. The first 
of these requirements has led to the construction of a high-pressure test stand in which the inlet 
pressure and the back-pressure can be set independently of one another. In particular, the greater 
the clampin& forces, the more reliably these can be measured. Active magnetic bearings are suitable 
for shdadng original operating conditions. They make it possible, independently of the rotor 
speed, to set the static eccentricity as well as a superimposed circulatory movement with freely 
adjustable frequency, amplitude and direction of precession. The force can be measured directly via 
the mgnetic bearings and there is therefore no need for additional force transducers as in 
[12],[13],[16]. The major measuring challenge when employing additional force transducers arises 
from the need to correct the signal provided by them by measuring precisely the acceleration at the 
stator. A further advantage of the method used here is that those forces which are actually acting on 
the rotor are measured. In the case of high circumferential velocities, it is conceivable that a radial 
distbutiou d pressure takes place in the labyrinth chambers and, therefore, the pressures or forces 
measured at the stator are not identical with the forces which act on the rotor. 

On the basis of the results from [9] and the recalculations made for stable-running machines, it was 
eslabkhed at a very early stage that damping forces have to be taken into account. Otherwise, the 
machjule ?Kill become larger in size and lower in speed and, as a result, competitive disadvantages 
will arise. 
The series of measurements made at the Texas A&M University which provide stifhess and 
darnping coefficients are of outstanding importance for practical application. These measurements 
are described together with other sources in summaris& form in [ll]. The scope of utilisation of 
the test stand from [12] was extended [13] in order to come yet closer to the original conditions. 
Fuaher literature 1[3],[14] describes interesting interrelationships which, however, cannot be 
~ e c t l y  employed for practical design purposes. 
Careful study of the literature leads to a coherent understanding of the main influencing variables 
but also smcovers a large number of contradictions, cf. [ll]. The published data are not always 
complete, which makes it very difficult to structure any reliable correlations on these. 
Ibs pre~oiusly, therefore, there continues to be a need for comprehensive experimental data. For this 
nor only the geometrical data of the test pieces but also the operating conditions relating to the test 
stan~d should correspond as far as possible to the original conditions. 
These requirements can be implemented in a most favourable manner by the use of active magnetic 

. A test stand of this type was presented for the first time in [15]. Here, attempts were 
made to utilise the signal processor for the digital control and for the on-line determination of the 
labyrinth ]parameters at one and the same time with the aid of a recursive parameter estimation 
a l g o ~ t h .  In this present work, on the other hand, an off-line process in the frequency domain is 
being hpjlemented with a powerful computer. This enables the strict requirements relating to the 
parameten k ing sought to be fulfilled more efficiently. 

2 Testing concept 



2.1 Test stand 

Fig. 1 is a sectional view of the high-pressure barrel type test stand. The drive is conven~onal, 
using a variable-speed motor via a gear unit. Since the drive is not integral to the stand, mturbing 
moments originating from the drive are avoided and the test rotor is simple and s 
The dynamic separation of the test rotor (3) from the drive (1) is through a highly beudable and 
torsionally elastic bar (2) introduced through the hollow rotor. This quill shaft also isolates any 
forces generated in the seal (10) to the atmosphere which is positioned on the drive shaft (1). 
The symmetric arrangement of two identical labyrinths (4) provides balanced thrust. 

I Fig. 1: Labyrinth test stand with active magnetic bearings 

The test gas is admitted into the casing centre (9) and accelerated tangentially by interchiangeable 
swirl rings (8). AU inlet and outlet openings are symmetrically spaced over the circumfere:nce. The 
magnetic bearings (7) are jointly installed with the auxiliary bearings (5) and sensors (6) .in a hou- 
sing and are radially adjustable. The electrical lines to the sensors and bearings leave the: housing 
through pre-stressed glass penetmtions. 



Straight-through, stepped and comb-groove labyrinth and honeycomb seals, with exactly same 
geometria.1 features as those utilised in high-pressure compressors, were manufactured for the 
tests. Geometry-based errors in the dynamic labyrinth coefficients are minimised by manufacturing 
the test pieces with the greatest possible accuracy. This includes above all checking of the tip 
wid&, of the edge 
sharpness and of the 

3D precbion measuring 
mc&e. 
Tlhe test stand is normal- 
ly supplied with N2 from 
a 250 bar accumulator 
sta~on. The inlet pressu- 
re and the back-pressure 
are each set separately to 
the desired values using 
elecDonieajUy controlled 
valves. The mass flow 
rate is measured with an 
orifice plate after the 
m & m  has flowed 
through the test stand. 

The temprature up- 
stream ancl downstream 
of the labjlinth is mea- 
sured with thenno- 
couples. In addition to 
the pressures at the 
casing inlet and outlet, 
measurement is made of 
tws static aad two total pressures at two different diameters in the a ~ u l a r  space between the swirl 
ring (8) and the labyrinth inlet. These measured values are entered as data points into a procedure 
for calculating the flow in the annular space and make it possible to determine precisely the swirl at 
the labyrinth inlet. The authors attach great importance to this procedure because the inlet swirl is a 
main idlwncing variable which is often only measured indirectly on other test rigs. 
The tahng times are restricted owing to the fact that gas is supplied from an accumulator. For this 
reason, in place of a scanivalve for all 13 pressure measuring points, use is made of Rosemount 

rruirten; in the precision class 0.2%. This measurement technique enables all of the thermo- 
d m ~ c  variables to be measured and stored within a few seconds. Furthermore, in order to 
increase the precision of measurement, all of the pressures measured in the annular space are 
remrded as differential pressures at a somewhat higher pressure level. 

Fig. 2: Photograph of the labyrinth test stand 

The complete test set-up is represented in fig 3. 
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Fig. 3: Diagram of the complete test set-up 



2% Mathematical model 

It is not necessary to take account of the axial motion of the rotor since positioning is provided by 
the torsionally elastic bar (2). The radial motions of the rigid rotor are described by the coordinates 
of the centre of gravity x,y and by the cardan angles a,p . In addition to the magnetic forces in the 
pig& and left bearing planes FRgy, Fky a static unbalance el and a dynamic unbalance E are 
applied. The labyrinth forces are applied as linear functions in displacement (Fk) and velocity (Fd ): 

Oniiy .in those special cases where the rotor is centric the two matrices in eq.( 1) are 
skew- trical: 

Even lhoiigh the procedure for identifying parameters for the general case as per eq. ( I), as also for 
the case of a centric rotor, has been applied successfully, we shall limit ourselves in this report to 
the sinnpler notation for the centric rotor. The equations of motion read as follows with the rotor 
m s s  m a d  the mass moments of inertia A, C: 

k, Coupling stiffness h u  Distance from magnetic bearing right, left to centre of gravity 
Q Rotational frequency s Distance from coupling to centre of gravity 

On .in.$oducing the complex displacements and bearing forces 

the four real Merential equations from eq. ( 2) can be combined to form two complex differential 
equa~ons. Furthermore, following applies for the symmetrical rotor: h ~  = h ~  =h 



In accordance, for example, with [I71 the force in a single magnet is as follows on disregarding tlhe 

permeability of the iron (k >>I). 

wherein N= number of windings, A = pole face, yo = 4x10-~ permeability in vacuum, I = cunent 
and s = gap. 
Use is made here of alternating actuation in place of the frequently used differential connection of 
two opposing magnets. In other words, only those magnets in the direction of which a force is to be 
produced carry current. The losses in the bearing are thereby kept to a minimum. Linmrisation 
takes place in the signal processor on the basis of an inverted measured characteristic curve. 
We obtain the following for the resulting force of two opposing magnets: 

~ = w - i , , 2  4s~xb +w.sdii) il+l i r  2 

(so2 - &)Z (so - sg.(i 1. .hg) 

Y wherein w = l r o ~ 2 ~  / 4 , x6, = xo + E , i = 4, + r , i, magnetic biasing current, i~ bias current 
for compeosation of weight and additional static forces, 7 control current. Linearisation around the 
static equilibrium state xbrg=a, i=& yields 

with the coefficients 

(so .- Sgn(4, ) - %j3 j 
Eq. ( 8) could undergo further simplification for the special case xo =O. We shall, however, r ehh  
this more general form since varying equilibrium states xo arise as a result of unavoidable &gni- 
ment errors in each bearing plane. The coefficients k,, kg eq. ( 7) may vary in the individual ma- 
gnets. Furthermore, owing to the arrangement of bearing planes below 45" to the vertical, a1 tram- 
formation is required from the system of bearing coordinates to the modal coordinates before 
eq. ( 7) can be inserted into eq. ( 4). 

2.3 Controller design for the magnetic bearing 
The magnetic bearings are controlled in a dqgtal manner using a signal processor (DSP) of t?~e 
TMS 320 family. The advantage over using an analog system is that additional functions s-uch as 
compensation of static and rotational-frequency disturbances, linearisation of the magnetic: force 
and vibration monitoring can also be performed by the DSP without extra hardware. In [IS] it is 
also described how system parameters can be identified on-line and, for example, used for adaptive 
control purposes. For the controller design it is first necessary to transfer the diEerentia.1 eqr3ations 
( 4) into the discrete-time notation with the aid of the transition matrix (e.g. according to [18]). 



FollLowing introduction of the magnetic forces from eq. ( 7) and discarding of unbalance and static 
forces, the equation of motion finally reads as follows: 

wherein q & = f  [(l-t).kdx+(l+t).k&-kai; , q ~ x ?  qRY? q~~ analog7 "I 
b=distance from sensor plane to centre of gravity. 

This eq. ( 14) is now transformed into the frequency domain and divided by Zs. After inserting 
eq.( 13) ,we obtain 

and 2, = X, +xSR + j.(y, +Y=) 

AfUer separating the real and imaginary components, we obtain two real equations for determing the 
four labyrinth coefficients which are being sought: 

The, identification is thus reduced to a linear regression with o as variable. The terms relating to 
damping correspond to the linear gradient and the terms relating to stiffness are obtained directly as 
an jinte~ection of ordinates. 

3 PerFormanee of tests 
P ~ o r  to commencement of the labyrinth tests, examinations were made to provide assurance about 
the operational reliability of the test stand and the quality of the measurements. In addition to a 
prmdure for operational balancing according to [19], a controller was designed for the magnetic 
beas7ing for the purpose of counteracting the flow excitation and shifting the stability limit towards 
higher pressures. 
=owledge of the dependency of the static and dynamic transfer characteristics on the speed, the 
satic eccentricity and the amplitude of the test signal is decisive as regards the precision of the gas 
forces measured. These dependency relationships govern both the course of testing and the 
evduatio~~. 





In order to measure and evaluate the overall transfer function II, the system has to be excited to 
G b r a ~ o a  with the aid of a test signal. Provided that genuinely linear system behaviour is present, 
tEs can be attained by means of a harmonic excitation or also a wide-band noise or a puke 
excitation. The authors have their reservations, however, as to whether this linearity can also be 
expected from the flow processes. In accordance with the basic intention that original conditions 
shodd be: simulated in all respects, we shall employ a harmonic excitation. Motion through the 
circulm orbit can take place in the direction of shaft rotation or counter to it by performing an 
appropriate positive or negative phase shift between the x and y test signals. The best results were 
ac~eved 'with a sweep sine excitation. 

3- P.I Static and dynamic calibration 
TFhe coefficients k,, $ of the linear magnetic force equation ( 7) depend on the bias current io which 
serves to compensate static forces. Since the gas forces also have a static component, owing to 
una~iroidable eccentricities, the coefficients $, $ depend on the respective operating point and are 
therefore not constants in the usually accepted sense. All the same, the winding constant 
w = y , ~ : ' ~  14 for each bearing axis is an invariable magnitude. We shall introduce here a 

cone~ion coefficient ktat in w = k , , y o ~ 2 ~  / 4  for adaptation to the actual properties. This 
coesdent: can be calculated specifically for each bearing using eq. ( 12), ( 11), ( 8) from the 
conation (3f static equilibrium for the case without gas forces. Using this winding constant and the 
tim-related mean value of io, xo bearing-specific $, %-values are calculated and inserted in 
q. ( 15) for each operating point. 
At the beginning and end of each series of measurements, a dynamic calibration is made in addition 
to the above static calibration. When the test stand is pressureless, all labyrinth coefficients are 
idenlid to zero. The following is thus obtained from eq. ( 16): 

An mdysis of the measured frequency response A shows that these equations (17) are fulfilled 
relahvely well but not exactly. A cause of the deviations involved may be that in ( 15) no actually 
measured currents through the magnets are inserted but the desired currents of the controller 
o u ~ u t .  Therefore, for the dynamics of the PWM amplifiers, a corrective transfer function Famp(w) 
is imad in eq. ( 15) . This transfer function can be determined within the computer accuracy by 
using the ~0IKiitions &om eq. (17) 

'Plais step can be expressed in an illustrative manner as a frequency-dependent evaluation of the 
force/c~ment factor %. The basis of this dynamic calibration is the equilibrium between the rotor 
i e d a  forces and the magnetic forces. This calibration is made upon every change in speed using 
the actual vibration spectra of the system. 



3.2 Test procedure 
Various inlet and back pressures are set following recording of the reference state in the pressure- 
less condition for the abovedescribed calibration. The pressure ratio is thus made to vary 
independently of the pressure level. In addition, by exchanging the swirl rings the circumferential 
velocity of inlet into the labyrinth is altered. Furthermore, for each setting of pressure the speed is 
increased progressively from zero up to maximum speed in order that the influence of all essential 
parameters can be clearly determined The frequency of the test signal is varied from 30 to 300 Hz 
during the recording of all time signals. The coherence y2 of all four signal pairs is indicated on-line 
in addition to the orbit of both bearings and the spectra of all displacement signals and controller 
outputs, cf. fig. 4 . Since the coherence is a function representing the quality of the linear 
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Fig. 4 On-line display during the tests 

interrelationship between two signals [ZO], the frequency range of the sweep sine is adapted conti- 
nuously during the measurement in order to enable the coherence of all signal pairs in the whole 
frequency range to be as close as possible to the ideal value y2 =l. This means that the quality of 
the result can be favourably influenced during the test and the need to repeat a test owing to a poor 
result of the off-line evaluation can be avoided. All of the real-time data are stored on SCSI-drives 
(cf. fig. 3) and the determination of the labyrinth coefficients according to eq.( 16) takes place off- 
line. After they have been processed, these real-time data are saved on a DAT recorder, and can be 
read into the computer at any time when required for further analyses without need for the test to be 
performed again. 
Each test evaluation commences with the static and dynamic calibration with the aid of the 
reference state measurement. This is followed by calculation of the averaged cross and auto spectra 
from which the overall frequency response eq. (18) is finally determined. 
The overall frequency response A is also filtered before making the linear regression according to 
eq.( 16), which provides the labyrinth coefficients being sought. When doing this, the frequency 
lines with a low coherence of the signal pairs are marked in such a manner that they are not taken 
into consideration for the linear regression. 



Fig. 5 shows an example of this coherence-based filtering of the frequency response A. 

Upon termination of the 
measurements with 
various swirl rings, the 
test seals are removed 
from the test stand and 
their geometry altered. 
The influence of the 
number of tips, the gap 
and the chamber height 
is measured step-by- 
step. Examination is 
made of straight- 
through labyrinths and 
comb-groove labyrinths 
in two different diame- 
ters as well of stepped 
labyrinths and various 
honeycombs. In additi- 
on to the difference 
between rotating and 
stationary sealing tips, 
the influence of various 
swirl brakes and of 
abradable rotor coa- 
tings is examined. 
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Fig. 5 Coherence-based filter function 

4 Results of experiments 
A test cycle in ac- 
cordance with fig. 6 
is performed for each 
test assembly. The 
inlet pressure, the 
pressure ratio and 
the speed are made to 
vary. The inlet swirl 
into the labyrinth 
depends on the inlet 
volume flow and 
therefore on the pres- 
sure ratio. The inlet 
swirl is made to vary 
independently of all 
of the other parame 
ters by exchanging 
the swirl ring and 
repeating the entire 
test cycle. 

Fig. 6 Parameter changes during a test cycle 



The purpose of the first 
part of the test cycle is to 
check the density- 
proportionality of the 
labyrinth coefficients. 
Fig. 7 shows that this 
density-proportionality is 
actually satisfied even at 
high densities. Tests can 
be carried out up to the 
operating range of 70 bar 
set on the pressure con- 
trollers. Higher pressures 
result in short testing 
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Fig. 7 Checking of the density-proportionality 

times owing to the limited 
gas supply available. The 
variation in the pressure 
ratio IT=p~/po in fig.6 
takes place in accordance 
with the number of sealing tips. For long seals of balance pistons, pressure ratios of Ik0.4, 0.6, 
0.8 are set. The pressure ratios are IT=0.7,0.8,0.9 for short shroud labyrinths. 

Fig. 8 shows a typical result for a test point. The graphical output of the overall FRF is produced 
for each test point since it allows an excellent "visual" inspection of the curve-fitting and, where 
required, enables manual corrections to be made. It is conspicuous that the cross-coupled damping 
(slope of the real component of A) is in no way negligibly small, as is assumed in some literary 
references. Even though, just as the direct stiffness, it primarily influences the rotor stiffness and 
does not have a direct influence on the stability and is therefore of subordinate importance, it may 
in terms of value be even larger than the direct damping, as in the example shown below. 

5. i a o .  300. 

Excitation Frequency (Hz) Excitation Frequency (Hz) 

I Fig. 8 Test point, representation of eq. ( 16) with curve-iitting 1 
On the whole, it should be noted that good coherence cannot be attained in the low frequency range 
fc45.H~ and that there the frequency response deviates markedly from the linear form. In the case 
of the reference measurements, on the other hand, the coherence is virtually identical to "one" 
throughout the entire frequency range. 



This range of poor coherence is made to fade out by using the above-described filter function for 
the curve-fitting in order that the determined labyrinth coefficients can remain unaffected by it. 
In view of the fact that the measured frequency response in this range is normally smaller in terms 
of absolute value than the value of the linear regression, the forces which arise at low frequencies 
are smaller than those calculated and, therefore, this fact does not represent any design risk. 
It becomes clear from fig. 8 that those evaluation procedures which only make use of the informa- 
tion relating to certain frequencies may cause one to amve at different results than those obtained 
from the procedure used here which takes account of the system response over a larger frequency 
range. 
With the initermediate gear utilised at present, running can take place at circumferential velocities of 
up to 102. mls or 157. m/s, depending on the labyrinth diameter. With the comb-groove labyrinth 
the cross-ctoupled stiffness at up to approx. 50. mls, is hardly dependent on the circumferential 
velocity. Where the circumferential velocities are higher, the linear dependency increases consider- 
ably, cf. fig. 9.The direct damping dR, on the other hand, is weakly dependent on the circumferential 
velocity over the whole range. 

Fig. 9 Influence of circumferential velocity on cross-coupled stiffness and direct damping 

The inlet swirl into the labyrinth likewise has only a small effect on the direct damping. Even so, 
the inlet swirl into the labyrinth, as is generally known, is a main influencing variable as regards the 
cross-coupled stiffness, with the 
parameter sensitivity being highly 
variable for different types of laby- 
rinth. The obvious conclusion is to 
reduce this destabilising influence by 
using swirl brakes. The tests demon- 
strated that the use of a swirl brake 
with aerodynamically optimised 
channels enables the cross-coupled 
stiffness to be reduced more strongly 
than by using the familiar type with 
radial channels. The efficiency of the 
swirl brakes is highly dependent on 
the circumferential velocity and on 
the pressure ratio, cf. fig. 10. 

0 20 40 60 8 0 1 0 0 1 2 0  0 2 0 4 0 6 0 8 0 1 0 0  

Shaft Circumferential Velocity u (mls) Shaft Circumferential Velocity u (m/s) 

kQ With Swirl Brakes 1 k~ No Swirl Brakes 

Radial Channels 

0 2% 54% 100% 

Fig. 10 Reduction of cross-coupled stiffness by swirl 
brakes, depending on II,u, 

Fortunately, the direct damping is only slightly affected by the swirl brakes. Therefore, swirl brakes 
have a clear positive impact on rotor stability. 



Even though, for the sake of simplicity, in this report only the identification equations were de~ved 
for the special case of a centric rotor position, measurements and analysis with the general q w ~ -  
ons were also conducted for an eccentric rotor. Fig. 11 indicates the stiffnessess for an eccen~ciry 
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Fig. 11 Stiffnesses for an eccentric rotor 

of 38 vm. Both elements of the secondary diagonals kv and kF are of more or less equal size as 
regards their absolute values and, as expected, have opposing signs. Contrary to the main diagonal 
elements, the values of kv and ky, only undergo slight alteration with eccentricity. There therefore 
appears to be every justification for designing rotors with the labyrinth coefficients for Ihe m n ~ c  
position. The influence of eccentricity can be taken into account, as an initial approxima~on, uskg 
correction factors from those measurements. 

When evaluating the labyrinth coefficients, the so-called whirl-frequency ratio is often used lin 
literature 

with SZ as the rotational frequency. For fixed-arc journal bearings, f is an inherent stability para- 
meter. For a comparison of labyrinth seals, on the other hand, we have had very good e.xpe~ence 
with direct plotting of the imaginary part 

I ~ { A }  = 0. dR - kQ 
cf. eq. ( 16). 
In the case of a harmonic motion, this representation corresponds directly to the destabibhg 
tangential force, relative to the amplitude of the vibration: 

Where this relative force is positive, it acts in the direction of rotor movement and destabilises t k  
movement. If the force is negative, the damping predominates and the movement is stabilis~d. 



Fig. 12 shows a qualitative comparison between a comb-groove labyrinth and a straight-through 
labykth. The comb-groove labyrinth has a considerably smaller cross-coupled stiffness but 
also a lower damping d ~ .  At 
h a ~ d u a l  test points, k~ and 
dR of the comb-groove laby- 
rinth are smaller than those 
for the straight-through la- 
byhth  by more or less the 
s m e  percentages. The whirl- 
frequency ]ratio according to 
eq. 19 is t h i ~ ~  of equal magni- 
tude for both seals and it is 
therefore not possible to 
m e  any statement as to 
wEch seal is more favourab- 
le. 
Fig. 12 shc~ws, however, that 
up to the firequency (I>, the 
c o m b - p o ~ ~ e  labyrinth pro- 
durn a s:mller degree of 
deslaibfiisa~on than does the 
str~ght-through labyrinth. 
Wdes of vibration with natural frequencies above (I>, become stabilised. It is therefore 
adyrrantageom to design rotors to be as rigid as possible, i.e. with a high natural frequency. It can 
then happen, however, in the case of very stiff rotors that the rigid-body mode becomes destabilised 
because its natural frequency is usually lower than that of the first flexural mode. 

The ~naost :important aim of this development project was to make available reliable data for 
calculating the stability behaviour of industrial turbocompressors. 
This aim w,a achieved by means of a test stand which enables original conditions to be simulated in 
every respect. The magnetic bearings used make it possible to generate realistic vibration conditions 
and, at the same time, represent the system of measurement for the gas forces acting on the rotor. 
The i a e n c e  of all important paramters was analysed for various types of seals. In the frequency 
m g e  under consideration, i.e. up to 300 Hz, the newly developed evaluation method only takes 
accoumt of those points with very good coherence. The graphic display of the numerically deter- 
d e d  results allows a "visual check" of the curve-fitting in the frequency range to be made. 
These results not only enable a precise and reliable design to be made but also allow minimisation 
of the destabilising forces. This forms the basis for the designing of safe and reliable turbo- 
mmpressors. 
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Fig. 12 Qualitative comparison between a straight-through laby- 
rinth and a comb-groove labyrinth 
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Abstract 
a' * *  

Double Spiral Grooved Seal(DSGS) is often used for pumps because of lower 
leakage and removal of impurities through the groove path. Thus, it is importmt to inves- 
tigate the dynamic characteristics of DSGS. In this study, the fluid force induced by DSGS 
is experimentally and theoretically investigated. In the experimental study, the fluid forces 
induced by DSGS with different helix angles are measured under various conditions such as 
the pressure difference between inlet and outlet of the seal, preswirl velocity and the ratio 
of whirling speed to rotating speed of the rotor. In the theoretical study, different models 
are considered for static and dynamic analysis. In the static analysis, a three-layer bulk flow 
in which the flow in DSGS is divided into two groove flows and a clearance flow is irntro- 
duced. The results of the static analysis are used for the dynamic analysis. In the dynamic 
analysis, however, DSGS is looked upon as a circumferential grooved seal with grooves on 
both rotor and stator. At that time, the governing equations are derived using continuity 
and momentum equations. These equations are solved numerically by using the perturbation 
method. The results show that the calculated tangential forces are good agreement witlh the 
experimental ones but the radial forces don't agree as well. 

1. Introduction 

A turbomachinery such as a pump tends to be operated at high speed1 and high 
pressure. Under these conditions, the fluid forces occuring in non-contacting seals become 
larger, and these forces can sometimes cause an unstable vibration in the turbomachirnery. 
Therefore, the design of seals for high speed and high pressure turbomachinery seeks not 
only good seal performance, but also stable dynamic characteristics. 

Spiral grooved seals (with grooved rotor, grooved stator, or with grooves on both 
rotor and stator) are widely used in turbopumps because of lower leakage due to its pumping 
effect, and removal of impurities through the grooves. The pumping effect acts upstream 
with respect to the normal leakage flow. Several studies on the dynamic characteristics of 
single spiral grooved seals have been published by Iwatsubo et al. (Ref.l,2) and Chilols let 
al. (Refs.3,4). However, knowledge about double spiral grooved seals with grooves on both 
rotor and stator is very scarce. Kanki et al. carried out experimental research to mesuane 
the static and dynamic characteristics of DSGS with different lengths(Ref.5) 

The object of this study is to investigate the dynamic characteristics of DSGS both 
experimentally and theoretically. In the experimental study, the leakage flow for five types 



of DSGS are measured. All the seals have the same nominal clearance and groove depths 
but different helix angles. The fluid forces are measured under various conditions such as 
preswirl velocities, pressure difference between inlet and outlet of the seal, rotating speed, 
and whirling speed. In the static analysis, a three-layer bulk flow is introduced in which the 
B'ow in DiSGS is divided into two groove flows and a clearance flow. In the dynamic analysis, 
for simplicity, the DSGS is looked upon as consisting of parallel grooved seals with grooves 
on both rotor and stator. The parallel grooved seal is divided into land parts and groove 
parts. The governing equations are derived using continuity and momentum equations for 
each part. These equations are solved numerically by using the perturbation method. The 
Buid forcw acting on the rotor are obtained by integrating pressure distributions. Finally, 
the results obtained by the theory are compared with the experimental results. 

2. Nomenclature 

13 : Groove depth (m) 
C : Nominal seal radial clearance (m) 
D : Diameter of rotor (m) 
h : Thickness of fluid film (m) 
L : Seal length (m) 
Ll, Lg : Land and groove lengths (m) 
m, n : Constants of friction factors 
P : Fluid pressure (Pa) 
Q : Leakage (m3 /s )  
R : Radial of rotor (m) 
r : Radial coordinate 
To : Whirling amplitude of rotor (m) 
t : Tangential coordinate 
'u. : Circumferential velocity (m/s) 
'W : Axial velocity (m/s) 
z : Axial coordinate 
P : Helix angle (rad) 
8 : Circumferential coordinate 
X : Friction factor 
< : Loss coefficient 
P : Fluid density 
T : .Shear stress ( ~ / r n ~ )  
R : Whirling angular velocity (rpm) 
w : Rotating angular velocity (rpm) 



Subscripts 

c : Clearance flow 
d : Boundary layer between clearance flow and groove flow 
e : Equivalent 
in : Entrance 
I : Land 
r : groove flow on rotor 
s : groove flow on stator 
0 : Zeroth perturbation 
1 : First perturbation 

3. Test Apparatus and Measurement 

Figs.l,2 show the assembly of the test apparatus and the layout of the facility, 
respectively. The working fluid, which is water, is injected into the apparatus through three 
pairs of preswirl passages to yield different swirl velocities as shown in the cross section C. 
The water passes through the seal, then it flows from the outlets. The water is continuously 
added to  the tank in order to keep the temperature constant. 

The  bearing parts, consisting of two ball bearings are used to yield the rotating 
and whirling motions of the rotor. An inside and an outside sleeve which are eccentric to 
each other are attached between the two bearings) as shown in cross section A. By rotating 
the two eccentric sleeves relatively, an arbitrary whirling amplitude can be adjusted in the 
range of 0 mm N 0.1 mm. The sleeves of both sides are synchronously driven by a motorr 
through timing belts to obtain a whirling motion. The whirling speeds and their directions 
are controlled by an electric inverter. The rotating speed and the direction of the rotor can 
also be changed by another motor controlled by an electric inverter. 

The measuring system consists of the measurements of rotating and whjrling speeds 
of the rotor, pressure, preswirl velocity, leakage, fluid force, and displacement of the rotor. 
The fluid forces acting on the stator are measured by pressure transducers and load cells, 
as shown in cross section B. The signals from the measuring instruments are recorded on a 
data recorder and analyzed by a computer. 

The geometries of DSGS are shown in Figs.3 and 4. The specifications of DSGS are 
given in Table 1. The experimental conditions are shown in Table 2. 

This chapter is devoted to represent a method to calculate the seal forces. Fig.5 
shows the coordinate system. The axial flow (in z direction) is considered as a pressure 
flow (Poiseulle flow) which is caused by the pressure difference between seal inlet and outlet, 
while the circumferential flow (in 8 direction) is considered as a shear flow (Couette Bow) 
which is caused by the rotor rotation. In this analysis, Hirs'turbulent lubrication theory is 
used as the basis for governing equations(Ref.6). In the static analysis, the flow is divided 
into three layers because the two groove flows and the clearance flow can be separated. In 
the groove flow, an equivalent clearance (C,, C,) is introduced. DSGS cross section is shown 
in Fig.6 to explain thr equivalent clearance. The equivalent clearance means ,a thichess 
in the groove flow when the rough surface is smoothed. The groove part beforte and after 
smoothing has the same order of magnitude. Fig.7 shows model of flows. In the groove 



part;s, the fluid flows along the groove. So the direction of the groove flow is decided by helix 
angle. (w9, = ug,tana, wgs = -ugstanp) In this way, DSGS are regarded as smooth seals. 
In the dynamic analysis, to simplify the calculation, DSGS is regarded as a parallel grooved 
seal with grooves on both rotor and stator. At that time, the fluid forces are obtained for a 
small motion of rotor with a circular orbit by integrating the pressure distributions around 
and along the rotor surface. 

4.1. Governing Equations 

For a fully developed turbulent flow regime, the assumptions for the analysis are introduced 
as follows: 

1. The fluid is Newtonian and incompressible. 

2. The temperature of the fluid in the seal clearance is constant. 

3. The dimension of seal clearance is much smaller than those of the seal radius and seal 
length, so that the flow velocity and pressure drop in r-direction are considered to be 
small and can be omitted. 

4. The curvature is small, so a centrifugal force is ignored. 

The governing equations are obtained by considering the shear stresses acting at 
the wall and the surface of the flow (Fig.8). They are written as follows: 

< Continuity equation > 

< Momentum equations > 

Groove flow on the stator 
< z-direction > 

Ph ( a~ 21 a~ - + -- +w- ---- 
a t  R a0 az + ip[~,w:/ tan P 

au) - R a 0  z 

Clearance flow 
< z-direction > 



Groove flow on the rotor 
< z-direction > 

ph ( 
au 21 au - + -- +w- = ---- a' f p[~rwr(wr/ tan - w ~ )  ") RdS 2 at ~ a e  az 

4 Xd(wr - wc)(wr/tanp - uc)] 

4.2. Leakage and Circumferential Velocity 

For a small motion about the centered position, the clearance, pressure , and 
velocities are expanded in the perturbation variables as follows: 

where E = T ~ / C  is the small eccentricity ratio. 
The axial and circumferential velocities in the steady state can be obtained by solving 

the zeroth-order equations. 

Zeroth-Order Eauations 

< z-direction momentum equations > 
Groove flow on the stator 

Clearance flow 



Groove flow on the rotor - 

<&di~*ection momentum equations > 
Clearance flow 

The  axial and circumferential velocities in the steady state can be obtained by 
solving the zeroth-order Eqs. ( 9 ) ~ ( 1 2 ) .  The following boundary conditions are considered 
in the analysis. 

Boundz~rv condition: 

(1) The pressure loss a t  the seal entrance is defined by 

where tin = 0.25 is entrance loss factor. 

(2) The pressure loss a t  the seal exit is defined by 

where Je, is exit loss factor. 

The results have not considered the pumping effect which is a feature of spiral 
grooved seals. So the axial and circumferential velocities in the steady state must be re- 
examined by considering this effect. I t  is thought that the pumping effect is a variation in 
velocity caused by the transmission of momentum among the clearance flow, the groove flow, 
and wall. In the circumferential direction, the momentum of the groove flow is given by 
the clearance flow and is lost by the friction between the groove flow and the wall. In this 
way, the circumferential velocities (6u) in the groove flow caused by pumping effect are de- 
termined. The circumferential velocities considered the pumping effect are written as follows: 

Groove flow on the stator 

- -ws0/ tan ,5' + 6uS u s 0  - 



Groove flow on the rotor 

- wro/ tan p + 6ur Uro - (16) 

In the groove flow, the axial velocities are determined immediately because the 
direction of flow is constant. 

< z-direction > 

Groove flow on the stator 

w,, = -us, tan P = (ws0/ tan /3 - &us) tan P 

Groove flow on the rotor 

wTo = uro tan P = (wTo/ tan P + 614,) tan P (18) 

The velocities in clearance flow are determined by substituting w,,, w,, into Eqs. 
(10),(12). Furthermore, the average values of axial and circumferential velocities we,, u,, 
are given by the following equations. 

wsocs 4- wcocc WTOCT 
Weo = 

c e  

- -wsoC,/ tan /3 + ucoCc + wroCr/ tan P 
Ueo - 

Ce 

The leakage can be obtained by integrating the average values of axial velocity we,. 

4.3. Fluid forces 

In the static analysis, the flow is divided into three-layer bulk flow. In the dynamic 
analysis, however, DSGS is considered as parallel grooved seals with grooves on both the 
rotor and the stator.(Fig.g) The parallel grooved seal is divided into land parts and groove 
parts. Each land and groove part is regarded as a smooth seal. Using the theory of smooth 
seal(Ref.7)) the distribution of pressure perturbation can be obtained by solving the folllowing 
first-order equations. 

where, 



< Grooveparts > 

To solve Eqs.(22), the following boundary conditions are considered by the theory 
of the circumferential grooved seals. (Ref.8) 

(1) The boundary conditions of the pressure 
The pressure variations a t  the first land entrance is defined by 

a t  the other land entrances 

where &nl is the inlet-loss coefficient a t  the land parts and is defined by following 
etquations(Ref. 9) 

wco(Cc + 2Lg tan 6) 
V 

alt the land exit 

C, + Lg tan 0 

a t  the last land exit 



(2) The boundary conditions of the circumferential velocities 

The perturbation of the circumferential velocity a t  the first land entrance is 

.ll(O) = 0 

at  the other land entrances 

.lt(i) (0) = . ~ g ( ~ - ~ )  (Lg) 

at the groove entrances 

(3) The boundary conditions of the axial velocities 

Except for the first land entrance, perturbation of the axial velocity at the Band en- 
trance is 

a t  the groove entrances 

Integrating the first-order pressure distribution in the axial and circumferential (directions 
yields the following fluid forces. 

DSGS shows a different tendency from other seals (smooth sea1,paralle:l grooved 
sea1,single spiral grooved seal) according to measured tangential forces(%). (Fig. 13) This 
figure shows the tangential force of DSGS draws a curve for changing whirling speed. So it is 
considered that in DSGS the change of circumferential velocity 6uS2 is caused by the whirliing 
motion of the rotor. It seems that the change of velocity is influenced by helix angle, whirling 
speed, and whirling amplitude. (Figs.14,15,16) In the dynamic analysis, therefore, the effect 
is written as follows: 



whe1:e k1 and k2 are constants which are determined by experiment. (kl = 9.0, k2 = 0.7) 

4.4, Friction Factors 

It is difficult to obtain the friction factors theoretically because the flow in DSGS 
is complex. However, assuming that there is an equivalent clearance to the static analysis, 
the equivalent friction factors can be obtained from the measured leakage. Here, the friction 
factors between the groove flow and wall (A,, A,) are determined by using Hirs'formulation 
(Ref.6). 

Where (m,, n,)and(m,, n,) are constants depending on the stator and rotor sur- 
face aoughnesses. These constants (m,, n,)and(m,, n,) and the friction factor (Ad) between 
the groove flow and clearance flow are determined according to the measured leakage. It  is 
considered that the friction factor (Ad) between groove flow and clearance flow of DSGS is 
same as one of the single spiral grooved seal (with grooved stator or grooved rotor).(Fig.lO) 
So the !friction factors is obtained from the measured leakage of double and single spiral 
grooved seals. And Table 3 shows the constants of the friction factors. 

5. Results  

Fig.11 shows the experimental leakages for various seals. DSGS with small helix 
angle(/3=0.83') has lower leakage flow than smooth seal and the same as single spiral grooved 
seal with equal helix angle and parallel grooved seal. The reason seems to be that pressure 
losses due to 'groove geometry have an influence on leakage. A feature of spiral grooved seal 
is the pumping effect that drags the fluid upstream by rotating shaft and spiral groove. For 
small helix angles, however, rotating speed influences leakage only slightly. 

Both double and single spiral grooved seals with large helix angle (P=lO.OO) leak 
more than smooth seal at comparatively low rotating speed. And the leakage of DSGS 
decreases quickly with increasing rotating speed compared to single spiral grooved seal. The 
fluid fiows through the spiral groove path more than seal clearance at low rotating speed. 
With increasing rotating speed, the pumping effect due to spiral groove is stronger (especially 
DSGS with large helix angle). 

Fig.12 shows measured and calculated leakage. The analysis predicts leakage flows 
wehl. 



5.2. Fluid Forces 

This section obtains dynamic characteristics for various parameters. In this paper, 
radial and tangential components are used as shown Fig.5 to represent fluid forces. Positive 
radial force (Fr) tends to unstabilize the rotor system because it acts in the same direction as 
displacement (r,) . And positive tangential force ( f i )  also has destabilizing effect because of 
producing a force in the direction of positive rotor whirl. Radial force has a lesser influence 
than tangential force because the rotor is supported by bearings in the turbomachinery. And 
negative whirling motion rarely occurs. So i t  is important to consider tangential force for 
positive whirling motion (0 > 0). 

Comparision t o  o t h e r  seals Fig.13 shows fluid force coefficients versus 
whirling/ro tating ratio for various seals. Radial force coefficients of each seals are negative 
and one of the smooth seal is larger than others. In this figure, the region which is enclosed 
by horizonta1,vertical axes and curve Ft/ro indicates an unstable region. Unstable region of 
DSGS with large helix angle is larger than ones of other seals. Tangential force coeEcient of 
DSGS draws a curve for whirling/ rotating ratio by an effect of the helix angle and preswirl. 
velocity. 

Effect of Whir l ing Ampli tude Fig.14 shows an effect of whirling amplitude 
on the force coefficients changing whriling/ rotating ratio. The absolute values of the fluid 
forces linearly increased with the increse of whirling amplitude in other seals.(Ref.2,10) This 
means the force coefficient (F/ro) is constant for change of whriling amplitude. However, in 
this figure, these results show that tangential force coefficients (Ftlr,) of DSGS obviously 
vary. I t  is considered that circurnferencial velocity is affected by whirling motion of the rotor. 

Effect of Helix Angle To compare the effect of helix angle, the force coeficients 
of the five seals are illustrated in Fig.15. The increase of helix angle shifts Fr/ro toward the 
negative direction. Ft/ro changes from straight lines with negative slope to curve line with 
positive one as the helix angle increases. This means the unstable region is larger as the 
helix angle increases. In the tangential force coefficients (Ft/ro), the theoretical values agree 
approximately with the experimental results. 

Effect of Preswir l  Velocity Fig.lG(a)~(c) shows the effect of preswirl velocity 
on the measured force coefficients of three seals. The effect of preswirl velocities on the radial 
force coefficient is not obvious, but the effect on tangential force coefficient is very obvious. 
The positive preswirl velocity (in the rotating direction of rotor) shifts &/ro towards the 
positive direction; while the negative preswirl velocity (opposite to the rotating direction 
of rotor) shifts Ft/r, towards the negative direction. With increasing helix angle, Ft/ro is 
influenced considerably by preswirl velocity and the characteristic of &/r, is a curve. 

6. Conclusions 

In this paper, the static and dynamic characteristics of DSGS are investigated 
experimentally and theoretically. The conclusions are as follows: 

(1) DSGS with small helix angle leaks less than smooth seal and similar to single spiral. 
grooved seal with same helix angle and parallel grooved seal. 

(2) The leakages of DSGS with large helix angle seals quickly decreases as the rotating 
speed increases. 



(3) The analysis can predict the leakage very well. 

(4) Unstable region of DSGS with large helix angle is larger than ones of other seals. 

(5) The increase of helix angle shifts the radial force F, toward the negative direction. 

(6) Ft/ro draws a curve for whirling/ rotating ratio by the effect of large helix angle and 
preswirl velocity. 

(7) The calculated results show a good qualitative and quantitative agreement with the 
measured results in tangential forces. 
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Table 1 Seal dimensions 

Table 2 Experimental conditions 

Pressure difference AP(MPa) ( 0.3,0.6,0.9 
Rotating speed w(rpm) 1 500 N 3500 
Whirling speed O(rpm) f 6 0 0 ~ f  2400 

Whirling Amplitude ro(pm) 30,50 
Temperature of Water T ("C) 19 

Table 3 Constants of friction factors 

Seal ,P(o) n, ' m~ 72,- mr Ad 

Seal 1 0.83 7460 -0.837 3306.07 -0.782 0.04 
Seal 2 1 3.32 1 89.4 1 -0.406 1 15926.0 1 -0.925 1 0.04 

- Seal 3 . 6.65 1.34d5 -1.265 1.798d-3 0.946 0.04 
Seal 4 10.0 8650 -1.074 7.369d-3 0.636 0.07 



EXPERIMENTAL ROTORDYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS OF SHORT LAB GAS S 

K Kwanka and M. Nagel 
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Abstract 
In the design stage, the fluid-induced forces in labyrinth seals must be predicted exactly to 

avoid unstable vibrations of turbomachinery. For a validation of the used numerical codes, a 
comparison of the calculated with the measured dynamic coefficients is required. In addition, 
damping coefficients are necessary to realistically predict the destabilizing effects for certain 
seals and how this can be modified. 

For short labyrinth gas seals only few measured data are available. With a new, recently 
presented identification procedure this lack of experimental data is reduced. The measured 
dynamic coefficients show the expected strong dependency on the entry swirl and the pressure 
ratio. For all seal geometries and test parameters presented in the paper the cross-coupled 
stiffness increases almost linearly along with the entry swirl. On the other hand the direct 
damping tends to be irregular. The influence of the seal on the stability is clearly different when 
the damping is considered, too. 

Nomenclature 
a 

j 
KNij 
K, C, M 
k, c, m 
n 
Ar 
R 
40 
4 
A4 = 40-4 
TORij; TOSij 
uo = c " ~ R o  

Y 
Q 
Q w  
-2md60 

Amplitude of the vibrational mode 
Entry swirl 
Radial, tangential force 
Seal geometry 
Number of cavities 
Staggered labyrinth 
Direct stiffness, damping, inertia coefficients 
Cross-coupled stiffness, damping, inertia coefficients 
Rotating speed 
Change in direct stiffness of the magnetic bearing 
Radius 
Magnetic excitation at the stability limit without flow through the seal 
Magnetic excitation with flow through the seal 
Change of magnetic excitation due to the flow through the seal 
Teeth on rotor, teeth on stator labyrinth 
Inlet circumferential velocity ratio 
Coordinates of displacement 
Whirl frequency 
Whirl frequency ratio 
Rotating frequency 



Introduction 
Norl-contacting labyrinth seals are used in turbomachinery to minimize the leakage flow 

between stationary and rotating parts. Long seals, for example, are placed in the balance piston or 
casing-ends section whereas short seals are usually interstage seals. As the power density of 
turbomachinery and, accordingly, the exciting forces increase, the possibility of unstable rotor 
vibrations must be avioded. The forces are generated by the flow through the seal and are usually 
described in a wellknown linearized formulation for small deflections out of the centered 
position. 

The formulation uses stiffness, damping and mass coefficients.The mass coefficients are 
usually neglected in gas seals. Many investigations focus on calculating or measuring these 
coefficients. Compared to liquid seals the experimental identification of the coefficients for gas 
seals is more difficult because of the low magnitude of the generated forces. The identification 
procedure requires a motion of the rotating rotor relative to the casing. 

In his book on rotordynamics of turbomachinery Childs [I9931 summarizes the few 
experim~ental approaches performed with gas seals. Wright [I9931 uses a stiff shaft which is 
forced via actively controlled pushrods to perform a neutral conical whirling motion. The applied 
dannping and stiffness forces include the force coefficients. The investigated seal geometry is of 
the teeth-on-stator type (TOS) with one cavity. The time-variant circular pressure distribution is 
measured by Millsaps and Martinez-Sanches [1993] to determine the dynamic stiffness and 
damping for a given amplitude. Due to a shaft-in-shaft arrangement the one cavity teeth-on-rotor 
seal (TOR) is whirling and rotating independently. 

All the other papers on this issue (Childs et. al. [1986], Pelletti and Childs [I9911 ...) 
investigate more or less long labyrinth seals with cavity-numbers from 7 up to 16. The test-rigs 
employ very stiff and heavy rotors operated far below the stability limit. The motion of the 
rotating shaft relative to the casing is realized with eccentric inserts in shaft-in-shaft arrangements 
or external shakers. New setups (Matros, Neumer and Nordmann [1994], Wagner and Pietruszka 
[1988]) use stiff rotors carried in active magnetic bearings. The flow in the seals influences the 
dynamic system behavior which can be measured via the magnetic bearing control system. Until 
now, no measured coefficients with gas seals have been published. The asynchronous 
perturbation of a flexible rotor with an independently rotating unbalance was proposed by Bently 
and Muszynska [I9821 with the purpose to identify rotordynamic coefficients of bearings or 
seals. 

Procedure and Experimental Setup 
A recently presented procedure (Kwanka and Mair [1995], Kwanka [1995a]) uses the change 

in the dynamic behavior of a flexible rotor caused by the flow through a seal to identify the 
rotordynamic coefficients. Starting point is a rotor of the Jeffcot type carried in fluid film 
bearings (fig. 1). 

In the midspan position of the rotor a test-seal and a magnetic bearing is placed. The seal is 
the specimen for which the dynamic coefficients should be measured. With the magnetic bearing, 
fluid-like displacement-dependent direct and cross forces are generated and applied contactless to 
the rotor. The stiffness and the stability behavior of the rotor system can be altered magnetically. 

The blasic idea of the identification procedure consists in finding the change in the whirling 
frequency and in the stability limit caused by the fluid-induced forces in the test-seal. This change 
contains the dynamic coefficients. In a first step the whirl frequency and the stability limit of the 
Jeffcott without flow through the seal is measured. The stability limit is reached by increasing the 
cross-coupled stiffness of the magnetic bearing. At the stability limit the magnetic excitation is 
equal to the system damping minus the hydrodynamic bearing excitation. 



In a next step, when fluid flows through the seal, the whirl frequency and the stability limit 
change due to the forces generated in the seal. The forces acting on the Jeffcot rotor whirling with 
the frequency i2 at the stability limit are displayed in fig.2. The exciting force generates the 
forward whirling modes and is counterbalanced by the damping force. With an excitation directed 
opposite to the rotation, the backward whirling modes are destabilized. The whirling frequency is 
approximately the natural frequency of the rotor and is given by the identity of the deflecting and 
the restoring force. 

deflecting 
J( force 

magnetic bearing 
exciting m- test-seal 

n damping 
force 

hydrodynamic 
bearing 

restoring 
force 

Fig. 1 Jeffcot rotor with the test-seal and Fig. 2 Forces on a Jeffcot rotor at 
the magnetic bearing the stability limit 

The change in the whirling frequency is compensated magnetically. When a circular whirling 
orbit is assumed, then the magnetic direct stiffness Ar, necessary for the compensation, is equal to 
the conservative dynamic coefficients. 

When the whirl frequency is held constant the modal amplitude a remains unchanged, too. In 
consequence, the only influence on the stability limit is due to the non-conservative dynarnic 
coefficients. The change in magnetic excitation at the stability limit Aq can be expressed with 
dynamic coefficients. 

The influence of the seal forces on the stability limit is shown in fig 3. A stiffer shaft leads to 
a higher whirl frequency and smaller modal deflection, which again causes an increas,e of the 
stability limit and the measured magnetic excitation go at this point. With positive whirling 
frequencies, a forward excitation of the seal reduces the measured magnetic excitation by the 
value of Aq. When the seal excitation increases beyond the initial system damping, the rotor must 
be stabilized by changing the direction of magnetic excitation. On the other hand, the b,ackward 
mode is stabilized by the seal excitation and the stability limit increases. 

By repeating the measurement of Ar and Aq for three whirling frequencies, all the unknown 
six dynamic coefficients can be calculated. As mentioned above, with gas seals the mass 
coefficients are usually neglected. For the identification of the stiffness and the damping a 



minimc~m of two measurements must be performed. The measured values come to lie on a straight 
line ( fig. 4). The intersection with the abscissa indicates the stiffness and the slope of the line 
represe.nts the damping. 

Fig. 3 The influence of the seal forces on Fig. 4 The cross-coupled stiffness. and 
the stability of the forward and the the direct dampingof a gas seal 
backward mode 

A new test rig was designed to check the identification procedure outlined above and to 
continue with systematic investigations of different types of seal-geometries and flow conditions 
(fig. 5).  The test seal is placed in the central position of a slender shaft (0 23 mm). Two identical 
and easily removable seals are located symmetrically to the inflow region. Pressurized and 
metered air is fed through a replaceable guide vane ring into the seal and discharged to ambient. 

The magnetic bearing is positioned as close as possible to the seal casing. The whirling 
frequency is varied by altering the length of the rotor from minimum 770 mm to maximum 890 
ml. The rotor is carried in fluid film bearings and is driven by a bi-directional variable speed d.c. 
motor. High amplitudes of the unstable rotor, which may destroy the seal, are avoided via 
auxiliary bearings. 

]Fig. 5 Test rig with main components 

Until now it was assumed that the seal and the magnetic bearing are placed at the same axial 
position. In reality, the position differs and conversion procedures must be applied. The 



procedures consider the modal deflection of the flexible rotor and were previously derived and 
validated experimentally (Kwanka [1995b]). 

As shown above, the seal geometry can easily be varied by replacing the stator inserts or the 
rotor. Table 1 lists the seal geometries investigated in this paper with their main dimensions. It is 
assumed, that the entry swirl of the flow into the seals is the same as the tanger~tial velocity 
component at the guide vane exit. For a constant pressure difference on and leakage flow through 
the seal, the entry swirl is altered by replacing the guide vane ring and changing the vane angle. 
The distance between the vane exit and the first knife of the seal is held constant at 12.0 nun for 
all geometries. 

Table 1 Seal geometry data ( j  - number of cavities) 

The procedure requires a clear identification of the stability limit and whirling frequency. 
With very few exceptions, the stability limit can be fixed within +I-2 Nlmm. The influence of the 
seal forces on the whirling frequency is small. The accuracy of the measured Av values is 
restricted by the resolving limit of the signal analyzer. The straight lines neecled for the 
determination of the stiffness and the damping coefficients (see fig. 4) are approxirnat:ed with the 
least squares method using five mean values for the forward and the backward whirling direction 
in each case. The absolute deviation of the mean values from the straight lines depends on the 
seal forces. With high forces and consequently a rougher vibrational behavior, the deviations are 
high, too. Nevertheless, the mean relative deviations are below 1.5% except for low pressure 
differences (table 2a; seal KN12). There is a good reproducibility of the cross-couplr=d stiffness 
and the direct damping after a total disassembly and reassembly of the test rig (table 2b, seal 
TOR14). 

Table 2a Maximum and mean absolute and relative deviation between the measured Aq 
values and the least square fit 

Table 2b Reproducibility of identified dynamic coefficients 



Experimental Results 
The dynamic coefficients are measured depending on the inlet circumferential velocity, the 

pressure ratio and the rotating speed. Fig. 6 displays all four dynamic coefficients of a TOR14- 
labyrinth with four cavities in relation to the inlet swirl. The cross-coupled stiffness shows the 
expected strong dependency on the inlet swirl which is almost linear for all seal geometries 
investigated in this paper. 

The measured symbols are approximated with least square fitted lines. The direct stiffness 
stabili.zes the rotor and increases with inlet swirl. Even with axial directed flow at the entrance 
the direct damping differs from zero and shows a maximum at medium swirl values. With zero 
inlet swirl the cross-coupled damping displays only low values in the negative to zero range. 

~p = 100 kPa; n = 750 rpm ~p = 100 kPa; n = 750 rpm 

cuo [m/sl 
cua [ds] 

Fig., 6 Measured dynamic stiffness and damping of a TOR14 labyrinth 

The linear behavior of the cross-coupled stiffness, now negative, can be stated even with 
negative swirl values. This means that a negative inlet swirl would generate an excitation of the 
backward modes and therefore stabilizes the forward modes. Changing the entrance flow 
conditions by swirl brakes, for example, would not only minimize the exciting mechanism but 
even enhance the stability behavior of the rotor which is still excited in forward direction by 

, hydrodynamic bearings. This change in sign of the cross-coupled stiffness was observed for all 
seal geometries investigated in this paper. The direct stiffness and damping show the same 
behavior as for the co-rotating swirl. The cross-coupled damping is negative in the whole swirl 
range. 

Fig. 7 Dynamic coefficients with 
counter entry swirl 



In a next step, the measured non-conservative coefficients of a one-, two- and a three-cavity 
seals are compared to calculated results obtained with the one-volume bulk-flow theory 
(Baumgartner [1987]). The calculations are performed using the friction factors proposed by 
Ortinger (Kwanka, Ortinger, Steckel [1993]). The tangential velocity component at the guide 
vane exit is used as entry swirl input data in the calculations. The calculated results are displayed 
in fig. 8 as broken lines, the measured values are marked with symbols. The experimental data 
shows that under the given conditions the stiffness related force is generated mainly in the first 
two cavities. There is only a very small difference between the cross-coupled stiffness of the 
TOR12 and the TOR14 seal. The direct damping of the two and the four-cavity seal has 
approximately the same value, too, but the damping of the longer seal seems to decrease slightly 
with high entry swirl. 

~p = 100 kPa; n = 750 rpm ~p = 100 kPa; n = 750 rpm 

cuo [WSI cuo [Wsl 

Fig. 8 Comparison of measured and calculated cross-coupled damping and direct stiffness for 
three different numbers of cavities 

The magnitude and the trend of the cross-coupled stiffness is predicted satisfactlory by the 
theory, although obviously the calculated distribution of the force over the seal length is not 
entirely accurate. The measured direct damping is distinctly higher than the calculated one which 
is perhaps one of the reasons for underpredicted stability limits. At this point it should be 
mentioned that the calculations do not include effects which showed up ahead and behind the last 
seal. 

Only few experimental results exist for dynamic coefficients with short gas seals. Millsaps 
[I9931 measured the transient circumferential pressure distribution and, therefore, forces on the 
stator of one-cavity TOR seals. By multiplying the amplitude of the whirling seal a and the 
change of magnetic excitation at the stability limit Aq tangential forces FT can be calculated from 
the present investigations, too. The comparison of the calculated tangential forces for three 
pressure drops with the findings of Millsaps [I9931 in fig. 9a is only in terms of quality, due to 
the differences in the inflow region and the seal stator surface. The value of the forces measured 
by Millsaps is lower because of smaller entry swirl, whereas the slope of the forces with the 
whirling frequency is higher due to the damping effect of the honeycomb stator. 

In the cited paper Millsaps [ I  9933 gives additional explanations of the mechanisms generating 
the excitation force and suggests a decomposition of these forces into an inviscid and a viscous 
part. The direct damping generation is attributed solely to effects in the ideal flow and is 
therefore independent of frictional influences and rotating speed respectively. Since the direct 
damping increases with rotating speed its independence of the spin rate is not confirmed by the 
measurements (fig. 9b). The slight decrease of the cross-coupled stiffness with spin rate complies 
with the findings of Millsaps. 
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Fig. 9a Comparison of measured tangential Fig. 9b Direct damping in dependence of the 
forces for a TOR1 1 labyrinth with rotating speed 
findings of Millsaps [ 19931 

As expected, the influence of the rotating speed is relatively small with short labyrinth seals. 
The circunlferencial velocity of the spinning rotor is varied from 7.1 m/s (750 rpm) to 47. m/s 
(5000 rpm). Measurements with zero rotation are impossible due to the oil-film of the used 
hydrodyna~c bearings. For a reproduceable stability behavior, first the oil-film should be 
generated. On the other hand, the rotating speed is limited due to the bearing excitation which 
must be counterbalanced magnetically. With increasing speed the dependency on the entry swirl 
is still linear and the rotating speed is now slightly elevating the cross-coupled stiffness (fig. 10). 
In this case the influence of the rotation on the direct damping values is small. 

n = 750 rpm; KN12 - 25 kPa + 100 kPa + 200 kPa 
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Fig. 10 Dynamic coefficients in dependence Fig. 11 The influence of the pressure difference 
of the rotating speed on the dynamic coefficients 

Beside the entry swirl, also the pressure difference has a strong influence on the generated 
forces. In fig. 11 the non-conservative coefficients for the staggered KN12 seal are displayed for 
three pressure differences Ap. The cross-coupled stiffness increases as expected along with the 
pressure difference. It is remarkable that the cross-coupled stiffness values are only half the 



comparable values of the TOR14-seal. The direct damping with low and medium swirl values is 
almost zero and begins to increase only with high swirl values. 

One main target of the investigation is to indicate which seal is the most suited from the 
rotordynamic point of view. Childs [I9931 proposes the whirl frequency ratio Qw to characterize 
the relevant rotordynamic numbers of a seal. The whirl frequency ratio relates the exciting cross- 
coupled stiffness to the direct damping. The ratio is normalized with the running speed o. 

When the whirl frequency ratio is applied in relation to the inlet circumferential velocity ratio 
uo than the direct comparison of different seals is possible, without taking into account the 
rotordynamic system. The lower the whirl frequency ratio, the better the stability beihavior of the 
seal. It should be, however, pointed out that the damping force is proportional to the whirl 
frequency D and therefore only a stiffening of the rotor would increase the damping force of a 
given seal. 

The leakage flow of three of the seals investigated in this paper is almost the same (Ap = 100 
kPa; m = 0.079 kgls). What would be interesting in a next step is a comparison of the three seals' 
stability behavior. As expected, the whirl frequency ratio of the TOS24 and TOR14 seals Is 
approximately the same (fig. 12). At first sight, the value for the KN12 labyrinth is amazingly 
high despite the lower cross-coupled stiffness. The maximum of the whirl frequency ratio Is 
caused by the negligible small direct damping with medium entry swirl values. It would therefore 
be better to choose a TOR14 or TOS24 seal instead of the KN12 seal when the axial length of the 
seal is not limited. The last figure demonstrates how important it is to include the direct damping 
of seals into rotordynamic stability considerations. 

A p = 100 kPa; n = 750 rpm 
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Conclusions 
The easy-to-handle identification procedure presented in the paper allows systematic 

measurements of rotordynamic coefficients. Even with small forces the method shows high 
sensitivity and good reproducibility. The dynamic coefficients found display the same behavior as 
other measurements. The measured values agree satisfactory with calculated values for the cross- 
coupled stiffness. However, the discrepancies for the direct damping are evident. 

For all seal geometries investigated, the cross-coupled stiffness increases linearly with the 
entry swirl. The behavior of the direct damping depends in particular on the seal geometry. Even 
without entry swirl teeth-on-rotor seals generate a considerable amount of damping whereas the 
staggered seals have no damping for low and medium entry swirl. The rotating speed has a minor 



influence on the coefficients. The influence of the seal pressure difference on the cross-coupled 
stiffness is as strong as the influence of the entry swirl. The comparison of seals on the basis of 
the frequency whirl ratio demonstrates how important it is to consider the direct damping, too. 
Despite their high cross-coupled stiffness values, seals can be advantageous due to their high 
direct damping 

Further measurements are in progress with the main emphasis on finding out ways to 
minimin:e the excitation forces. Beside extensive investigations in the influence of the cavity 
geometry, the principal interest is directed to the use of swirl brakes, gas injection or rougher 
stator surfaces. 
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UPS'IXEAM SWIRL EFFECTS ON THE FLOW INSIDE A LAB SEN. 

Gerald L. Monison and Mark C. Johnson 
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College Station, Texas 

Abstract 
The flow field inside a seven cavity tooth on rotor labyrinth seal was measu 

laser Doppler anemometer system. The seal was operated at a Reynolds number of 24,000 and a 
Taylor number of 6,600 using water as the working fluid. Swirl vanes were placed upstream of 
the seal to produce positive, negative, and no preswirl. It was found that the axial and radial 
velocities were minimally effected. The tangential velocity, both in the clearance region and the 
seal cavities on the rotor, were greatly altered by the preswirl. By applying negative pseswirll, the 
tangential velocity was suppressed, even in the seventh cavity. The turbulence levels decreased as 
the preswirl varied from negative to positive. 

Introduction 
In turbomachinery annular and labyrinth seals are used to decrease secondary flow 

between high and low pressure regions. This secondary flow leakage is unwanted because it 
reduces the efficiency of the machine. In the compressor of a gas turbine, for example, seals 
are used to decrease the flow along the shaft under the stators. Simply stated seals are the very 
small clearance between the rotating element and the stator through which fluid would like to 
pass. These clearances cannot be completely eliminated because of machining tole]-aces, 
eccentricities, and wear inherent in rotating machinery. If a rotor shaft was designed to fit too 
snugly in its housing, rubbing between the shaft and the housing would occur which might 
cause the machine to fail. One solution is to design the housing of the rotor shaft with matefid 
that is meant to be rubbed and worn. This, however, causes problems because it is inot 
possible to predict exactly the final shape, and because the efficiency will decrease with use. 
Another approach is to design the gap to the necessary clearance and design the geometry to 
maximize those features desired. 

The geometry of a seal has several effects on the performance of rotating machinery. 
The most apparent is the slowing of leakage flow from the high to low pressure regions and 
the separation of flows that should not mix. Two other parameters that are affected by seal 
geometry are vibration and wear. Vibration can be caused when forces generated by the 
leakage are not uniform inside the seal and by the nonaxisymmetric blade loadings that can be 
caused by tip leakage. The geometry also affects how the seal itself wears. If the flow through 
the seal causes stress at particular points on the seal, cracks and breaks can occur which will 
influence the performance of the seal. The stabilizing/destabilizing effect of the seal upon the 
entire turbomachine is of great importance. By decreasing the tangential velocity (swirl) 
within the seal, a stabilining effect is generally obtained. All these factors ultimately affect 
the performance of the turbomachine. 

Objectives 
The objective of this study was to determine how varying the preswirl upstream, of a 

labyrinth seal effected the flow field development within the seal. Specifically, measurements of 
the mean velocity vector and Reynolds stress tensor were performed, and how these quanties 



varied with preswirl and location within the seal were observed. 

Faeaty 
The test facility used water at 30.5 2 4OC. The water was supplied by a 15 m3 storage tank 

via a centrifugal pump, water filters, and a turbine meter. The flowrate through the test section 
was set at a constant value of 4.86 11s and the test section pressure was maintained at 138 kPa to 
prevent cavitation. The measurements were made using the seal test rig shown in Figure 1. This 
unit consisted of a 50.8mm diameter overhung shaft which was driven by a 0 to 5,300 rpm 
vanable speed electric motor. For the present study, the shaft rotation rate was 3,600 rpm. The 
rotor, Figure 2, was mounted contentricly directly upon the shaft. The rotor had a smooth surface 
with an outer diameter of 164.1 mm and a length of 33.5 mm. It was manufactured of acrylic, had 
a polished smooth surface, and was coated with an antireflectant material. There were eight 
straight teieth with a thickness of 1.524 mm and a height of 3.048 mm. The tooth pitch was 4.572 
mm. 'This resulted in a seven cavity tooth on rotor labyrinth seal. The stator was made of stainless 
steel and was mounted inside the main housing such that its position could be varied to set static 
eccen~cities. The rotorlstator combination were concentric for this study. The water first entered 
into a plenum. It then passed through a 12.7 mm thick perforated plate with 3.2 rnrn diameter 
holes which eliminated any swirl generated by the piping system, and evenly distributed the flow 
around the circumference of an annular plenum. The section of the annular plenum along the 
centerline of the test rig was necessary to provide the inner half of the contraction leading up to the 
seal entrance and to support the swirl generation device. Figure 3 shows the details of how the 
flow approached the seal rotor. The contraction from the plenum results in an annular flow path 
with a cleauance of 0.782 mm where 120 turning vanes were equally spaced around the 
circuderence. Figure 4 shows the design of these blades. Three sections were manufactures, one 
with vanes producing positive preswirl (swirl in the direction of the seal rotation), another 
produced negative preswirl, and one with no vanes which is called the no preswirl case. 
Downstrem of the turning vanes, the clearance increased to 1.524 mm. This increase in clearance 
decreased the axial velocity while the tangential velocity remained essentially constant. This 
increased the ratio of tangential velocity to axial velocity. There was a 0.508 mm gap between the 
swirl generating assembly and the rotor. The velocity distribution was measured across the 
clearance at this gap. It was determined that the ratio of tangential velocity to axial velocity just 
upslrem of the seal entrance was -0.215,0.122, and 0.263. The viscous effects of the rotor 
mofion effected the magnitude of the inlet tangential velocity, as shown by these ratios being 
biased to a more positive value, especially the "no preswirl" case. The clearance between the rotor 
and stator was 1.27 mm. The larger supply nozzle clearance, 1.524 mm, was made to 
accomodate eccentric seals without their inlet clearance being larger than the supply nozzle. 

The flow inside the seal was measured using a 3D Laser Doppler Anemometer (LDA) 
system. Figure 5 shows the optical access port in the stator. The trapezoidal region was fit with a 
quartz window. The LDA system used is shown in Figure 6. This system utilizes three colors of 
light, each one measuring an individual fluid velocity component. By using Bragg cells, 8.5X 
beam expanders, and off access back scatter light collection it was possible to measure the flow 
field in the small clearance and within the labyrinth seal cavity where flow reversals were present. 
The measurement volume was 25x25~100 pm (0.001x0.001x0.004 inches). The entire LDA 
system was mounted upon a 3D traversing system with a repeatable positioning accuracy of 0.01 
mm. The L,DA system actually measured the velocity of small seed particles suspended in the 
flow. Unexpanded polystyrene spheres, 6 micron in diameter with a specific gravity of 1.3, were 
used in this study. These particles have a frequency response of 45 kHz in water which is more 
than adequate for the present study. This system is more fully described in Morrison, et al. (1991). 



Results 
Contours of the mean axial velocity in the first, third, fifth, and seventh cavities of the 

labyrinth seal for negative, zero, and positive preswirl are presented in Figure 7. The top row 
represents the negative preswirl data, the center row represents the no preswirl data, and the 
bottom row represents the positive preswirl data. Also present on the figure are the axial-radial 
velocity vectors. Each vector shows where data were recorded. In the regions over the teeth, data 
were recorded at five radial positions. Inside the cavity, six axial positions were measured (except 
for near the base of the upstream tooth where optical access was not possible) with a total of 
nineteen radial positions spanning from the stator to the bottom of the cavity. There were 
approximately 130 measurement locations for each cavity. The first cavity has more data since ten 
radial positions were measured just upstream of the seal entrance. The volumetric flowrate through 
the seal was maintained constant with an average axial velocity through the clearance of 7.4 d s  
for all preswirls. This value was used to nondimensionalize the data presented in Figure 7. All of 
the cavities show a maximum axial velocity of 1.1 in the central region of the clearance and a 
maximum negative velocity of -0.5 at the bottom of the cavity. The vectors show the fluid in the 
clearance region turning down into the cavity once the flow has passed the center of the cavity. 
This results in the flow impacting on the upstream face of the downstream tooth just slightly below 
its top. The fluid diverted into the cavity by this action helps to drive the large recirculation zone 
present in the cavity. The free shear layer between the fluid in the clearance and in the top of the 
cavity also helps drive the recirculation zone. From the third to seventh cavities there is very little 
variation in the axial velocity with preswirl and cavity number. The first cavity shows v ~ a t i o n  
from the remaining cavities with varying velocity profiles over the first tooth due to the preswirl 
value. For negative preswirl, there is a region near the inlet tooth top where the axial! velocity is 
below 0.9. This is the same region where the tangential velocity quickly varies from negative to 
positive at the tooth surface. This large radial gradient of the tangential velocity displaces the axid 
velocity to the top of the clearance area. As the amount of preswirl changed to zero and positive 
values, this region of low axial velocity over the first tooth decreased in magnitude with its 
presence almost absent for the positive preswirl case. This further indicates that it is the radial 
gradient of tangential velocity causing the effect. By the time the fluid exits the first cavity, there 
is almost no variation in axial velocity profiles over the downstream tooth for varying mounts of 
inlet swirl. The distributions at this location are very similar to the other downstream cavities. 

The radial velocity contours nondimensionalized by the average axial velocity in the 
clearance area, 7.4 m/s, are shown in Figure 8. The values in the clearance area are t:ypically zero, 
but there is a region of negative values downstream of the cavity centerline which increases in size 
as the flow progresses to further downstream cavities. This represents the through flow diverging 
into the cavity, impacting on the downstream tooth surface resulting in a stagnation point below 
the top of the downstream tooth. This region is decreased in size as the preswirl varies from 
negative to positive as shown in the fifth and seventh cavities. In fact, the positive preswirl case 
shows almost no variation in this negative velocity over the entire length of the seal. Inside the 
cavity, the maximum radial velocity is 0.4 near the upstream tooth's vertical surface aind the 
minimum is -0.4 near the surface of the downstream tooth. This is consistent with the large 
recirculation zone present inside the cavity. Within the cavity there is very little variation of the 
radial velocity with cavity number or preswirl. 

Figure 9 presents the tangential velocity contours. These have been nondimensionalized 
with the surface velocity of the rotor, 30.9 m/s, compared to the previously used bulk axial velocity 
of 7.4 rnls. The tangential velocity entering the first cavity for the negative preswirl case has an 
average value of -0.172. This increases to 0.107 and 0.242 for the no preswirl and positive 
preswirl cases. The values are relatively uniform over the inlet region. The preswirl effects the 
magnitude of the tangential velocity in the first cavity with the values increasing with increasing 
preswirl. The tangential velocity also increases with increasing downstream distance within the 



seal. 'The tangential velocity inside the seal cavity is always larger than the value in the clearance. 
This is due to the larger residence time of the fluid as it is trapped in the cavity allowing the shear 
from the three cavity sides, rotating at 30.9 mfs, to tangentially accelerate the fluid. In the 
clearance region, the stator wall is stationary causing the velocity near the stator to approach zero 
while the tooth tops and the fluid within the cavity are producing shear causing the tangential 
velocity in the clearance to increase. These opposing forces act upon the value of the tangential 
velocity in the clearance causing the velocity profiles to vary with axial location and amount of 
preswul. There is an overall trend for all cavities at all preswirls for the tangential velocity in the 
upstream half of the cavity to be noticeably larger than the downstream half. This is represented 
by the low velocity contour finger protruding from the clearance region into the cavity along the 
downstream tooth face. Since fluid entered the cavity in the downstream half, the fluid must flow 
along the back wall and bottom of the seal before moving up the front wall where its tangential 
veloci1:y is slightly larger. While following this path, the rotor wall is continually applying a 
tangential shear stress to the fluid causing its tangential velocity to continually increase. 

In order to better investigate the development of the tangential velocity, radial profiles of 
the tangential velocity at the axial location just upstream of the cavity centerline are presented in 
Figures 10 to 12 for negative, no, and positive preswirl respectively. The value at the rotor surface 
(U/c=-2.5, W/Ws=l.O) was not plotted so that the velocity axis could be expanded for better 
visualization. Figure 13 presents the average tangential velocity over the entire clearance area and 
the entire cavity region. The data at the radial location of the tooth top was not used in the 
averaging nor were the data on the rotor and stator surfaces. For the negative preswirl case 
(Figure 10) the tangential velocity was relatively constant across the cavity with the average 
increasing from 0.14 to 0.33 as the flow progressed from the first to the seventh cavity. The 
tangential velocity profile varied greatly in the first cavity clearance with a minimum value of -0.2 
at Y/c==0.6, increasing to zero at Y/c=l, and 0.08 at Y/c=-0.2. The minimum value remained at 
Y/c=0.6, but changed to -0.12 in the third cavity and the maximum increased to 0.21 at Y/c=-0.3. 
By the fifth cavity the minimum location shifted towards the stator wall and increased to -0.02, and 
the ma~imum remained at Y/c=-0.3 while increasing to 0.3. No negative tangential velocities 
were piresent by the seventh cavity with the tangential velocity steadily increasing from 0 at the 
stator svall, Y/c=l, to 0.38 at Y/c=-0.3. The average values of the tangential velocity over the 
entire c:learance and cavity regions (Figure 13) increased from -0.15 and 0.08, to 0.05 and 0.33 
respectively from the first to seventh cavity. These values differ from the values stated for the 
radial profile since they are averages over the entire data set obtained within each region. These 
data sbow how both the stationary stator wall and moving rotor apply shear to the flow. In the first 
cavity where the inlet tangential velocity is negative, both the rotor and stator are working to stop 
the negative swirl. This has been somewhat accomplished by the third cavity with essentially the 
same amount of work being done by the rotor and stator since the location of minimum velocity 
remained unchanged. This balance shifts by the fifth cavity, with the location of minimum 
tangential velocity moving towards the stator as its retarding effect becomes smaller compared to 
the ever larger positive tangential velocity in the seal cavity. By the end of the seal, the rotor has 
produced a positive tangential velocity everywhere in the seal and the stator is now retarding the 
positive tangential velocities. Hence, the surface shear stress on the stator changed from negative 
to positive in the tangential direction as the flow progressed from the inlet to the exit. On the 
rotor, the difference between the tangential velocity of the fluid and the rotor decreased as the flow 
progressed downstream. Thus, the negative tangential shear stress on the rotor decreased from the 
inlet to the exit. 

The no preswirl case, Figures 11 and 13, exhibit much less variation with cavity than the 
negative preswirl. The tangential velocity in the clearance is always positive with the magnitude 
of variation from stator wall to seal cavity steadily increasing with downstream location. This is 
also reflected with the average velocity within the cavity increasing with downstream location. 



Results 
Contours of the mean axial velocity in the first, third, fifth, and seventh cavities of the 

labyrinth seal for negative, zero, and positive preswirl are presented in Figure 7. The top row 
represents the negative preswirl data, the center row represents the no preswirl data, and the 
bottom row represents the positive preswirl data. Also present on the figure are the axial-radial 
velocity vectors. Each vector shows where data were recorded. In the regions over the teeth, data 
were recorded at five radial positions. Inside the cavity, six axial positions were measured (except 
for near the base of the upstream tooth where optical access was not possible) with a total of 
nineteen radial positions spanning from the stator to the bottom of the cavity. There were 
approximately 130 measurement locations for each cavity. The first cavity has more data since ten 
radial positions were measured just upstream of the seal entrance. The volumetric flowrate through 
the seal was maintained constant with an average axial velocity through the clearance of 7.4 m/s 
for all preswirls. This value was used to nondimensionalize the data presented in Figure 7. All of 
the cavities show a maximum axial velocity of 1.1 in the central region of the clearance and a 
maximum negative velocity of -0.5 at the bottom of the cavity. The vectors show the fluid in the 
clearance region turning down into the cavity once the flow has passed the center of the cavity. 
This results in the flow impacting on the upstream face of the downstream tooth just slightly below 
its top. The fluid diverted into the cavity by this action helps to drive the large recirculation zone 
present in the cavity. The free shear layer between the fluid in the clearance and in the top of the 
cavity also helps drive the recirculation zone. From the third to seventh cavities there is vely little 
variation in the axial velocity with preswirl and cavity number. The first cavity shows variation 
from the remaining cavities with varying velocity profiles over the first tooth due to the preswirl 
value. For negative preswirl, there is a region near the inlet tooth top where the axial velocity is 
below 0.9. This is the same region where the tangential velocity quickly varies from negative to 
positive at the tooth surface. This large radial gradient of the tangential velocity displaces the axial 
velocity to the top of the clearance area. As the amount of preswirl changed to zero and positive 
values, this region of low axial velocity over the first tooth decreased in magnitude with its 
presence almost absent for the positive preswirl case. This further indicates that it is the radial 
gradient of tangential velocity causing the effect. By the time the fluid exits the first cavity, there 
is almost no variation in axial velocity profiles over the downstream tooth for varying mounts of 
inlet swirl. The distributions at this location are very similar to the other downstream cavities. 

The radial velocity contours nondimensionalized by the average axial velociqr in the 
clearance area, 7.4 d s ,  are shown in Figure 8. The values in the clearance area are typically zero, 
but there is a region of negative values downstream of the cavity centerline which increases in size 
as the flow progresses to further downstream cavities. This represents the through flow diverging 
into the cavity, impacting on the downstream tooth surface resulting in a stagnation point below 
the top of the downstream tooth. This region is decreased in size as the preswirl varies from 
negative to positive as shown in the fifth and seventh cavities. In fact, the positive preswirl case 
shows almost no variation in this negative velocity over the entire length of the seal. Inside the 
cavity, the maximum radial velocity is 0.4 near the upstream tooth's vertical surface and the 
minimum is -0.4 near the surface of the downstream tooth. This is consistent with the large 
recirculation zone present inside the cavity. Within the cavity there is very little variation of the 
radial velocity with cavity number or preswirl. 

Figure 9 presents the tangential velocity contours. These have been nondimensionalized 
with the surface velocity of the rotor, 30.9 d s ,  compared to the previously used bulk axial velocitg, 
of 7.4 m/s. The tangential velocity entering the first cavity for the negative preswirl case has an 
average value of -0.172. This increases to 0.107 and 0.242 for the no preswirl and positive 
preswirl cases. The values are relatively uniform over the inlet region. The preswirl effects ~e 
magnitude of the tangential velocity in the first cavity with the values increasing with increasing 
preswirl. The tangential velocity also increases with increasing downstream distance within the 



seal. The tangential velocity inside the seal cavity is always larger than the value in the clearance. 
This is due to the larger residence time of the fluid as it is trapped in the cavity allowing the shear 
from the three cavity sides, rotating at 30.9 m/s, to tangentially accelerate the fluid. In the 
clearance region, the stator wall is stationary causing the velocity near the stator to approach zero 
while the tooth tops and the fluid within the cavity are producing shear causing the tangential 
velocity in the clearance to increase. These opposing forces act upon the value of the tangential 
velocity in the clearance causing the velocity profiles to vary with axial location and amount of 
preswirl. There is an overall trend for all cavities at all preswirls for the tangential velocity in the 
upstream half of the cavity to be noticeably larger than the downstream half. This is represented 
by the low velocity contour finger protruding from the clearance region into the cavity along the 
downstream tooth face. Since fluid entered the cavity in the downstream half, the fluid must flow 
along the back wall and bottom of the seal before moving up the front wall where its tangential 
velocity is slightly larger. While following this path, the rotor wall is continually applying a 
tangential shear stress to the fluid causing its tangential velocity to continually increase. 

In order to better investigate the development of the tangential velocity, radial profiles of 
the tangential velocity at the axial location just upstream of the cavity centerline are presented in 
Figures 10 to 12 for negative, no, and positive preswirl respectively. The value at the rotor surface 
(U/c=-2.5, W/Ws=l .O) was not plotted so that the velocity axis could be expanded for better 
visualization. Figure 13 presents the average tangential velocity over the entire clearance area and 
the entire cavity region. The data at the radial location of the tooth top was not used in the 
averaging nor were the data on the rotor and stator surfaces. For the negative preswirl case 
(Figure 10) the tangential velocity was relatively constant across the cavity with the average 
increasing from 0.14 to 0.33 as the flow progressed from the first to the seventh cavity. The 
tangential velocity profile varied greatly in the first cavity clearance with a minimum value of -0.2 
at Y/c=O.6, increasing to zero at Y/c=l, and 0.08 at Y/c=-0.2. The minimum value remained at 
U/c=0.6, but changed to -0.12 in the third cavity and the maximum increased to 0.21 at Y/c=-0.3. 
By the fifth cavity the minimum location shifted towards the stator wall and increased to -0.02, and 
the maximum remained at Y/c=-0.3 while increasing to 0.3. No negative tangential velocities 
were present by the seventh cavity with the tangential velocity steadily increasing from 0 at the 
stator wall, Y/c=l, to 0.38 at Y/c=-0.3. The average values of the tangential velocity over the 
entire clearance and cavity regions (Figure 13) increased from -0.15 and 0.08, to 0.05 and 0.33 
respectively from the first to seventh cavity. These values differ from the values stated for the 
radial profile since they are averages over the entire data set obtained within each region. These 
data show how both the stationary stator wall and moving rotor apply shear to the flow. In the first 
cavity where the inlet tangential velocity is negative, both the rotor and stator are working to stop 
the negative swirl. This has been somewhat accomplished by the third cavity with essentially the 
same amount of work being done by the rotor and stator since the location of minimum velocity 
remained unchanged. This balance shifts by the fifth cavity, with the location of minimum 
tangential velocity moving towards the stator as its retarding effect becomes smaller compared to 
the ever larger positive tangential velocity in the seal cavity. By the end of the seal, the rotor has 
produced a positive tangential velocity everywhere in the seal and the stator is now retarding the 
positive tangential velocities. Hence, the surface shear stress on the stator changed from negative 
to positive in the tangential direction as the flow progressed from the inlet to the exit. On the 
rotor, the difference between the tangential velocity of the fluid and the rotor decreased as the flow 
progressed downstream. Thus, the negative tangential shear stress on the rotor decreased from the 
inlet to the exit. 

The no preswirl case, Figures 11 and 13, exhibit much less variation with cavity than the 
negative preswirl. The tangential velocity in the clearance is always positive with the magnitude 
of variation from stator wall to seal cavity steadily increasing with downstream location. This is 
also reflected with the average velocity within the cavity increasing with downstream location. 



Again, there is very little variation in the tangential velocity within the seal cavity except within 
the shear layer present between the cavity and clearance areas. The average clearance and cavity 
velocities increased from 0.15 and 0.33 to 0.25 and 0.5 from the first cavity to the seventh cavity 
respectively. These variations were less than those present for negative preswirl. 

The positive preswirl case exhibited the least variation in tangential velocity of the three 
cases studied. Again, the tangential velocity was relatively constant within the cavity and only 
increased from 0.48 to 0.55. The tangential velocity radial profile within the clearance of the first 
cavity is interesting, in that, from Y/c=0.3 to 0.8 the value was constant at 0.24, the value 
generated by the swirl vanes. This shows the shear generated by the cavity fluid and the stator has 
not reached the center of the clearance at this location. Beyond the first cavity, the tangem~d 
velocity steadily increased from the stator to the cavity velocity. The average tangential velocity in 
the clearance region increased from 0.25 to 0.33 -the&t tg the 

The turbulence kinetic energy, K = 0.5 u 'u ' + v 'v ' + w 'w f 
Reynolds stress tensor data and nondimensionalized by the bulk axial clearance velocity squared, 
(7.4 rn~s)~.  This value represents the turbulence which has been generated by the flow field by 
transferring energy from the mean velocity to the turbulence. In essence, the effective viscosity 
used in numerical simulations represents the amount of this energy that is dissipated. The usual 
assumption is that the production and dissipation of this value are equal. Regions where K is 
present represent regions of turbulence production, and hence, enera  dissipation. The larger the 
value of K, the larger the production. Figure 14 presents the K contours and figure 15 presents the 
average value of K over the entire cavity neglecting the rotor and stator surfaces. The largest values 
of K are present in the shear layer between the clearance and cavity regions with levels of 0.5 
present in all cases. This corresponds to a turbulence intensity based upon the bulk average axial 
clearance velocity of 87%. This is a large value compared to, say, a turbulent pipe flow where 
values reach about 15%. It is this large turbulence level that makes the labyrinth sed more 
effective in reducing the leakage for a given pressure drop than a smooth annular seal. The 
negative preswirl case shows larger regions of the seal possessing high levels of turbulence. In the 
first cavity the turbulence spans the clearance to the stator wall. This is due to the large radid 
gradients of both the axial and tangential velocities. In particular, the tangential velocity gradient 
is the largest in this cavity and is responsible for the increased turbulence production compared to 
the other cavities. The turbulence also penetrates to the cavity bottom along the surface of the 
downstream tooth. This is a result of the larger negative radial velocity along this tooth causing 
the clearance flow to penetrate further into the seal and impact upon the tooth surface further into 
the seal than the other cases resulting in additional turbulence production. In the third cavity, the 
turbulence levels in the clearance have reduced some in accordance with the tangential velocity 
being less negative resulting in a smaller tangential velocity gradient, and hence, less turbulence 
production. This trend of less turbulence in the clearance area continues throughout the seal as the 
tangential velocity becomes more positive resulting in a smaller velocity gradient. The effects of 
the tangential velocity radial gradient upon K can be observed in all of the cavities. As the 
tangential velocity becomes closer in value to the rotor speed, the regions of large K decrease. 
Figure 15 shows how the overall average value changes. With negative preswirl, K,,, in the first 
cavity is very large, 0.22 which corresponds to an average turbulence intensity (TI) of 57%. This 
decreases steadily to 0.16,49% TI, in the last cavity. With zero preswirl, K,,, remains lower 
throughout the seal beginning at 0.20,55% TI, and decreasing to 0.15,47% TI, by the last cavity. 
The positive preswirl case exhibits an interesting trend. As expected, K,, is very low at the inlet, 
0.13 or 44% TI, but increases as the flow progresses through the seal eventually reaching a vdue 
of 0.17 or 50% TI in the last cavity. This is caused by the shear layer between the clearance Row 
and the stator wall, as opposed to the cavity and the clearance flow in the previous cases. This is 
observable in the seventh cavity where there is additional turbulence present near the stator, 
though not as large as at the clearance-cavity interface, but sufficiently large and over a large 



enough region to add to the overall turbulence level. Since the tangential velocity in the clearance 
has reach a large level, the tangential velocity gradient near the stator has become larger and is 
generating a larger level of turbulence than the cavities upstream. 

Conelusions 
The axial velocities showed very little variation with cavity number and preswirl value 

from the third to seventh cavities. A region of large axial velocity was increasingly displaced 
towaxds the stator over the first cavity inlet tooth as the preswirl went from positive to negative. 
This was due to the increase of the tangential velocity radial gradient in this region. By the time 
the fluid exited the first cavity, there was little variation in the axial velocity distributions with 
preswirl, and it was similar to the other downstream cavities. The radial velocities inside the 
cavity showed no appreciable variation with preswirl or cavity number. However, the magnitude 
of the negative radial velocity into the cavity over the downstream half of the cavity increased with 
downstream location, and decreased as the preswirl varied from negative to positive showing 
almost no variation for positive preswirl. The tangential velocities were essentially constant within 
each seal cavity increasing from a low of 0.05 for the first cavity of the negative preswirl to a high 
of 0.55 in the seventh cavity for positive preswirl. The axial rate of increase in the average cavity 
tangential velocity decreased from the negative to positive preswirl case with overall increases of 
0.28,0.17, and 0.07 respectively. The variations of the average tangential velocity within the 
clearance regions showed a similar trend with values ranging from -0.15 to 0.33 with individual 
increases over the length of the seal of 0.20,0.10, and 0.08 respectively for increasing preswirl. 
The negative preswirl case maintained an average tangential velocity less than 0.05 within the 
clearance and 0.33 in the seal cavity while positive preswirl resulted in values of 0.33 and 0.55 
within the clearance and cavity respectively. This change in tangential velocity can have a 
significant effect upon the stability of the seal and the shaft upon which it is mounted. Turbulence 
measurements show the maximum levels present just downstream of the cavity upstream tooth in 
the shear layer between the through flow and the recirculating fluid in the cavity. The largest 
overall averaged turbulence levels occur with negative preswirl in the first cavity. Since the 
average axial velocity through the clearance is maintained at a constant value, it is the large 
tangential radial velocity gradient that is generating this turbulence as the difference in tangential 
velocity between the rotor and fluid is very great. As the flow progresses downstream, the 
tangential velocity increases in value, decreasing the velocity gradient, and the turbulence level 
decreases for the negative preswirl case. The no preswirl case presents a similar result but lower 
overall turbulence levels since the tangential velocity radial gradients are smaller. The positive 
lpreswirl case begins in the first cavity with the turbulence levels below any seen in the other two 
cases which would be expected with the larger tangential velocity. However, it presents a surprise 
with the turbulence levels increasing as the flow progresses through the seal. This is due to the 
tangential velocity in the clearance becoming larger and results in a large velocity gradient near the 
stator wall which begins to generate more turbulence. Averaging the K,,, values over the four 
cavities measured the negative preswirl case has an overall turbulence level of 0.188, the no 
preswirl is 0.163, and the positive preswirl is 0.154. Thus, the overall turbulence level decreases 
as the preswirl ranges from negative to positive. This indicates that negative preswirl will be 
beneficial in generating more turbulence which will dissipate more energy, and it helps keep the 
tangential velocity lower which is, in general, more rotordynamically stable. 
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Nomenclature 
c clearance 
D rotor diameter 
Re Reynold Number, 2cUaVJv 
Ta Taylor Number, ( C W S I V ) ~  

U mean axial velocity 
U,, bulk average leakage velocity, 7.4 m/s 
V mean radial velocity 
W mean tangential velocity 
Ws rotor surface velocity, 30.9 m/s 
X axial distance from front of seal 
Y radial distance above rotor tooth top 
K turbulence kinetic energy 
v kinematic viscosity 
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Figure 2.. Labyrinth seal rotor detail. 
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Figure 10. Tangential velocity radial 
profiles at X/c=2.2,9.4, 16.5, and 23.7. 
Negative preswirl. 
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Figure 12. Tangential velocity radial 
profiles at X/c=2.2,9.4, 16.5, and 23.7. 
Positive preswirl. 
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Figure 11. Tangential velocity radial 
profiles at X/c=2.2,9.4, 16.5, and 23.7. 
No preswirl. 
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Figure 13. Tangential velocity averaged 
over clearance and cavity area. 
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EFFECTS OF MISALIGNMENT ON THE STABILITY AND UNBALANCE RESPONSE OF STATI 
INDE'ERMINATIE ROTATJNG MACHINERY 
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The University of New South Wales 

Sydney, Austrailia 

ABSTRACT 
1'- 

Ln statically indeterminate rotor bearings systems, where the rotor is supported by one or 
more hydrodynamic bearings, the reactions at each hydrodynamic bearing, and hence its 
stiffness and damping properties depend not only on the bearing type, the operating 
conditions and the bearing dimensions but also on the relative misalignment between the 
journal and the bearing housing. This misalignment has a significant influence on the 
vibration behaviour of the rotor bearing system, in particular, on its stability and unbalance 
response. Additional complications arise if non symmetric bearing types such as elliptic or 
tilting pad bearings are present. An iterative procedure is outlined which enables the bearing 
reactions to be determined at any speed, thereby enabling even large systems such as 
turbomachinery to be rapidly analysed in conjunction with existing linear rotor bearing 
vibration analysis software. Sample numerical examples show how misalignment and 
bearing type can affect the natural frequencies, the stability threshold and the unbalance 
response of such statically indeterminate systems. 

NOMENCLATURE 

A transformation matrix defrned by Eqn. (13) 
C clearance of an imagined bearing at the mid position of the rotor = 

n 

i=l 

Ci clearance of i'th bearing 

C yy, C yz , Czy , C u- bearing damping coeff~cients 

e i eccentricity of 7th bearing of an aligned rotor 

eiy 7eiz . eccentricity components of i'th bearing in an aligned system 

0 
eiy e$ misalignment components at i'th bearing 

eIy,ejz eccentricity components of i'th bearing in a misaligned system 

ey yez translational displacement components of the mid-point of the rotor 

Fiy 7 Fiz reaction force components at i'th bearing 

Fy Jz total bearing reaction force components 

J objective function value 
Kn , Kyz , Kzy , Kz bearing stifhess coefficients 

L i distance from the first bearing to the i'th bearing 

My ,Mz resultant external moment components about Y and Z axes respectively 

number of bearings on the rotor 
resultant moment components due to bearing reactions about Y and Z 

ases respectively 



resultant externally applied load components 

lateral directions, horizontal and vertical respectively 
displacement components 
velocity components 
angle benveen Y axis and eccentricity direction for i'th bearing 

inclination angle between Y axis and load line at i'th bearing 

components of shaft bending from the aligned rotor centreline at i'th 

bearing 
components of reaction force variations at i'th bearing 

= e, /C,ez!C 

= eiy / C i  .eiz / C i  

= e& /Ci ,eE / C i  

rotations of the rotor about Y and Z axes respectively 

attitude angle of i'th bearing 

rotor speed 

Statically indeterminate rotor bearing systems, where the rotor is supported by three or more 
hydrodynamic bearings, occur frequently in rotating machinery. In the power generation 
industry it is not uncommon for a turbogenerator installation to be supported on eleven such 
bearings. Static indeterminacy is also present in centrifugal pump rotors with hydrodynamic 
bearings if the seals contribute si-gnificantly to supporting the load [I]. To determine the 
steady state behaviour of such systems for some given misalignment and unbalance presents 
si-pificant computational difficulties. One can either linearise the system (i.e. use linearised 
stiffness and damping coefficients to describe the hydrodynamic bearing forces) or use a 
transient solution procedure [2,3]. Thus, ref. [2] investigates the problem in general, using 
initial value solution techniques in conjunction with truncated free-free normal modes. 
Owing to the difficulty of obtaining these modes in general, solutions are given only for 
uniform rotors, a problem overcome by using finite elements for rotor modelling [3]. Though 
this transient solution approach is completely general and valid even in the presence of large 
amplitude vibrations, computation times are necessarily lengthy and such an approach is 
impractical for parametric studies on the effects of clearance changes, misalignment changes, 
unbalance changes, etc. on the vibration behaviour of large industrial turbomachinery which 
requires many degrees of freedom for proper modelling. On the other hand, provided 
linearisation is valid, and provided convergence problems can be overcome, one can fruitfully 
determine the natural frequencies, the corresponding mode shapes, the stability and the small 
amplitude unbalance response about the equilibrium state. It thus becomes computationally 
feasible to determine the effects of clearance, unbalance, misalignment etc. on the vibration 
behaviour of even large systems such as steam turbogenerator systems. Whether the rotor is 
modelled via finite elements [3,4] or by transfer matrices [5,6] is not at issue and either of 
these rotor modelling approaches are applicable. Thus, ref. [6] uses transfer matrices to 
illustrate the effect of misali-ment on two rotor, four bearing systems and this is the 
approach adopted here, since the authors have found transfer matrix modelling feasible even 
for large turbomachinery installations [7] yet economical in computer storage requirements. 



Turbomachinery installations generally use hydrodynamic bearings. The reaction forces at 
each bearing are uniquely related to the eccentricity of the rotor journals in their respective 
bearings and hence will be dependent not only on bearing type, operating conditions and 
bearing dimensions but will also be influenced by any lateral misalignment in the rotor 
bearing installation. The static deflection of the rotor measured relative to some arbitrary 
d a m ,  may also be considered to contribute to such misalignment. Since the stiffness and 
damping properties of the bearing supports are also dependent on these bearing reactions. to 
determine the vibration behaviour of such statically indeterminate systems, one must 
determine the location of the rotor in its respective bearing housings for some given 
installation at any given rotor speed making due allowance for the attendant influence of rotor 
bearing misalignment. There is a significant increase in analysis difficulty compared to 
statically determinate rotor bearing systems. Hence, the aim of this paper is to illustrate 
misalignment effects on the vibration behaviour of such rotor bearing systems and to 
highlight the difficulties associated with developing relevant transfer matrix sokware. 

THEORY 

Solution Strategy 

When there are three or more bearings supporting a rotor as in Figure 1, a statically 
indeterminate system results. Obtaining a solution in such a case is equivalent to obtaining 
the correct position of the rotor in the bearings at running speed, so that the reaction forces at 
the bearings and the external loads on the rotor satisfy equilibrium. Once the equilibriim 
position is determined, the dynamic bearing coefficients which are required for the dynamic 
vibration analysis are readily found. 

Figure 1: Statically indeterminate Figure 2: Free body diagram of rotor. 
rotor bearing system. 

External Forces 

A free body diagram of the rotor is shown in Figure 2. The resultant of all non-reaction 
esternal loads, e.g. gravitational loads, acting on the rotor is here represented by two 
moments, M,,Mz and by two forces, Wy , Wz at the mid-point of the rotor. For equilibrium 

considerations, the rotor may be regarded as rigid, and since all external forces are parallel to 
the YZ plane, the rotor has four degrees of freedom, ~ i z .  the translations ey,e, and the 

rotations 0,. and 0, as shown in Fi=g,e 3; i.e. there are four displacement variablesl 

corresponding to these freedoms, determining the position of the rotor with respect to some 
fised datum point in space. 



Figure 3: Translational and rotational Figure 4: Geometric relationships 
degrees of fieedom of rotor. for a rigid rotor. 

Assuming the centreline of the bearings to be along the X axis, the y-component of the 
eccentricity of the i'th journal is then given by (see Figures 3 and 4): 

or in non-dimensional form by: 

Shi la r  equations define ei, and E iZ . These equations are for an aligned rigid rotor. 

In general the rotor bends due to gravity and support reactions. However, Eqns (1) arid (2) 
still apply as long as the bearings are located along a bearing centreline which has the same 
shape as the deformed rotor centreline. Such a rotor is defined here as being an aligned rotor. 
Any offset of the bearing centres away from this unique (for some given speed) bearing 
centreline is considered as misali_gnment. 

Once the support reactions for the aligned rotor are found, the reaction forces acting on a 
misaligned rotor can be found by considering the reaction force variations due to the shaft 
bending ~rariation from the aligned rotor centreline. Now: 

where A6i,. = eO + eiy - e;,. (i = 1,2,...,n) (4) 
lY 

with corresponding equation for AF1, and A6 i, . The function F takes into account the rotor 
stiffness as well as the equilibrium of the reaction force variations [9]. 

The bearing reaction forces and the associated attitude angles are generally different from 
bearing to bearing. These forces need to be related to the global coordinate system. A 
schematic of the i'th bearing supporting a load Wi with the journal centre at (e i  ,4i ) is shown 
in Fi,gure 5. Thus: 



and 

Figure 5: Bearing load inclination. Figure 6: Schematic of elliptic 
bearing lobes. 

Numerical solutions of the Reynolds equation are generally required to establish the pressure 
distribution and hence the oil frlm forces. Such solutions require considerable computing 
effort so that for a given bearing type, pre-calculated tabular data on load capacity and 
attitude angle as a function of ~i are used. Such data are generally evaluated ass1 
static load to be acting vertically downwards, whereas in a statically indeterminate system, 
the load ~vill generally be inclined at an angle P to the vertical. This is not a problem rin a 
plain journal bearing since the bearing configuration is not altered. However, in the case of 
non-circular bearings such as elliptic or tilting pad bearings, symmetry disappears once 
p f 0,  resulting in different bearing configuration and behaviour. Figure 6 depicts an elliptic 
bearing with inclined static load. The effect of P on its static and dynamic properties at a 
given eccentricity E = 0.2 is s h o w  in Figure 7. It can be seen that these propelrties vary 
zeatly with j3. Thus, in tabulated data for such bearings, both E and /3 become variables and - 
double interpolation is needed to determine the bearing reaction forces. Since the j3 values 
are unkno\vn, iteration for them is also usually necessary. Starting from initially as 
values for pi (normally zero), the equilibrium position of the rotor is found. If there are my 
non-circular bearings present in the system, their inclination angles are evaluated usins Eqns 
(7) and (8). If they have changed, new P values are used, until there are no significant 
changes in the P values between successive iterations. 



The resultant of the bearing reaction forces may then be represented by two moments Ty,Tz 

and the two forces Fy , Fz at the mid-point of the rotor, viz: 

and Fy = c F i y  . 

Similar expressions apply to Tz and F, . 

Figure 7: Effect of P on static and dynamic properties of an elliptic bearing. 

"Te Equilibrium Position 

Since the bearing load capacities are non-linearly related to the bearing displacements, for the 
aligned rotor one has a non-linear problem with four unknown displacement variables. Hence, 
an iterative approach is used to determine the equilibrium position of the rotor for some 
assumed rotor centreline deflection shape. Starting fkom some assumed initial position, the 
rotor position is adjusted incrementally. At each step, the corresponding reaction forces at 
each bearing are determined and equilibrium is checked until the desired position is found. 
For this purpose, the follo~ving objective function is defined: 

t- 

Since the stifhesses of the journal bearings in any two perpendicular directions are cross 
coupled. the direction of the bearing eccentricity, or its increment, is not the same as the 
direction of the external load. or its increment (Figure 5). As a result, it is important to move 
the rotor in a stepwise manner so that at each step, the rotor is given a small translational or 
rotational displacement increment in the Y or Z directions. If the objective function 
decreases. this step is accepted and a further increment in that direction is tried; otherwise, 



an increment is taken in a different direction. The iteration is continued until the value of J in 
Eqn (1 1) is smaller than some prespecified convergence criterion, indicating that the 
equilibrium reactions corresponding to the assumed rotor shape have been found. These 
loads are then used to find the new deflection shape for the rotor centreline and again a new 
set of equilibrium reactions are found. This procedure is repeated until successive iterations 
produce identical shapes for the rotor centreline. 

When considering shaft flexibility, it is the variation of the rotor centreline away from the 
aligned one which needs to be found. This is done by another iterative approach. Tlhus, Eqn 
(4) is used to find the shaft deflection variations A6 iy (and and Eqn (3) is used to frnd 

the reaction variations AFiy (and AFk ) needed to obtain the A6 iy (and A6 iz ). Finally, the 

new eccentricity components ejy and ej, under the new reaction forces Fiy and 5, are 

found for each of the bearings. These steps are repeated until successive iterations produce 
identical shaft deflection variations. Full details are given in [9]. 

Transformation of the Bearing Coefficients 

Once the equilibrium position of the rotor is determined, one can use tabulated data to 
interpolate for the dynamic bearing coefficients. All bearing coefficients are pre-dete 
in a coordinate system coincident with the static load line. When the loads on the individual 
bearings are inclined, the dynamic bearing coefficients need to be transformed into the global 
coordinates of the system. From the definition of those coefficients, one has: 

Using the coordinate transformations: 

{;I = [cOs"inp{z'} -sir$ C O S ~  y' = { } , 
one obtains 

with the same transformations between velocities and forces. Eqn (12) may then be witten 
as: 

thereby defining the global direction stifhess and damping coefficients of Eqn (12). 



Program Flow Chart 

Figure 8 shows the schematic program flow chart for the vibration analysis, i.e. for obtaining 
the natural frequency, unbalance response and stability threshold of rotor bearing systems. 
The flow chart part for statically indeterminate systems has a parallel structure to that for the 
statically determinate ones. Note that whenever the rotor speed varies, the loads at each 
support have to be re-evaluated. If non symmetric bearings such as elliptic or tilting pad 
bearings are used, triple iteration is needed to satisfy both the force equilibrium and load 
inclination. Moreover, coordinate transformation may be needed to bring all the bearing 
coefficients into the global system coordinates. 

INDETERMINATE ? CALCULATE STATIC LOAD 

INTERPOLATE DYNAMIC CO 

1 
INlf i l l l 'VIAll i  UYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS 

1'1 111 011M I M  1 ASKS 
Y 

Figure 8: Program flow chart. 

FiES U LTS 

A uniform rotor supported by three identical full journal bearings as shown in Figure 9 is 
selected for demonstration purposes. The rotor is 2m in length and O.lm in diameter. The 
bearing properties are: diameter = O.lm, width = 0.05m, radial clearance = 0.0001m, and 
viscosity = 0.007Ns/mZ. The middle bearing is misaligned in the horizontal direction. 

Figure 9: Uniform rotor supported by three identical hydrodynamic bearings. 

Table 1 shows the first seven damped natural frequencies of the system for different 
aii,onment situations at a rotor speed R of 72 1.19 radls, at which speed the aligned system is 
critically stable. 





m e n  the same rotor is supported by three equivalent elliptic bearings with an ellipticity of 
0.5, with all other dimensions and conditions unchanged, the system behaviour changes 
Qamatically. Table 2 shows the frrst seven natural frequencies of such a system with the 
scme miisalignment arrangement as in Table 1. It can be seen that elliptic bearing supports 
shift the system far into the stable region. However, the stability deteriorates rapidly if the 
misalignment of the middle bearing in the negative horizontal direction reaches -0.3. 

Sample unbalance responses at different locations along the rotor and stability thresholds are 
shown i.n Figs. 10-12 and Figs. 13-15 respectively for the same rotor bearing systems as in 
Tables 1 and 2. Four unbalance moments of kg-m are added to the rotor, two at mid- 
points of segments 4 and 5 in the positive Y direction, one at mid-point of segment 2 in the 
posirive Z direction, and one at mid-point of segment 7 in the negative Z direction, all 
references being at time zero. It can be seen that the effects of misalignment on unbalance 
responses and stability threshold speeds are sometimes significant. Such sensitivity of system 
stability and unbalance response to misalignment indicates that misalignment can be 
purposely introduced to improve system stability and to modify rotor vibrations. 

1.5 r 

BEARING 1 i 
2 

BETWEEN BEARINGS I 6 2 

Figure 10: Unbalance response and stability Figure 11: Unbalance response and stability 
threshold of sample rotor with journal bearings threshold of sample rotor with journal bearings 
at bearing 1 for various misali_pnents. at a point midway between bearings 1 and 2 

for various misalignments. 



6 

1 BEARING 1 

Figure 12: Unbalance response and stability 
threshold of sample rotor with journal bearings 
at bearing 2 for various misalignments. 
50 - 

BETWEEN BEARINGS 1 6 2 

Figure 13: Unbalance response and stability 
threshold of sample rotor with eIIiptic bearings 
at bearing 1 for various misalignments. 
8 ,  

BEARING 2 1 

0 SCU SPEED(RAD6) 
I S M  0 

500 S P E E ~ R A O I S I  1500 

Figure 13: Unbalance response and stability Figure 15: Unbalance response and stability 
threshold of sample rotor with elliptic bearings threshold of sample rotor with elliptic bearings 
at a point midway between bearings 1 and 2 at bearing 3 for various misalignments. 
for various misalignments. 
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GCaMP.ARISON WITH PUBLISHED RESULTS 

Ref. [6] considered the effect of misalignment of support journal bearings on the stability of a 
two rotor, four bearing system. In order to verify the above procedures, comparison is made 
with some of the results in [6], where several systems comprising two rigidly coupled rotors, 
supported by four hydrodynamic bearings (two bearings per rotor) were considered. 
Unfortunately, the data in [6] is incomplete and second guessing at missing values enables 
only an approximate comparison. Thus, assuming E = 210 G N / ~ '  and -y = 7800 kgim3 for the 
four sample rotors, the f i s t  pin-pin critical speeds of the individual rotors A, B, C and D, as 
calculated by the in-house transfer matrix (TM) software, and also according to Rayleigh's 
method [8] for a concentrated mass at midspan are respectively 1049, 2376, 1836 and 1060 
rpm instead of the quoted 1144,2626,2034 and 1178 rpm in [6]. Nevertheless, in spite of this 
slight discrepancy between the basic input data used in [6] and the data for the in-house TM 
programs, the stabilities of the statically indeterminate rotor bearing systems can be 
compared. The rotor system A-A, as shown in Figure 16, with misalignment at bearing 3, 
was best suited for comparison because of the definitions of alignment used here and in 161. 

Figure 17 compares the predicted stability thresholds as a function of the misalignment at 
bearing 3 obtained by the current approach and that of (61. There is general agreement, 
especially at low misalignment values. Apart from possibly slightly different input data, the 
other source of the discrepancy could be due to the inclusion of the rotational stiffness and 
damping coefficients in (61. 

Figure 16: Flexible rotor system A-A 161. 

*- 

NONDIMENSIONAL MISALIGNMENT 

Figure 17: Effect of vertical misalignment on stability. 



CONCLUSIONS 

An iterative but nevertheless computationally feasible approach to evaluate the vibration 
behaviour of statically indeterminate rotor bearing systems using linearised bewing 
coefficients may be used in conjunction with the transfer matrix method to achieve 
computational efficiency. 

To achieve computational efficiency, sufficient preparatory tabulated data is required for non 
symmetric bearing types to account for the dependence of static and dynamic properties on 
load inclination. 

Misalignment in the bearing arrangement can significantly alter the natural fre:quencies, 
stability, and unbalance response of rotor bearing systems. 
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r3, r4 = inlet and outlet radius of the diffuser 

rt = tongue radius for the spiral volute 
t = time 
W - = ( w,, w,, ) velocity relative to the impeller 

z = reie complex position of a point in the (0, x, y) frame 

z' - - rt ,ier = z - &eia complex position of a point in (o', xt, y') frame 
with its axes parallel to those of (0, x, y) 

a, p = diffuser blade angle, impeller blade angle 
E = eccentricity 

4, $n = flow coefficient (= Q / 2xborz ), design flow coefficient 
.r = circulation of the prerotation 
w, ~2 = angular velocity of the impeller, whirl speed of the impeller center 
P = flow density 

Superscript 
I : refers to the frame (o', x', y') 
Subscripts 
r : radial relative to the whirl orbit 
t : tangential relative to the whirl orbit 

rnTRODUCTION 
Pt has been made clear in recent years that the rotordynamic behavior of a centrifugal pump 

(fig. 1) is strongly influenced by the forces acting on its shaft due to the fluid-structure 
interaction. These are bearing and seal forces as well as fluid forces exerted on the impeller due 
to the impeller-diffuser interaction. Among these, the hydrodynamic bearing and seal forces have 
been subject of intensive studies as attested by many papers presented in the first seven 
workshops on rotordynamic problems in high performance turbomachinery. Their effects and 
evaluation are well known. The fluid forces on the impeller contribute largely to the 
destabilization of the pump rotor under certain operating conditions as demonstrated 
theoretically (Refs. 2, 6, 7, 8) and experimentally (Refs. 1, 2, 5, 12, 13). However their 
predictions are still a problem. 

As indicated by Nordmann (Ref. 5) and Adkins and Brennen (Ref. 2), the total 
hydrod,ynamic forces on the impeller are the sum of the seal and shroud forces and of the lateral 
or impeller forces. The seal and shroud forces are caused by the pressure exerted on the external 
surface of the impeller seals and shrouds, while the impeller forces are due to the pressure and 
momentum exchange in the impeller. The present work suggests a method into investigation of 
the impeller forces. The analysis is valid both for a centrifugal pump with vaneless and vaned 
diffuser, since a vaneless diffuser can be treated as a vaned diffuser only with one vane. The 
lnnpeller forces are usually described in rotordynamics by the following equation, 

or in more detailed form as, 





diffuser vanes contour are replaced by a set of unsteady vortices. This is an improvement of the 
earlier quasisteady flow model of Colding-Jsrgensen mentioned above. The hydrodynamic 
forces acting on the rotating and whirling impeller are then determined and presented in terms of 
rotordynamic coefficients. A comparison with most of the theoretical and experimental results 
found in the literature and a study of the influence of some parameters are performed. 

ASSILTNIPTION 
The analysis follows the same route as in some previous studies (Refs. 2,6,7). The impeller, 

which is supposed to have a very large number of infinitely thin blades perfectly guiding the 
flow, is substituted by an actuator disc. As indicated by Tsujimoto et al. (Ref. 6), the goal of this 
assumption is to eliminate the unsteadiness due to the rotation of the impeller blades and then, 
for simplification, to consider only the unsteadiness due to the whirling motion of the rotor 
center. 

The impeller rotates at a constant angular speed a. Its center whirls on a concentric orbit 
around the volute center with a constant angular speed R and a small eccentricity E (c<<r2 ). 
Since the unsteady or dynamic part of the impeller forces (2nd term of 2nd member of Eq. (1)) is 
proportional to the eccentricity, the procedure of calculation for elliptical or for any motion of 
the rotor center with small eccentricity consists of using the concentric whirling motion 

E = ,eiR* to get the hydrodynamic force matrix [A]. Then [A] and the real rotor center motion - 
are used to determine the impeller forces. 

The following conditions are also assumed: 
1. Incompressible, inviscid and irrotational flow in the absolute coordinate system with 

constant: flow rate. 
2. Diffuser vanes and impeller blades replaced by spirals with a constant spiral angle (a and P 

respectively). Constant width b. 
3. Tangential flow conditions for the absolute flow on the diffuser vanes surface and for the 

relative flow on the impeller blades surface. This last assumption is the basis of the present 
theory, since the goal is to determine a flow field satisfying both conditions. 

mLm MODEL 
The model is based on the unsteady potential flow theory, as mentioned above and 

illusa-ated in Fig. 2. The diffuser vanes are replaced by an unsteady vortex distribution. Since the 
impeller is substituted by an actuator disc, we replace its periphery by a set of unsteady vortices. 
This vortex distribution at the impeller outlet characterizes the change of the circulation around 

the impeller due to the perturbation g = Eeim and to the variation of the flow rate. A source Q 
and a circulation r are put at the impeller center to model the flow rate and the prerotation. r is 
chosen to satisfy the tangential flow conditions at the impeller outlet for an unbound impeller. 

FLOW FELD 
a) Region downstream of the impeller 

According to the fluid model definition above, the absolute flow in the region downstream 
of the impeller can be described by the following equation: 



with the prerotation given by 

2 Q r = 2 x r 2 b o  -- 
tan P 

In Eq. (3), y(s) ds is the strength of a vortex point on the j diffuser blade Sl j  of frame zl (s) 
or on the impeller periphery s2 of frame z2(s) . In this expression, y is unknown and must be 
determined to satisfy the flow tangential conditions mentioned in assumption 3. In other words, 
the normal component of the absolute flow must vanish on the diffuser vanes, 

and the velocity relative to the rotating impeller must be tangential to the blade at the impeller 
periphery. That means, its component normal to the blade must vanish, 

?hIs2 = O  

where is given by 

-ie' w, - iw, = c, - icy + ir20e + i r~e-"  (7) 

The combination of Eq. (3) with Eqs. (5) and (6) should give rise to two integral equations 
in which y(s) is unknown as mentioned above. These integral equations can be solved 

numerically. This consists of replacing the contours slj and s2 by a set of discrete vortex 

points k of strength y dsk put at frame zk (Nl  points for each slj fixed to (o,x,y ) and M2 
points for s2 fixed to (or  ,x', y' )). On each contour a set of control points 1 of frame zI 

different from zk should be chosen (N1 points for each slj fured to ( o,x, y ) and N2 points 
for s2 fixed to (or,x',y' )) (see Fig. 3). This should give rise to a system of 
ND * N1 + N2 linear equations with ND *N1 + N2 unknowns. 

The vector normal to slj at point 1 is 

and the vector normal to the blade at point 1 of s2 is 

The system can then be presented as follows 
for 1 cs l j  

-cos(a -8j1)cxjl + sin(a -8j1)~yjl = 0 

and for 1 E s2 



(CX~I ,c,j~ ) being the components of the absolute velocity Sj l  at point 1 of the blade j and 

(Wxl , Wyl ) the components of the relative velocity xl at point 1. S j l  and 3 are given by the 
equations (3) and (7) respectively. 

As c<<r2, the system can be linearized by neglecting all the terms of second or higher 
order of E and by taking 

- 
Then the system can be divided into a steady part of order E O  with Y1; as unknown and an 

unsteady part of order with Y kc and Y h as unknowns. First the steady system must be solved - 
independently of the unsteady one. Y k  obtained must be used to solve the unsteady system. 

After determining Y k  and using Eq. (3), the flow in the domain under consideration can be 
calculated and written in the following form: 

- 
c = s i &sc cosQt + ES, sin Qt - 

b) Region between the inlet and outlet of the impeller 
The Row through the impeller has been assumed to be perfectly guided by the vanes. 

Because of this, the continuity equation can be applied to determine the radial component of the 
flow at any point of the region between the inlet and outlet of the impeller. Making use of the 
relative flow tangential conditions on the impeller blades, the tangential components can also be 
found. Both of these conditions are expressed by the following equations: 

crl (r' , 0') 
(rf,8') = or'- 

tan P 
Equations (14) and (15) represent the continuity equation and the flow tangential condition 

respectively. In these equations, 6; is the angular position of any impeller blade tip, while 

s 1 r2 
6' = e2 + -1n- is the angular position of the point of radius r' of the same blade. 

tanP r' 

ELLER FORCES 
The l~ydrodynamic forces on the impeller are the sum of the momentum forces due to the 

momentum exchange between the impeller and the fluid, and of the pressure forces acting on the 
impeller: 

where cv is the control volume of length b bounded by the inlet and outlet of the impeller, cs the 
inlet and outlet surface of the impeller and p the pressure. 

The impeller has been assimulated to an actuator disc. We can then calculate the above 
forces the same way as in Ref. 8. The impeller is considered to be a cylindrical body possessing a 



circulation r in the presence of the source Q. It is assumed that the induced velocity in the 
impeller center has the same effect as a parallel stream c ,  ( c, , c,,). Then the unsteady 

Bernoulli equation can be written as follows: 

Making use of this equation and integrating Eq. (16) according to the above assumption, we 
obtain: 

where pm is the velocity induced in the impeller center by the volute given as 

ND i y (s) ds - iy (s)ds + iae-ia '" - iCm' =C J2x(Ee'" - z(s)) J2n(Ee" - z(s)) 
J S l j  52 

Equation (18) is an extension of the Kutta-Jokowski theorem used by Colding-J~rgensen 
(Ref. 8) in the forces calculation. This expression takes into account the impeller geometry and 
the unsteady part of the flow, not considered in the earlier model. 

I A L  FORCE, TANGENTIAL FORCE, ROTORDYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS 
Since c<<r2, the impeller forces can also be linearized and expressed as follows: 

A comparison of this equation with Eq. (1) gives rise to the hydrodynamic force matrix [A]. 
The unsteady part of the impeller forces can be decomposed into radial and tangential 
components relative to the orbit described by the impeller center movement. The mean values of 
these both components have an important significance in rotordynamics as clearly expIalned by 
Shoji and Ohashi (Ref. 14). The natural frequencies in bending of the shaft are influenced by the 
bending moment exerted by the radial component Fry while the tangential component F, has 
either a destabilizing or a damping effect on the shaft: if F, and the whirling motion have the 

same sense, F, will promote the whirling motion, thus destabilizing the shaft. Alterr~atively, if 
they are in opposite sense, F, will tend to reduce the kinetic energy of the whirling rotor and 

exert a stabilizing effect. As indicated by Jery et al. (Ref. 12), F, and F, are given by 



Comparing Eq. (1) to Eq. (2), the stiffness, damping and inertia coefficients can be deduced 
as follows: 

The principle of the calculation of these coefficients consists of determining the impeller 
forces for any 3 different values of R and to deduce from Eqs. (21) and (23) each rotordynamic 
coefficient. For a centrifugal pump with vaned diffuser, we will have: 

K k  D d M,, M m [E: :I=[-k K], [E, E:]=[-d D], [ M,]=[-m M] (24) 

The radial force and the tangential force will then be reduced to 

, RIESUL'TS: DISCUSSIONS 
The calculations have been made both for a pump with vaneless diffuser and with vaned 

diffuser. The two cases are treated separately. 

a) Pump with vaneless diffuser 
In order to make a comparison with the experimental and theoretical results given in the 

literature (Ref. 1,2,6, 8, 12), the calculations in the case of a vaneless diffuser are performed for 
the following geometry (data of Ref. 6): a = 6.53S0, P = 25", rl / r2 = 0.4 , r, / r2 = 1.123 . The 

volute is modeled by r / r2 = 1.123eema with 0 2 8 2 380'. It results in a design flow coefficient 
of 4 = 0.092. 

"Colding-Jorgensen" curves are calculated with the above pump data using the source- 
vortex representation of the impeller and replacing the spiral volute by a distribution of vortex 
points as introduced by Colding-Jerrgensen (Ref. 8). The impeller forces are determined by 
m&ing use of the unsteady forces formula given by Eq. (18). Then the unsteady hydrodynamic 
forces on the impeller can be expressed in terms of radial and tangential components relative to 
the impeller center orbit for this model. 

Figures 4 and 5 present the steady flow distribution around and inside the impeller for 
Qrel = 0.4 sand Q,, = 1.3 respectively, the impeller center coinciding with the volute center. As 
predicted by Hergt and Krieger (Ref. 11) and shown in Fig. 4, the pressure at the tongue region is 
so high that the flow tends to return inside the impeller for off-design flow. Then the impeller 
receives an energy contribution from the flow and works in that region like a turbine impeller. It 
results a bending moment exerted by the fluid on the impeller, hence promoting the eccentricity 
of the rotor center. For higher flow rates, the pressure in this region is very weak and the flow 
speed becomes higher. 

The components in x- and y-direction of the dimensionless steady hydrodynamic forces 
acting on the impeller as a function of the flow coefficient are shown in Fig. 6.  The results of the 
present calculations are compared to those of the model of Colding-Jerrgensen (Ref. 8) and to the 
measurements of Refs. 1 and 2. The pump used in Refs. 1 and 2 is the same, with P = 25O, 
4, = 0.092, and r, / r2 = 1.13 . It appears that the present theory is close to that of Ref. 8 and both 



agree with the measurements of Chamieh et al. (Ref. 1) and Adkins and Brennen (Ref. 2) near 
the design flow coefficient. 

Figure 7 presents the dimensionless radial and tangential force for the design flow 
coefficient. The comparison of our results is made with Colding-Jerrgensen's prediction 
calculated as indicated above, the results of Tsujimoto et al. (Ref. 6) and with the measurements 
of Jery et al. (Ref. 12) at 1000 rpm, with the same pump as that of Refs. 1 and 2. As explained by 
Adkins and Brennen and Tsujimoto et al., the forces measured by Jery et al. are a superposition 
of the lateral fluid forces due to the impeller-volute interaction and of the pressure forces acting 
on the external surface of the shrouds. This is probably the cause of the difference between the 
theory and the measurement of Fig. 7. 

According to Fig. 7, the tangential force F, and the whirl speed Q are both positive for 
0 2 SZ / o  1 0.3 for our model. That means, in this domain, the lateral fluid forces on the impeller 
have a destabilizing effect on the pump rotor. The impeller forces become stabilizing when we 
move away from this interval of the whirl speed ratio. 

The stifmess coefficients were measured and calculated by Adkins and Brennen (Ref. 2). 
Their results are compared to those of our theory and that of Colding-Jerrgensen (Ref. 8) in Figs. 
8 and 9. It is noted that the present model better simulates the experimental measurements of 
Ref. 2. Figure 10 presents the damping coefficients compared to those of Ref. 8. The actual 
model seems to give larger damping coefficients than the calculations of Colding-Jwgensen. 
This is due to the impeller geometry not considered in the earlier model. The inertia coefficients 
have not been represented graphically because they remain constant relative to the flow rate and 
equal to 

These inertia terms are of considerable magnitude and deserve a comment. In some pumps, they 
can be larger than the impeller mass and hence can be very important for the correct rotor 
modeling as indicated by D. Childs in his book "Turbomachinery Rotordynamics" (1993). This 
dynamic mass will influence particularly the first bending eigenfiequencies. 

b) Pump with vaned diffuser 
We have not got any experimental results in the literature to test the validity of our model in 

the case of a centrifbgal pump with vaned diffuser. Thus the model can only be tested 
qualitatively by studying the influence of some parameters on the results. These results are 
presented in Figs. 1 1 to 16. The data used for the calculations are indicated on each figure. 

Figure 11 shows the plots of the dimensionless radial force F, and tangential force F, as a 
function of the speed ratio W o  for three different values of r3 / r2 at design flow coefficient. It 
is noted that, for W o  r 0, F, and F, increase with decreasing r3 / r2. This is essentially due to 
the pressure on the impeller which increases when r3 / r2 decreases. A destabilizing region is 
found for small forward whirl. This region diminishes with the increase of r3 1 r2 . A comparison 
of our results is also made with those of Ref. 7 for r3 / r2 =1.05, r4 1 r2 =1.3, rI / r2 = 0.5, a = 1 1 O, 

f3 = 30" at design flow coefficient with impeller and diffuser losses. Our model seems to give 
forces larger than that of Tsujimoto et al. for negative whirl. However, their destabilizing 
interval is larger than ours. Note that this comparison is only qualitative, since the two theories 
are different. 
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Fig. 3: Discrete vortex and control points con- 
figuration 

Fig. 4: Absolute flow downstream of the impeller 
and relative flow inside the impeller for a 
vaneless diffuser and for QE1 = 0.4 
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Fig. 7: Dimensionless radial and tangential force 
2 2 (normalized by npbo r2 E ) as a function of the 

speed ratio at design flow coefficient for a 
vaneless diffuser 
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Fig. 8: Dimensionless main stiffness coefficients 

(normalized by npbo2r;) as a function of the flow 

coefficient for a vaneless diffuser: Comparison to 
the results of Colding-Jgrgensen and Adkins 
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Fig. 9: Dimensionless cross-coupling stiffness 
2 2 coefficients (normalized by xpbw r2 ) as a 
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function of the flow coefficient for a vaneless 
diffuser: Comparison to the results of Colding- 
Jerrgensen and Adkins 
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Fig. 10: Dimensionless damping coefficients 
2 (normalized by xpbwr;! ) as a function of the flow 

coefficient for a vaneless diffuser: comparison to 
the results of Colding-Jerrgensen 
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Fig. 11: Dimensionless radial and tangential 
2 2 force (normalized by npbo r2 E ) a s  a function 

of the speed ratio a t  design flow coefficient: 
variation with r3 1 r2 and comparison to the 
results of Ref. 7 (with impeller and diffuser 
losses) 

Fig. 12: Dimensionless radial and tangential force 
2 2 (normalized by npbo r2 E) a s  a function of the 

speed ratio at design flow coefficient for the vaned 
diffuser: variation with the diffuser blade angle a 



2 2 (normalized by xpbo r2 ) a s  a function of the 
flow coefficient for the vaned diffuser: variation with 
r3 / '2 

Fig. 13: Dimensionless radial and tangential 
force (normalized by npbo2r:c ) a s  a function 
of the speed ratio at design flow coefficient for 
the vaned diffuser: variation with the relative 
flow coefficient 

Fig. 14: Dimensionless stiffness coefficients 







EVALUATION OF AMB ROTOR DROP STABILITY 

R.G. Kirk, K.V.S. Raju, and K. Ramesh 
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ABSTRACT 

The use of active magnetic bearings (AMB) for turbomachinery has enjoyed substantial gro& 
during the past decade. The advantages to many applications make this a very attractive solution for 
potentially low loss and efficient support for both radial and thrust loads. New machinery must be 
shop tested prior to shipment to the field for installation on-line. One necessary test is the operation of 
the emergency drop or overload touchdown bearings. A major concern treated by this paper is the 
calculation of the transient response and contact forces on the radial backup bearings. The calculation 
technique is reviewed and results of transient response evaluation of a full-size test rotor will be 
documented for various levels and distribution of both static and dynamic unbalance. 
Recommendations are also given as to how a rotor should be shop tested to improve the probability of 
stable operation on the test stand and in the field operating condition. 

INTRODUCTION 

The recent years have seen an increasingly wider application of active magnetic b e a ~ g s  for 
supporting turbomachinery due to their benefits over conventional bearings. One of the major 
problems associated with the use of active magnetic bearings is their dependence on sdety auGliary 
bearings for support in case of AMB power loss. These auxiliary bearings are meant to support the 
rotor and allow it to temporarily run or safely coast down to a stop for maintenance purposes. Several 
incidents of untimely failure of these auxiliary bearings, in both test and field conditions, have been 
reported by AMB technology developers and end users. This has lead researchers to study the 
dynamics of the rotor drop phenomena in order to help design better auxiliary bearings. 

The loss of active magnetic bearing power during operation was, in analytical results, seen to 
produce very large amplitude vibrations and high instantaneous loads. Ishii and Kirk (1991) and Kirk 
and Ishii (1993) developed a transient response technique for predicting the transient response d u h g  
AMB rotor drop for a simple two-mass Jeffcott rotor system for various backup bearing 
configurations. Fumagalli, Varadi and Schweitzer (1994) studied the dynamics of rigid rotors in 
retainer bearings. The vibrational behavior of a one ton compressor rotor being dropped into the 
auxiliary bearings after AMB failure was, through experimental and theoretical tests, repo&ed by 
Schmied and Pradetto (1992). Bently (1995) expressed concerns over the reliability of backup 
bearings in the design of an AMB system due to the finite load capacity of AMBs. The proper design 
of any AMB system requires the knowledge all the dynamic loads in the system that have to be 
supported. Due to the difficulty in predicting these loads accurately, the AMB systems fail when 
subjected to overloads. The need for better understanding the dynamics of this phenomena, lead Kirk, 
et. al. (1994) to set up a full scale test rig to evaluate various backup bearing confimrations md to 
develop analytical tools to simulate turbomachinery supported by AMBs. Rarnesh and Kirk (1992) 
performed finite element based steady state analysis of AMB turbomachinery and compared the results 
with experimental data. 



Swanson, Kirk and Wang (1995) discussed experimental data for AMB rotor drop initial 
transients on ball and solid backup bearings. Raju, Ramesh, Swanson and Kirk (1995) presented 
malyrical results for finite element based rotor drop simulation and successfully compared them with 
experirnental data. The simulation was done for cases with rigid backup bearings. The current work is 
an extension of that research with the goal to deduce the ideal configuration for a good AMB system 
design. The conditions leading to rotor dynamic instability during drop will be studied. Focus will be 
placed on suggesting the permissible unbalance levels as a function of the backup bearing design. 

MODELING FOR TRANSIENT RESPONSE 

The AMB test rotor configuration was modeled using the finite element method. The mass, 
stlfliPless ancl damping matrices for the system were obtained by discretizing the rotor system into 
smaller elements as described by Ramesh and Kirk (1992). These finite element matrices were utilized 
for the simulation of AMB system by applying a direct time integration technique to solve the system 
d p m l c  equilibrium equations. A direct integration scheme was considered to be ideal for performing 
the trmsient analysis to simulate rotor drop as the natural frequencies during rotor drop phenomena are 
not predictable and knowledge of these is important in the case of modal analysis. Of the direct 
htegration methods, the Newmark-a method, described by Engelrnann (1 988), was most convenient for 
the current problem due to the ease with which various non-linearities in the system can be 
kcoyorated into the model. 

The dynamic equilibrium equation for a rotor-bearing system in matrix form is equivalent to that 
of any other structural system. It can be represented as 

where [[NI, [K] and [C] are the mass, stiffness and damping matrices. The vectors {a), {v} and {d} 
are the acceleration, velocity and displacement vectors of the system. { f )  is the external force vector 
which propels the system. Transient analysis of this system of matrices was performed using 
Nemark-a method. This method has the capability of numerically dampening out the higher 
&equencies in the system. This feature reduces computational costs during simulation by allowing the 
rotor to reach its steady state in a shorter time by dampening out high frequencies. Due to the 
h p o m c e  of high frequencies in rotor drop phenomena, numerical damping was not used during 
shulation after the AMB force decay. Various system non-linearities which influence the system [C] 
and [K] matrices were modeled as components of the forcing function vector {f). The various forces 
that constitute the external force vector are as follows : 

{f) = {fu} + {f, 1 + {fp} + {fcont 1 

where, {f,} is the unbalance force vector, 
{f, } is the gravity load vector causing sag in horizontal rotors, 
{fp} is the preload on the rotor which keeps it at the geometric center of the AMB and 
{fc,, } is the contact force that the rotor-AMB system experiences when the rotor hits 

the backup bearing after AMB power loss. 

Analpica1 capability has been developed to simulate rotor drop phenomena for various backup 
bearing configurations having flexibilities and material non-linearities at various levels. The transient 
response of the backup bearings was calculated using the Runge-Kutta fourth order method for various 
suppofi configurations as described by Ishii and Kirk (1991) and Kirk and Ishii (1993). The static and 



dynamic sliding coefficients of friction between rotor and inner race of backup bearing suhfwes are 
used while simulating ball bearings depending on whether or not there is slip between the rotor and 
ball-bearing inner-race. 

DESCRIPTION AND STEADY- STATE ANALYSIS OF TEST ROTOR 

The rotor-bearing system used in the following analysis consists of a solid 3-disk rotor 
representative of a typical industrial turbine or compressor, two radial magnetic bearings and an 
outboard thrust magnetic bearing. Backup bearings are located on the outboard side of each of the 
radial magnetic bearings. The influence of the thrust bearing is neglected in the analysis. T h s  rotor 
was modeled using 19 elements (20 nodes) as shown in Table 1. The influence of the dry Bexible 
coupling was taken into account by adding an external load on the inboard or coupling end of rotor, at 
node 20, as shown in Fig. 1. The values for magnetic bearing stiffness and damping were obtained 
from the frequency dependent stiffness and damping curves provided by the manufacturer. The mntact 
stiffness between rotor and backup bearing surfaces was calculated using the Hertzian contact theorgi 
for the case of a cylinder in a cylinder. A low contact damping value was assumed during simulations. 
The values for coefficients of friction were selected depending on the materials coming into contact, 
their relative motion and on the type of lubricant used between the contact surfaces. Details of the 
system design parameters are given in Table 2. 

Table 1: Model data for rotor used in 
analvsis 

l(.xlm U.l.kt D i m t a r :  9.m In. 

MI..., Z t i f 1 .  Di-8.r: 9.m I". 
: * : D...,nD at *t.tIrn 

D n m  : u : ~ n b . r l m ,  at ttrlim 

MIU El\.-l La- : 2I.m Ibr Kt. i : i w.'= 2 z::gc 
CY.. : L .*D Eaa. at 2t.,lon 

Fig. 1 : Graphical model of rotor used in 
analysis. 

Material Properties of Rotor 
Density = 7832.000 k g h 3  
Poisson's ~ a t i o  = 0.2500 

Other Details 
Total Rotor Mass = 191 3459 kg 
Total Rotor Length = 1.6 149 m 
Coupling Half Mass = 5.2727 kg 
Unbalance Data : 
1/10 g Force at 133.33Hz = 0.00028 kg-m 



Table 2: Values of Parameters Used in Analvsis 

Lnboard and Outboard AMB Properties : 
Radial AMB Locations = Node 6 (Outboard ) and Node 15 ( Inboard ) 
Radial AMB Stiffness = 0.7283 E +08 N/m ( Manufacturer Supplied Data ) 
Radial AMB Damping = 0.5076 E +05 Ns/m ( Manufacturer Supplied Data ) 

General Backup Bearing Details : 
Backup Bearing Locations = Node 3 ( Outboard ) and Node 18 ( Inboard ) 
Rotor Radius at Backup Bearing 
Location ( for both brgs.) = 0.074714 m 
Backup Bearing Inner 
Wadius ( for both brgs.) = 0.074968 m 
Contact Stiffness = 5.0 E +08 N/m ( Calculated ) 
Contact Damping = 1000.0 N-s/m ( Assumed ) 

Additional Solid Bronze Bushing Details : 
Coefficient of dynamic sliding friction ( Unlubricated ) = 0.3 
Coefficient of dynamic sliding friction ( Lubricated ) = .0.1 

NOTE : + AllJigures of rotor orbits and contact forces in the current document, unless 
otherwise stated, are for solid hard-mount unlubricated bronze bushings. 

+ The direction of rotation of the rotor is anti-clockwise. 

Dmped critical speeds were calculated for the rotor model using the transfer matrix and finite 
element methods for different magnetic bearing support configurations. The results for possible 
operating conditions are presented in Table 3. 

Table 3 : Damued Natural Freauencies of Rotor for Different AMB Conditions 
at 133.33 Hz ( 8000 rum 1 

Damped Natural Damped Natural Damped Natural 
Mode # Frequency Frequency Frequency with 

with with No AMBs ( Free-Free ) 
Both AMBs Only Outboard AMB 

TMM - Transfer Matrix Method (Using ROBEST ) 
FEM - Finite Element Method (Usingprogram developed by Ramesh, et. al, 1992) 
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The knowledge of the frequencies existing in a system helps in understanding the d y n ~ c s  of 
the rotor and selecting an appropriate time step. The dynamic unbalance in the rotor system 
becomes prominent at the free-free mode. Possible rotor dynamic instability following a rotor 
drop may be avoided by preventing the running speed of the rotor from being close to this mode. 

TRANSIENT ANALYSIS RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Comparison of  rotor orbit and contact forces when AMB vower loss occurs at one and both 
bearinps 

A small unbalance of 1/10 g, computed for a design speed of 133.33 Hz, was applied at the 
center disk (node 10 at 0 degrees) and the inboard AMB was deactivated in case 1. For case 2, 
both bearings were deactivated. The rotor orbit and the contact forces were calculated for these 
two cases. It can be seen from Figs. 2, 4 and 6 that the depth of penetration of the rotor into the 
backup bearing is higher in the case when both bearings fail. The initial transient motions in both 
the cases are not fill whirls. Although the initial contact force is almost the same in all the three 
cases shown in Figs. 3, 5 and 7, it is seen that the magnitude of forces in case 1 tend to become 
lesser with time whereas, in case 2, these forces sustain the magnitude level and even tend to 
increase after some time. The force plots show the results for time beyond the end of the motion 
shown in the drop orbit plots. 

Case I : 1/10 g Static unbal. at 0 degrees on center disk (Node 10) with inboard AMB decay 

Fip. 2 : Rotor orbit at drop end for case 1. F ~ P .  3 : Contact force produced in case 1. 

Case 2 : 1/10 g Static unbal. at 0 degrees on center disk (Node 10) with decay of both MdB's 

Fi?. 4: Rotor orbit at inboard end for case 2. Fig.5: Contact force at inboard end for case 2. 
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Fiv. 6 : Rotor orbit at outboard end for case 2. Fig.. 7 : Contact forces produced in case 2 at 
outboard end. 

Effect of  static and dvnamic unbalance at different locations alone rotor 

The effect of dynamic unbalance at different locations on the rotor, along its axis, was studied 
analytically by applying a lg dynamic unbalance in the planes having the center-disk and landing 
sleeves (Case 3 - Nodes 2, 10 and 19) and in the planes of the three disks (Case 4 - Nodes 8, 10 
and 12). It was observed that the rotor orbit at the drop end in case 3 (Fig. 8), after bearing decay, 
was similar to a case with high static unbalance. It became a full blown whirl after a short period. 

tude of the contact forces (Fig. 10) also did not show any signs of decline. They even 
increased occasionally after some time. In case 4, the unbalance seemed to be less effective. The 
rotor transient motion in this case is oscillatory on the bottom surface of the backup bearing (Fig. 
9). The contact forces diminish in magnitude after sometime (Fig. 11). The dynamic unbalance in 
a system cancels out at low speeds but they become prominent when the running speed is close to 
the first free-free mode. 

Case 3 : 1 g Dynamic unbalance at center disk and landing sleeves with inboard AMB decay 

Case 4 : 1 g Dynamic unbalance at center disk and the other two disks with inboard AMB decay 

Fig. 8: Rotor orbit at inboard end for case 3. Fig. 9: Rotor orbit at inboard end for case 4. 
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Fig. 10 : Contact force produced in case 3 F i .  1 : Contact force produced in case 4 
at inboard or drop end. at inboard or drop end. 

When Both AMBs Decay : 
When both the bearings decay, the case with the dynamic unbalance in planes that are hrlrher 

apart (Case 5) is seen to have higher activity than the case with the dynamic unbalan~ce in planes 
that are closer (Case 6). The rotor transient motion in case 5 at both backup bearing locations 
(Figs. 12 and 14) became a full blown whirl after some time whereas during the same period, the 
transient motion in case 6 was less vigorous and the rotor oscillated on the bottom suxfkce of the 
backup bearing. It took more time for the rotor in case 6 to go into a full backward whirl. The 
rotor orbits for case 6 are shown in Figs. 13 and 15. The magnitude of the steady-spate rotor 
response, before AMB failure was also much higher in case 5 than in case 6. 

Case 5 : 1 g Dynamic unbalance at center disk and landing sleeves with decay of both M B ' s  
Case 6 : 1 g Dynamic unbalance at center disk and the other two disks with decay of both APrlB's 

Fig. 12 : Rotor orbit at outboard end for case 5. Fig. 13 : Rotor orbit at outboard end for case 6. 

Fig. 14 : Rotor orbit at inboard end for case 5. Fig. 15 : Rotor orbit at inboard end for case 6. 
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Different Back-up Bearinn Confinurations 

The effect of support flexibility on the rotor drop phenomena was studied by comparing the 
forces and rotor orbits observed in the case of solid hard mount backup bearings (Case 1- Figs. 2 
and 33 with those in the case of a soft mount bearing representing the presence of an o-ring or other 
means of providing a flexible damped support (Case 7 - Figs. 16 and 17). An additional non-linear 
stiffening effect for a 1-mil clearance space was taken into consideration in the case 7. The 
coeficient of contact friction was also reduced to 0.1 in order to model a lubricated surface. The 
depth of penetration was higher in case 7 (Fig. 16) than in case 1 (Fig. 2). The oscillations were 
also of lesser magnitude in case 7 due to the lower friction coefficient. The initial contact forces 
were seen to be much lower in case 7 than in case 1. The final range of contact forces in both 
cases were seen to be of similar magnitudes. 

Case 7 : 1/10 g Static unbalance at center disk and decay of Inboard AMB 

Fig. 16: Rotor orbit at inboard end for case 7. Fig. 17: Contact force at inboard end for case 7. 

\xihen the rotor is supported by AMB's, the static reaction force due to gravity at inboard 
M B  location is 98 1.29 18 N and the static reaction force due to gravity at outboard AMB location 
is 952.3975 N. The summary of initial force and maximum force over the time of the transient is 
presented in Tables 4 and 5. The initial impact averages about 9 g's for the hard mount but only 6 
g% for the soft mount. 

It was also observed that in the low static and dynamic unbalance (0.1 g) cases of Tables 4 
and 5, the average contact force at the end of transient was close to the static reaction force due to 
gravity at that location. When the unbalance level was higher, the magnitude of contact forces did 
not show a steadily decreasing trend. These forces even increased dramatically after some period 
of t h e  for cases with the higher unbalance levels. The peak force is noted to be as high as 95 g's 
for one level of unbalance. 

Lubrication of contact surfaces reduced the initial contact forces in all cases of static and 
dyllmic unbalance levels by amounts ranging from 0.2 g to 1.3 g. Including the support flexibility 
in the model reduced the initial contact forces furthermore by about 3 g's. The maximum contact 
forces were also seen to be under better control in cases with lubricant on contact surfaces and with 
support flexibility. 



Table 4 : Contact Force vs. Level of Static Unbalance at Center-Disk for Different back la^ 
Bearing Confipurations (Durinp Initial 0.1 s After Inboard AMB Decay) 

for 
Different Baeku~  Bearing Configurations ( ~ F i n p  Initial 0.1 s After Inboard AMB Decay) 

Effect of Rotor Runnina Speed 

It was observed in this research that the transient response of the rotor after AMB failure is a 
function of the rotor spin speed due to its ability to excite the system natural frequencies. The 
contact forces for some of the cases having 0.3 g dynamic unbalance in the planes of the toree 
disks have been tabulated in Table 6. These cases are for solid rigid unlubricated baclcup bearings 
at both the inboard and outboard ends for cases when the AMB's at both ends decay. The results 
in Table 6 clearly indicate a higher level of rotor response and contact forces at about 200 Hz. 
This is due to the presence of the first fi-ee-free mode or the first bending mode of the system in that 
region of rotor speed. The values given as maximum contact force in Table 6 are the urn 
forces during the initial 70 milliseconds of the transient motion. 



Table 6 : Contact Forces vs. Rotor S ~ e e d  for 0.3 P Dynamic Unbalance in the Disk Planes 
and AMB Failure at Both Ends 

I I Force I Contact Force I Force I Contact Force I 

Table 3 gives the damped natural frequencies of the rotor for some of the possible shaft support 
conffgurations. It can be seen from the values in the table that the first bending mode of the system 
or the first free-free mode exists somewhere close to 190 Hz. It is adviceable for AIM3 designers 
to have the design speed of the rotor away from this mode as it may cause destructive whirls andl 
very high forces in the event of AMB system failure even for very low system unbalances. Figures 
18, 19, 20 md  2 1 show rotor orbits and contact forces for cases at the rotor speeds of 133.33 Hz 
and 200 Hz respectively. 

Case 8 : 3/10 g Dynamic Unbalance at center disk and outer disks with decay of both AMB's 

Fip. 18: Rotor orbit at inboard end for case 8 Fig. 19: Rotor orbit at inboard end for case 8 
at 133.33 Hz. at 200.00 Hz. 
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Fig. 20: Contact Force at inboard end for case 8 Fi3. 21: Contact force at inboard end for 
at 133.33 Hz. case 8 at 200.00 Hz. 



CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Based upon the analytical results presented in this paper, the following conclusions have been 
reached : 

1) A balanced rotor condition is necessary to have greater assurance that a drop will not Gtiate a 
violent whirl. 

2) The static unbalance of 0.1 g did not cause any excessive whirling of the rotor. 
3) Dynamic couples in the rotor can excite the rotor in its fi-ee-free mode upon drop. Fielid 

balancing of rotor midspan unbalance at the rotor coupling would not be desirable for AXlB 
rotors. 

4) The level of response tends to increase as the level of unbalance increases. This is tme of all 
backup bearing designs used in current research. 

5) For the hard-mount condition, it is clear that violent unstable whirling can occur for certah 
levels of unbalance (see Tables 4 and 5). 

6) The soft mount, lubricated surface gives the best performance for both initial hpact  force 
level and the peak transient force levels. 

The previous conclusions are based upon predicting results that do not include the total ram 
down of the rotor, but rather the initial 100 msec of the transient. The recommendations from this 
work are as follows : 

1) Step balance of rotors to reduce dynamic couples is highly desirable for AMB rotors that are 
expected to have safe rotor drops. 

2) Field balancing at rotor couplings for midspan unbalance is not recommended. 
3) Soft mounted backup bearing should be used in all designs with adequate precaution given to 

maximum rotor excursion in the total clearance space. 
4) Transient response analysis of the rotor drop at design speed should be used to specify the 

acceptable level of rotor steady-state vibration amplitude for safe operation considehg the 
rotor drop possibility. 

5) Operation at or near the rotor free-free mode should be avoided for AMB rotor designs. 
6) Experimental drop results should be compared to the overall trends. The influence of static 

and dynamic unbalance levels on the rotor drop stability should be confirmed. ( Note : m s  
experimental work is in progress and will be published in a future paper. ) 
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This paper highlights bulk flow and CFD-based models prepared to calculate force m d  leakage 
properties for seals and shrouded impeller leakage paths. The bulk flow approach uses a &'s based 
fiction model and the CFD approach solves the Navier Stoke's (NS) equation with a f i ~ t e  wkrl orbit 
or via analytical perturbation. The results show good agreement in most instances with available 
benchmarks. 

DlVTRODUCTION 
Many analyses of seals, via bulk flow modeling assumptions, have appeared in the literature. 

Variations on this approach included incompressible/compressible, themohydrodynarmic/constarat 
properties, concentric/eccentric, alignedhisaligned, uniform/tapered/arbitrary clearance profile. 
Researchers in this area include Black, Childs, Itwatsubo, Frene, Kim, Palazzolo, San hdres ,  Nelson, 
Nordmann, Kwanka, and a host of others. Seal flows have also been analyzed with CFD by 
Noordmann, et. al, Atavale2, Baskharone3 and Rhode. Childs' developed a shrouded impeller leakage 
path analysis assuming incompressible flow by employing the bulk flow approach. This work was 
later followed by the M.S. Thesis work of his student, Nhai the Cao, using a compressible ROW 
model. Baskharone and Nordmann have subsequently modeled impeller leakage paths ~ t h  ClFD 
methods. The current paper describes a multi-segment approach to seal and impeller leakage path 
modeling which employs a Hir's bulk flow assumption. This work is currently being validated ~ t h  
the 3D, CFD finite volume code SCISEK developed by CFDRC under sponsorship af NASA. TGs 
objective of this effort is to develop reliable modeling software for the seals and impeller leakage 
paths in the space shuttle main engine turbopumps. 







htega~on.  The latter eqs. are solved in a similar manner. Viscosities and densities are obtained from 
ROPS (hennophysical property data base) for liquid hydrogen and LOX. 

Leakage paths in turbomachines may be very complex, consequently, a generalized path 
description was developed. This path model is composed of a series of segments, each segment 
possessbg linearly varying clearance and radius profiles, Hir's coefficients and inlet and exit pressure 
loss factors as depicted in figure 2. Flow continuity and pressure compatibility conditions are 
edorced at each interface between neighboring elements, as shown in figure 2. The zeroeth order 
solution procedure iterates to find the pressure, after the entrance loss, which yields the prescribed 
exit pressure. The zeroeth order pressure velocities, densities and viscosities are then employed in 
the first order solution and for leakage and HP loss calculations. The first order pressures are 
obtahed employing a Runge-Kutta Transfer Matrix approach for solving the two point boundary 
value problem of 12 coupled ODE'S. Radial and tangential impedances are derived by integrating the 
first order pressure, and curved fitted to second order polynomials in the whirl frequency SZ . This 
yields the principal and cross coupled inertias, stiffnesses and dampings, via the coefficients of the 
curve fit. 

A second approach to the impeller secondary flow path leakage and dynamic coefficient 
determination is also being pursued. This approach utilized the code SCISEAL(4) developed by 
CDFRC under grant fiom NASA. The code obtains solution for the dynamic pressures of a whirling 
rotor and for its leakage flow via a finite volume based solution of the full Navier Stoke's equation. 
The NS equation for concentric whirl are formed in the whirling fi-ame requiring that the film 
~ckrress (clearance) be meshed only for a single phase in the whirl orbit. A steady state solution is 
generate$ in the whirling reference fiarne. Concentrated losses, user specified velocity profiles at the 
inlevexit, m d  grain roughness, eccentric operation and prewhirl are some of the available user 
options. Mesh and flow visualization is available for model checking and interpretation of results. 
Md~mDomain grid generation has been employed with the labyrinth seal model presented. SCISEAL 
folows the standard bulk flow model approach of determining the radial and tangential impedances 
at v a ~ o u s  whirl frequency ratios (f = Qlo). The impedances are curve fit in the same manner as 
diswssd for equation (10). Figure 3 shows some basic functions of the SCISEAL Solution Package. 

There are five turbulence models available in the SCISEAL code. These models are: 

Eddy Viscosity model, 
B aldwin-Lomax model, 
Standard k-E model, 
Low Reynolds number model, and 
2-Layer k-e model. 

The k-e model is the default model used in SCISEAL and was employed in the current study. The 
rypiicd seal  clearances are small, and when selecting turbulence models, care must be taken to ensure 
that the model being used is valid for the geometry and grid selected. The main parameter is the 
distance of the first cell center away from the wall boundaries in terms of the nondimensional 



parameter y". Following are recommended limits on this parameter: 

a. k-E model with standard wall functions: This model is applicable for y" > 1 1.5. To ensure 
the accuracy of the wall functions, the first cell center must be sufficiently away fiom the 
wall. The wall shear is overpredicted if the first cell is too close. 

b. Low Re number k-E model: To ensure the accuracy of this model, the first cell center 
sufficiently close to the wall so that it will be inside the laminar s~lblayer, w ~ c k  
corresponds to a y+ of less than 1. 

The wall shear calculations affect the leakage rates, since it affects the pressure drop in the seal. 
The rotordynamic coefficients are calculated using the circumferential pressure generated by an 
eccentric rotor. This pressure is also affected by the wall shear calculation. To ensure the conect 
placement of the cell centers nearest to walls, SCISEAL will print out the y' distances at a11 wdl 
boundaries, and then these values can be checked for consistency with the turbulence model being 
used. 

In several instances, the y" values are not known apriori and the flow regime may fall outside of 
the h i t s  specified by the selected turbulence model, and a second run with appropriate grid. chmge 
or with a different turbulence model may be needed. To avoid this, the 2-layer model is implemented 
in the code. The model automatically switches from the low Re k-e type infomation to a wall 
knction type formulation depending on the near wall y" distance. 

RESULTS 
(A*) Multi-Se-ment Bulk Flow Modeler 

Many cases were run to check the accuracy of this leakage path solver. The first set of cases 
involved axially subdividing annular seal models into 2 to 10 segments with zero internal loss factors 
and identical Hir's constants. Typical are the results shown in Table 1 for a tapered, LII, seal 
modeled by Scharrer/Nelson and by ChildsKhn. A closed form, zeroeth order solution for the simple 
geometry shroud seal combination shown in figure 4, was derived. A comparison between the multi- 
segment model numerical and exact solutions is shown in Table 2. 

A third check case was the Bolleter impeller examined in Childs('). The impeller profile and its 
two segment model are shown in figure 5. The parameters employed in the analysis me shown in 
Table 3.  Figures 6 a, b, and c show the zeroeth order path velocity, circumferential velocity md 
pressure vs. path position. Table 4 compares zeroeth order solution results between the mlti- 
segment code and Childs7('). Table 5 shows a similar comparison for rotordynamic coefficients. 
These coefficients were obtained by curve fitting the impedance curves of figure 7 at frequency ratios 
of 0.5, 1.25 and 2.0. These figures are taken from Childs7(') and compared to the cuarrent results. 

Figure 8 shows a shrouded impeller modeled for compressible @,Ha leakage by Whao The Cao 
and Childs('). Figure 9 shows good agreement for the static pressure distribution between Cao and 
the multi-segment approach. The exit labyseal was treated as a concentrated pressure loss (discharge 
coefficient) in the models. Figures (10 a, b) show the radial and tangential impedmce functions 
obtained from the two segment model using compressible and incompressible assumptions. The 
resonant-like nature of these curves are similar to those given by Cao and Childs. :Table 6 shows 
dynamic coefficients obtained from curve fitting the impedances at frequency ratios less than 2. 
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Closed form solution for frictionless flew 
through Shroud and Exit Wear-ring Seal 

Shroud Exit Swirl Velocity, 

Table 2 Comparison of Two Segment, Bulk Flow Model 
~ e s u l t s  with Exact Solution for ShroudISeal 
Path. 
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I Shtd IaIetLosq C = 0.1 I Shroud: C,=Co=5. 8mm 

r,,m, = 0.079,-0.25 
Seal 

Table 3 Bolleter Impeller Leakage Path Parameters. 

Comparison of Leakage (kgds) with Childs ( I  989) for Wear-ring seal clearance of 
0.36 mm 

Comparison of Swirl Ratios at Seai Inlet with Chila3 (1 989) for Wear-pirag seal 
clearance of 0.36 mm 

Table4 Comparison of Two Segment Model with 
Childs'(') Bolleter Results. Zeroeth Order 
Solution. 



Table 5 Comparison of Two Segment Model with Childs'('1 
Bolleter Results. Dynamic Coefficients. 

Table 6 Comparison of Incompressible and Compressible Two 
Segment Model Results for SSME HPFTP Impeller. 



ROTORDYNAMIC + PadavalaPalazzolo , Constant 0.3 *Wvel Linear Wvel 
\ 

Bulk Flow 'V 
SCISEAL 

Direct Stiffness, K, 0.423684et-07 0.43 15685et-07 0.4282584d-07 
Direct Stiffness, K,  0.423684et-07 0.43 15685et-07 0.4282584e+07 
Direct Damping, C, 0.1144 10et-05 0.1034902et-05 0.10235 18d-05 
Direct Damping, C, 0.1 14410et-05 0.1034902et-05 0.1023518eM5 . . 

Direct Inertia, M,: 0.397077et-0 1 0.4120364eM 1 0.4096263d-0 1 
Direct Inertia, M, 0.397077M I 0.4120364et-01 0.4096263eto I 
Cross Coupled Stiffness, k, 0.13378 1et-07 0.1220396et-07 0.2152693e+07 
Cross Coupled Stiffness, k, 0.133781et-07 0.1220396et-07 0.2152693e+07 
Cross Coupled Damping, & 0.144508et-04 0.1444480et-04 0.1671701e+04 
Cross Coupled Damping, c, 0.144508et-04 0.1444480et-04 0.1671701e+04 
Cross Coupled Inertia, m, -0.173805er-00 0.9807794e-0 1 0.1808641e+00 
Cross Coupled Inertia, m, -0.173805eOO 0.9807794e-0 1 0.1808641e+00 

Table 7 Comparison . of Dynamic Coefficients For 
Different Cross Film, Inlet Swirl Profiles. Falco 
Check Case. 
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ROTORDYNAMIC INSTABlLITY FROM AN ANTI-SWIRL DEVICE 

John Vance and Steven B. Handy 
Texas A&M University 
College Station, Texas 

Abstract 
A swirl damper intended for high temperature turbomachinery applications was exper?imenMly 

investigated for its damping characteristics. The results were disappointing in that only a small 

amount of damping was obtained. Instead, an instability was produced at a speed which exhibited 

backward whirl. 

The rotor rig that was used exhibited backward whirl over a speed range between two crii~cd 

speeds. This backward whirl could be prematurely induced by the use of the swirl gas d m e r .  At 

high damper pressures, the rotor system exhibited an instability. The exact nature of this i n s ~ i g t y  

is not known, however, possible causes are presented. 

The observations discussed in this paper are also important to those who design swirl brakes or 

anti-swirl guide vanes for labyrinth seals. The principles involved are similar in that the flow into a 

labyrinth seal is turned to swirl anti-rotationally as it enters the seal, same as the swirl gas dmpen: 



INTRODUCTION 

Cument damper design practice for military and commercial gas turbine (jet) engines is the 

squeeze film damper. This damper uses the lubricating oil as the working fluid. The damper is quite 

eEeclive but has some limitations. One limitation is the fact that the maximum operating temperature 

is dictated lby the lubricating oil. To significantly increase the efficiency and power output of jet 

engines, the operating temperatures may need to be raised beyond the capabilities of current 

lubficatiwg oils. This would then require an alternative damping method to be used. Another 

EIl?italion to the squeeze film damper is that the damping is not interactive. The squeeze film damper 

is always "on" when lubrication is required, regardless of the damping requirement. It would be much 

more favorable to have an interactive system to provide the needed amount of damping on demand. 

Another limitation of the squeeze film damper is that it must be used in conjunction with the rotor 

be&mgs. this limits its possible location to those of the bearing supports. If a node is located at or 

near the bearing, the squeeze film damper will be ineffective. The ideal damper would be able to be 

placed anywhere along the rotor. the most desirable location would be the point of maximum 

vibmtional or orbital displacement. 

An alte~mative damping system that could potentially overcome all of the above mentioned 

E a f i o n s  is the "Swirl Gas Damper" first described by Brown and Hart at the 1986 Workshop [I]. 

'This dmper is independent of the lubricating system and could therefore be used interactively [1,2]. 

Such a dmper would not be limited to the same location as the bearings, but could be placed nearly 

mywhere along the rotor. The working fluid of the swirl gas damper is compressed air which is 

~redily available from the compressor portion of the gas turbine. The air is injected anti-rotationally 

to the rotor into an annular gap. This injected air interacts with the vibrating rotor and provides a 

cross-coupled stiffness mther than a direct damping. The force that results from this crosscoupled 

stiffness (wlhich acts in the same direction as direct damping) could substantially reduce the 

synchronous and sub-synchronous response due to unbalance, instabilities, or operating through 

cfifical speeds [3]. 

This paper will discuss test results of a swirl gas damper, designed, built, and tested at Texas 

A W  Unive~rsity. Although the damping results are disappointing, rotordynamic instabilities occurred 

dufing the testing which should be of interest to those employing anti-swirl devices to stabilize 

labyrin& seals. 

TmORETI[CAL BACKGROUND 

The swirl gas damper uses high velocity air injected opposite to the direction of rotation. 
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clearance (C). There is no need to determine the exact velocity (ii) or friction factor (0. 
The cross-coupled stiffness can be expressed as an equivalent damping (C, ) for a p h c u l x  

frequency (o) by the following relationship: 

ROTOR RIG AND DAMPER 

An existing rotor rig (figure 2) was modified by the addition of removable rotor sleeves. These 

sleeves were changed to alter the surface finish and radial clearance by using rotor sleeves wilPl 

different diameters. The three radial clearances to be tested were: rotor #1 .02OW, rotor #2 -040'; md 

rotor #3 -060". The rotor was 26" long and weighed 66 lbs. 

It was later discovered that rotor #I suffered from a static instability. This insability was a 

vibration induced at very low damper pressures (2-4 psig) without the rotor turning (sk~c). This s m  

phenomena is known as pneumatic hammer in gas bearings [4,5]. 

This instability necessitated that Rotor #1 be modified so the rotor was tapered from a .020 

clearance at the center of the damper to .050 at each end. This resulted in an average cle 

.035". The static stability range was then increased to 22 psig. 

Rotor #2 also showed a static instability at 15 psig. This static instability was not dfected by the 

surface finish of the rotor. The knurled rotor #3 showed only a slight static instability at 25 psig. Tlhe 

smooth rotor showed no instability up to the maximum supply pressure of 30 psig. 

Once rotors #2 and #3 were tested with a smooth surface they were refinished with a knurled 

surface and cut down to maintain the original diameter and clearance. These rotors were hen tested 

in the same manner as before. 

The dampe~(stator section) was manufactured from two 114" thick steel end plates separated by 

three rows of Y2" thick aluminum nozzles (figure 3). Each row was made up of 8 pieces. The nozzles 

were manufactured to direct flow in a tangential direction. The resulting damperfstator width was 2.0'" 

and the diameter was 6.540". The nozzles were designed to have an .020n opening. Through the 

manufacturing process the opening ended up being .035". This may be the reason for the s a ~ c  

instability of rotor #1 with its .020", rotor/stator clearance. The plenum chamber was enclosed by 

aluminum walls. The plenum chamber was fed by two Y2 pipe fittings fitted into the steel end plates. 

A 0-30 psi Bourdon pressure gage was used to measure the damper plenum pressure. 

The damper (stator section) was attached to the rig base plate and could be adjusted vedcdy md 

horizontally (both perpendicular to the rotor axis). The axial adjustment was achieved by loosening 

the rotor and moving it to the proper position before retightening. The lengths of the canrilevered 



supports were adjusted to provide high stiffness at the air turbine drive end and low stiffness at the 

damper end. This was done to ensure rigid mode vibrations and critical speeds at low shaft speeds 

(approximately 2200 RPM), with the larger amplitudes at the damper. 

The rig  was fitted with three proximity probes, one to provide for a key phase signal and two for 

orthogonal displacement measurements. 

Connputer simulations determined that the rotor would whirl in rigid body modes through the first 

two cpi~cal speeds. The first two split critical speeds were in the test speed range (3000-1500 RPM), 

and the node points were just beyond the turbine end of the rig. The term "split critical speeds7' refers 

to the fact that the critical speeds are due to the asymmetry of the support stiffness. Figure 4 shows 

the mode shape and node location. The approximate location of the node point was verified by rap 

tests. 

It should be noted that asymmetrical support stiffnesses will result in two critical speeds in close 

p r o i ~ t y  to each other. The rotor will have the tendency to whirl in the backward &tion at speeds 

between the critical speeds [3]. This was found to be the case with this rotor. 

SIGNAL ANALYSIS 

The N[P signal analyzer was configured to: Instrument Mode: 2 Channel, Order Analysis; 

h p e n c y :  Min RPM = 1500, Max RPM = 3000, Track ON; Trace Coordinates: Linear Magnitude, 

Y-Units Beak; Memurement Data: Order Tracking Channel I for channel 1 measurements, Order 

Tracking Channel 2 for channel 2, Math Function for modulus as defined below. This set-up would 

then display and record the synchronous response vs RPM. Using the Function option, a function was 

defined which results in the modulus M vs RPM. The modulus is the absolute magnitude of the 

response as defined below, where CH, and CH, are the response of channels 1 and 2 respectively. 

Using the Bently-Nevada DVF 2 the run-out was removed (using the NULL) to less than ,1 mil,, 

for bob cban~nens in most cases, and at worst -2 mils, in channel 2 while 0 mils,, in channel 1. This 

mn-out null was consistent from 200 to 500 RPM. 

mST PROCEDURE 

The tests consisted of coastdowns from approximately 3000 RPM through both critical speeds 

to approximately 1500 RPM. During the run, the rate of coast down was maintained at less than 3 

ranM per second. It was necessary to use the air turbine to sustain this deceleration rate. If the rotor 



decelerated much faster than this, the response amplitude was reduced. 

The test was performed at a constant damper pressure, for each rotor with a phcular  surface 

finish and clearance. The damper pressure was changed for the next test until mns had been 

performed from 0 psig to the maximum possible. This maximum was detennirned by either the 

maximum air supply available (approximately 10 to 12 psig) or the instability of the rotor (rotor crash). 

The test pressure was increased by 1 psig to 8 psig and then by increments of 2 psig. It was hoped to 

test rotors configurations above 13.1 psig to see the effect of sonic air velocities, bun this would only 

have been possible for rotor #3 as all others crashed below this pressure. 

A video recording was made of each of the tests which recorded the whirl orbit from the 

oscilloscope and the RPM reading from the DVF 2 along with the unbalance, damper pressure, and 

analyzer data file name information. After the test was run, the start and end backward whirl and its 

associated RPM readings were determined by reviewing the video tape. The stapt b a c h a d  whirl 

RPM is defined by the point of planar motion as the whirl went from forward to backwxd and visa 

versa for end backward whirl RPM. 

Once a series of tests were completed on a particular rotor set-up, torque tests .were performed. 

This test began by running the rotor up to 3000 rpm. The time (At) required for the rotor to run-down 

to 1500 rpm at zero damper pressure was recorded. An average frictional torque CT,) for the run-dovvrm 

range could then be calculated by: 

Where Am is 1500 rpm (3000 - 1500). 

This same procedure was used to measure the total torque (T,) at damper pressures in steps of 2 

psi. The applied torque (T) of the damper on the rotor needed to determine the cross~oupled s-ess 

in equation 1 1 was found by: 

The crosscoupled stiffhesses values vs damper pressure for all five rotor confisra6ons were then 

plotted once all test runs had been completed. Using equation 12 the crosscoupled vdues we= 

converted to equivalent damping at an assumed frequency equal to 2000 rpm. These mults were dso 

plotted. Since modified rotor #1 did not have a constant radius, an average radius vdue was used to 

calculate the cros'scoupled and equivalent damping values. The plots show cross coupled stiffness 

and equivalent damping increasing with plenum pressure and with surface roughness. Maximum 

was 28 Iblin. 
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inducing backward whirl but was due to the same forces that produced the static instibbiEv or 

pneumatic hammer. If this is true, it does not explain the phenomena of the rotating lcey phaser signd. 

For further study of pneumatic hammer references 6,7, and 8 are given. 

In general, damping was increased as the damper plenum pressure increased (only up to the 

instabilities), as the rotor surface roughness increased, and as the rotor/stator cle e d~mased.  E 

the problem of the static instability could be solved, then a significant increased in dmping fight be 

realized. In that case, rotor #1 would not need the modifications that were required for stabiEty md 

could have made use of the smaller clearance and hurling. 

As a point of interest, the air flow, exiting the gap at each end of the damper, flowed in nearly 

opposite directions depending on the position in the gap. As the flow exited close to the rotor, the 

flow was in the direction of the rotor rotation and slightly axial. When the flow exited the b p e r  gap 

close to the stator, the flow was in the anti-rotational direction and slightly axial. As the dannper 

pressure was increased and, subsequently the mass flow increased, the direction of the air flow wa 

changed by the increase of the axial component. The axial flow component was rduced when h e  

rotor speed was increased. It was also noted that the high velocity injected air hugged the sutor 

surfaces when the rotor was absent. 

The limited success of this damper can be explained partially by the fact that the rotor lended to 

whirl in the backward direction, which was due to the asymmetric support stiffness. This research was 

intended for application in gas turbine engines. These bearing support systems are 

paper, but often turn out to have asymmetric stiffness. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The following conclusions can be drawn from this research: 

1) Only small amounts of damping are obtainable from the tested confipirations. 

2) Damping increased with an increase of supply pressure up to the point of ins&ifi(-qP. 

3) Damping increased with a decrease in rotor-stator clearance. 

4) Damping increased with the knurled rotor surface over that of the smooth rotor surface. 

5) Pneumatic hammer is a problem with this swirl gas damper design. 

6) Pneumatic hammer is reduced by increase in rotor-stator clearance, 

7) Backward whirl is induced and magnified by the swirl gas damper. Two of the three 

tested configuration crashed while executing backward whirl with the a n t i - s ~ l  deGce 

active. 

8) The swirl gas damper increased the critical speeds. 

9) Damping performance would be improved for a forward whirling, circular olrbihg rotor. 
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Figure 3: Cross section of the damper 

Figure 4: Mode shape of the first critical speed 
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TURBOCHARGER ROTORDYNAMIC INSTABIL;ITY AND CONTROL 

Sunil N. Sahay and Geny LaRue 
AlliedSignal Turbocharging Systems 

Torrance, California 

Turbochargers operate over a wide range of speed and lubricating oil inlet conditions. The speed 
varies between zero to as high as 230,000 rpm, and the oil inlet pressure and temperatures range 
from 15 to 75 psi, and 0 to 250 degrees F. Due to aerodynamic and heat transfer consiclerations, a 
great majority of turbochargers for automotive application use a "double overhung" rotor-be&g 
configuration with radial flow wheels. Typically, these turbochargers use "fully floating" (free to 
rotate), plain cylindrical bore bearings, which are subject to various subsynchronous irtstabilities, 
such as oil whirl and resonant whip. Experience shows that turbochargers can run satisfactorily 
with a limited amount of bearing instability, provided the whirl orbit does not exceed a certain 
percentage of the bearing c l e m c e  space. Accurate analytical prediction of bearing instability 
onset and whirl orbit magnitude is very difficult at the present time due to the nonlinearity and 
complexity involved. 

The well-known solutions for controlling oil film instability such as non cylindrical bore, tilting 
pad, and ball bearings are NOT very attractive due to high manufacturing cost. However, the use of 
a "semi floating" bearing (free to nutate but constrained from rotation) with a plain cylindrical bore, 
can offer a cost effective solution. Compared to fully floating bearings, the unstable whirl orbit can 
be reduced by more than 35%. The future work at the authors' company involves the use of a 
Bearing Test Rig to better understand the nature of these instabilities, and to experimentally obtain 
the bearing characteristics for use in a Rotordynamics computer program. 

INTRODUCTION 

Many technical papers have been published discussing the nonlinear behavior of rotors supported in 
hydrodynamic bearings (see, for example, reference 1). In small turbochargers, rotor behavior is 
particularly complex because they typically use either fully floating or semi floating bearings that 
have two hydrodynamic oil films in series at each support location. The fully floating bearing, in 
particular, is generally unstable in the sense of exhibiting subsynchronous whirl for most operating 
conditions, yet this design may be perfectly acceptable from a durability standpoint. The real issues 
are: is a stable limit cycle achieved, and is it of an acceptable magnitude? This continues to be a 
diflicult question to answer by purely analytical means and so an empirical approach is necessary. 
Work is now underway at AlliedSignal to develop a test rig to better understand the instabilities and 
to generate data for an improved analytic model. 

Numbers in bracket designate References at the end of the papel: 



NOMENCLATURE: 

c = diametrai clearance N, = floating ring speed 
D = journal diameter N, = shaft speed 
L = journal length W = bearing load 

Nim,, ,g = inner film effective speed E = eccentricity ratio 
1\Tj = journal speed A = load capacity number 

Nload = load speed p = oil viscosity 
No,,,, ,g = outer film effective speed 

TUmOCNARGER SIZE RANGE 

h e  of ]the challenges in controlling instabilities is the wide size range of turbochargers currently 
being produced. Figure 1 illustrates the physical size of our smallest GT12 turbo, and largest TV92. 
Compressor rotor sizes in these units range from 38mm to 141mm, and journal diameters from 

6mm to 22mm. Maximum speeds 

Figure I.  Smallest (GT12) and largest (TV92) AlliedSignal 
production turbochargers 

RCBTORIDmAIMICS ANALYSIS 

As with any high speed rotating machinery, the design of the rotor bearing system of a turbocharger 
starts with critical speed analysis. Undamped critical speeds are calculated parametrically for a 
range of expected support stiffness using a Finite Element based rotordynamics program (2). 
Automotiive turbochargers are variable speed machinery and at their maximum operating speed, 
they run between the second and the third critical speeds (see figure 2). The mode shape associated 
with the first critical speed is a rigid body "double conical" mode. The mode shape for the second 
critical speed is a 'bent cantilever' mode with major bending taking place at the compressor end of 
the rotor. The third critical speed has the classical first bending mode like a 'bow'. These mode 
shapes are shown at figure 3. The design goal is to have the maximum operating speed sufficiently 
below the third critical speed. After the critical speed calculations, an unbalance response 
calculation is performed. The rotor and bearing parameters are varied until the unbalance response 
is reduced1 to an acceptable level based on previous successful designs. Figure 4 is a typical unbalance 
response curve. 

range from 230,000 rpm, f i r  the 
smallest, to over 70,000 rpm for the 
largest. In terms of manufacturing 
tolerances, however, this size range is 
quite small, with the result that 
the smallest, most high speed 
turbochargers must be made with 
essentially the same tolerances as the 
largest units. This means that the 
bearing clearance tolerances of the 
small turbochargers are relatively 
large. This presents a difficult task to 
find a range of inner and outer 
clearances that will have adequate 
stability in the "four corners" shaft 
motion tests which all turbochargers 
must pass. This test is described in 
detail in the "shaft motion7' section. 



THIRD CRITICAL 

10 100 200 
SHAFT SPEED (krpm) 

Figure 2. Undamped critical speed map 

COMPRESSOR END TURBINE END 

COMP. WHL. C. E. T. E. TURB. WHL. 
C.G. JRNL BRG. JRNL. ERG. C.G. 

Figure 3a. Rotor mode shape at first critical speed 

COMPRESSOR END TURBINE END 

COMP. WHL. C. E. T. E. NRB.  WHL. 
C.G. JRNL BRG. JRNL. BRG. C.G. 

Figure 3b. Rotor mode shape at second critical speed 

COMPRESSOR END TURBINE END 

COMP. WHL. C. E. T. E. TURB. WHL. 
C.G. JRNL BRG. JRNL. BRG. C.G. 

Figure 3c. Rotor mode shape at third critical speed 



BEARING DESCRIPTION 

Turbochargers use three types of 
bearings: "fully floating" plain bore 
journal bearings, "semi floating" 
plain bore journal bearings and ball 
bearings. These are shown in figure 
5. The fully floating bearings are the 
most common due to simplicity of 
design and low cost. These are 
bearings with two hydrodynamically 
generated oil films in series, i.e., an 

30 60 90 120 150 180 210 inner oil film and an outer. 
SHAFT SPEED (krpm) 

The semi floating bearings have an 
Figure 4. Unbalance response at the bearings inner hydrodynamic oil film backed 

by an outer squeeze film damper. 
The ball bearings also have an outer squeeze film damper. In both types, the damper is not sealed. 
The semi floating bearings are the next most widely used bearings, especially when the bearing 
orbit limits are not met by using the fully floating bearings. The ball bearings are the least used 
bearings due to their cost but they have the best stability and the lowest bearing power loss. 

SHAFT MOTION 

Shaft motion tests are conducted to 
qualify a new rotor bearing system 
for production. Most turbochargers 
use the double overhung rotor 
bearing design with the compressor 
and turbine wheels overhung on 

MI FLO -- either side of the inboard bearings 
(see figure 6). The overhang on each 
side is as large as the bearing span. 
Since the turbochargers rotors 
are supercritical and run on 
cylindri&l bore sleeve bearings, they 
are prone to oil whip. Normally, this 
oil whip results ii a "limit cyclew 
subsynchronous rotor orbit (3), 
superimposed on a synchronous 
orbit. During shaft motion testing, 
the turbocharger is run on a gas stand 
to simulate operating conditions. 
The total amount of shaft orbit in the 
bearing clearance is measured with 

Figure 5. Types of bearings used in AlliedSignal two displacement probes located at 
turbochargers 90 degrees to each other at the 

compressor end of the rotor (see 
figure 7) for the entire speed range 

of the turbocharger. The ratio of the total orbit to the total bearing clearance (known as static 
clearance), is then plotted as a function of speed to verify if the total shaft motion is within the 
allowable limits (see figure 8). A plot of speed versus synchronous shaft motion (obtained through 
a FFT analyzer) is also obtained to verify that the synchronous motion is within the prescribed 
limits. As shown figure 8, the subsynchronous shaft motion is larger than the synchronous motion. 



Typically, the subsynchronous motion is 2 to 3 times larger than the synchronous motion. This test 
is repeated for all four comers of bearing outside and inside diametrical clearance tolerance. An 
example of a bearing clearance tolerance box is shown in figure 9 which also lists the operational 
constraints surrounding the four comers. Experience shows that meeting the shaft motion accepmce 
criteria is a formidable challenge because a given design must have acceptable shaft motion at all 
four comers. The rotor-bearing design is iterated until acceptable shaft motion is obtained. Presently, 
this iteration is performed experimentally because attempts to analytically predict shaft motion 
have been unsuccessful. 

Figure 6. Cut away view of an AlliedSignal Figure 7. Lissajous pattern of shaft motion 
turbocharger 
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T MOTION COMPARISON 

Ball bearings backed by squeeze film damper have the least amount of shaft motion due to almost 
total absence of subsynchronous motion (see figure 10). However, at the present time their use is 
limited due to their high cost compared to the semi floating and the fully floating journal bearings. 
The semi floating bearing backed by a squeeze film damper has the next best shaft motion. The 

fully floating bearings have the 
largest shaft motion among the three 
types currently in production at the 
authors' company. Figure 10 shows 
the comparison between the fully 
floating and the semi floating 
bearings for an AlliedSignal TI5  
turbocharger used on passenger cars. 
The superior stability of the semi 
floating bearing is due to the fact that 
it is prevented from rotation and this 
eliminates the instability in the outer 

o film. Bearing speed is a major 
FREQUENCY (Hz) contributing factor in the instability 

of the fully floating bearings. From 
Figure 10. Shaft motion comparison of ball bearing, the results shown at figure 10, we can 
semi jfloating bearing andfullyfloating bearing. conclude that a 35% improvement 

can be obtained by adopting the semi 
floating bearings. 

E N G N  SHAFT MOTION 

The shaft motion test is performed on a gas stand where the operating parameters, including oil 
supply temperature and pressure can be precisely controlled. However, it is of interest to find out the 
difference between gas stand and engine shaft motion. Figure 11 shows this comparison for the T15 
turbocharger. Unlike a gas stand, the gas supply to the turbine and the bearing oil supply cannot be 
controlled precisely. Typically, the engine shaft motion is 20-30% percentage points higher than the 
gas stand. The increase is mainly due to the engine vibration being transmitted to the turbocharger 
rotor at the engine furing frequency and its harmonics, and the aerodynamic pulsation's load on the 

turbine blade from the engine 
exhaust. Shaft motion testing for a 

8 so new design is performed on a gas 
Z 
Q 

stand for the , reasons already 
IIC 
Q explained. Also, since the same 
itj 

\.,-ON-ENGINE SHAFT MOTION 
---.--#------.-./ model turbocharger can be applied 

0 on different engines made by 
different manufacturers with 

V) different engine vibration and 
8 pulsation characteristics, a 
g standardized test with standardized 

operating conditions is required to 
1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 qualify a generic design- 

FREQUENCY (Hz) 

figure I d .  Comparison of gas stand and on-engine shaft motion 



POWER LOSS 

Figure 12 illustrates the test setup which we have used to measure bearing power loss. Power loss 
is calculated by measuring the mass flow and temperature drop across the turbine. A mbocharger 
rotor is used which is assembled without a compressor wheel. Therefore all the work done by the 
turbine is used in overcoming the power loss in the bearings (thrust and journal) and the windage 
and seal drag. Although journal bearing fiction is not measured directly, by interchanging only the 

journal bearings, at least a relative 
power loss comparison can be made. 

TESTTURBOCHARGER 

SHAFT WHEEL 
(NO COMPRESSOR) 

Figure 12. Turbocharger bearing friction 
test rig schematic 

This method of measuring power loss 
is dependent on carefully hsulating 
the flow path between the upstrem 
and downstream themocouples. It 
is also difficult to control swirl. and 
flow stratification in the turbine 
exhaust. For this reason, a new rig 
is being designed which will 
determine bearing losses directly by 
measuring the drag reaction on a 
torque arm. 

BEARING SPEED 

One of the key parameters for floating ring bearings is the ring speed. Both bearing stiffness 
and damping are dependent on the ring speed. Stone and Underwood (4) developed the concept 
of "effective speed" that allows comparing the load carrying capacity as well as the stiffness 
and damping characteristics of different types of bearings. They concluded that the effective 
speed of a bearing was the absolute value of twice the load speed minus the journal speed. For 
the inner film of a floating ring bearing loaded by synchronous unbalance, the effective speed is: 

Ninner, eff = Ns - Nr 

For the outer film, the effective speed is: 

Neuter, eff = 2Ns - Nr 

The outer film effective speed is obviously quite large compared with the inner film which allows 
the outer film to carry the same load as the inner film even though its "journal" is rotating at a 
relatively low speed, and may have over twice the radial clearance of the inner film. 

For the semi floating bearing, both the inner load and journal speeds are Ns so the inner film effective 
speed is: 

For the outer film, the load speed is still Ns but the journal speed is zero so that the effective 
speed is: 

Neuter, eff = 2Ns 



Aside from its importance in determining stiffness and damping, ring speed can also act as an 
bstability driving mechanism. Certainly any eccentricity or unbalance of the ring will produce a 
load synchronous with the ring spin speed. In addition, the average fluid velocity of the outer film 
will be roughly half the ring speed, and the average of the ring speed and shaft speeds for the inner 
film. For the typical turbocharger, the rigid body critical speeds tend to be in the same frequency 
range as the ring speed andlor the outer film whirl speed. Load and journal speed combinations can 
occur which drive the effective speed of a film to zero and thus produce large subsynchronous 
motions. 

It is difficult to choose bearing dimensions which for all four combinations of bearing clearance 
simultaneously have the desired stiffness and damping properties as well as a ring speed characteristic 
which avoids coupling with the rigid body natural frequencies. This is particularly difficult in small 
turbochargers with a relatively large clearance tolerance. 

By stopping the rotation of the ring as in the semi floating bearing, the ring speed and outer film oil 
whkl frequency are eliminated as sources of driven resonance and is one reason why we believe this 
b e ~ g  system has very good shaft motion stability. 

Many millions of turbochargers have, of course, been successfully manufactured with fully floating 
bearings, and continue to be the most popular type of bearing for turbochargers. Obviously it is 
i m p o m t  to know what the ring speed is in order to avoid resonances in the bearing system and the 
attendmt high shaft motion. 

Ring speed may be measured by 
implanting two steel set screws 180 
degrees opposite of each other in the 
bronze bearing ring (see Figure 13). 
The rotation of the ring is then 
measured using a variable reluctance 
type sensor screwed into the side of 
the bearing housing casting. This 
method of speed measurement has 
proven to be more robust and reliable 
than earlier measurements made 
using eddy current type probes to 

Figure 13. Bearing speed measurement instrumentation 
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Figure 14. Campbell plot of shaft motion and 
bearing speed 

count the bearing hole passing 
frequency. Two screws are used to 
avoid changing the balance of the 
ring. With this system, ring speed can 
be recorded during a shaft motion test 
to help determine the sources of any 
instabilities. 

Figure 14 shows a Campbell plot of 
shaft motion frequencies and bearing 
speed versus shaft spin speed 
measured on a typical turbocharger. 
This turbocharger, tested without the 
bearing speed measurement probes, 
had the same shaft motion 
characteristics, thus verifying that the 
screws and probe did not influence 
the results. 



ANALYTICAL DETERMINATION OF BEARKNG CHARACTERISTICS 

Ring speed can also be predicted with some success using the computer program developed in- 
house to compute bearing stiffness and damping characteristics for input into our rotordynarnics 
programs. This program models the inner and outer oil films using the short bearing theory. For a 
given inner eccentricity ratio, bearing dimensions, and oil inlet pressure and temperature, the load 
carried by the inner film can be computed from the following equation: 

The load carried by both oil films is assumed to be equal. Therefore, the above equation can be 
solved again for the outer eccentricity ratio. Iteration continues until the assumed bearing speed and 
oil film temperatures converge. Adiabatic conditions are assumed for the complete bearing. That 
is, all the heat generated by oil shearing in the two films is carried away by the oil flow but heat 
transfer is allowed through the bearing from the inner to the outer film. This approach is similar to 
that described in reference 5. 

Although this program has not yet been calibrated with the bearing test rig, it is believed to give 
reasonable estimates of power loss and stiffness and damping characteristics for design cornpanson 
purposes. 

BEARING TEST RIG 

As mentioned earlier, the correlation between analytical and experimental results for bearing stabiliv 
is unsatisfactory. The lack of correlation may be attributed to the difficulty in mathematically 
modelling the non linearities involved in the fully floating and semi floating bearing system. An 
alternative approach is to experimentally determine the bearing coefficients for different bearing 
sizes and store this information in a non dirnensionalized 'look up' table. This table can then be 
accessed by the main rotor dynamics program to predict rotor bearing system behavior. In order to 
meet this objective, a bearing test rig is being built at the authors' company (figure 15). This rig is 
similar in concept to the test rig in the Turbomachinery Laboratory at Texas A&M University (6). 
Rotor and be-g displacements, bearing housing vibration, bearing oil film temperature and pressure, 
and rotor speed will be measured. These in~uts  will 
then be through a computer to 0.07 

+ SHAFT DISPUCEMENT 

extract the bearing coefficients. Figure 16 shows 0.06 

an example of rotor and bearing-displacement SHAFT SPEED 

spectrums measured during check-out. 0.04 J -I- 

Figure 15. Bearing dynamics test rig 
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E OFH;" BETMEN BEAFUNG STABILITY AND NOISE REDUCTION 

Noise, Wbration and Harshness (NVH) control is a major issue with vehicle manufacturers, who are 
the main customers for the authors7 company. Two types of vehicle noise are generated by a 
turbochargler rotor bearing system (7), The most common source of noise in a turbocharger is due to 
nnechanicd unbalance which results in once per revolution whirl of the rotor. This is transmitted 
across the oil films to the bearing housing and then to the turbine and compressor housings. From 
the housing the vibration is further transmitted to the vehicle components that are rigidly connected 
to the turbocharger, such as the exhaust system, resulting in structure borne noise. The second 
source of turbocharger noise is from bearing instability. The subsynchronous shaft whirl induces 
subsynchronous vibration to the bearing housing and then to the vehicle components, similar to the 
t rans~ssion of vibration due to unbalance. Experience shows that a compromise is needed to 
o b t ~  an optimum balance between reducing shaft motion and reducing transmission of noise. This 
is because, stiffening the oil film to control shaft motion increases transmission of residual shaft 
motion to the housings due to a stiffer oil film. A Taguchi test to determine the influence of bearing 
parmeters showed that the most influential parameter is the inside diametral clearance, followed 
by bearing inner diameter (ID) length and outer diameter (OD) length. Tighter clearance and shorter 
ID and OD lengths, reduce subsynchronous noise. However, while tighter ID clearance improves 
shaft motioin up to a certain extent, the shorter bearing length increases shaft motion. Therefore, an 
opt i~zat ion between the bearing stability and noise is needed when developing a new rotor-bearing 
system or when applying an existing turbocharger to a new application because of the influence of 
the vehicle components on the turbocharger related noise. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The highly nonlinear nature of fully floating bearings, commonly used in small turbochargers, result 
in shaft motion instabilities under many operating conditions. Because of the lack of a reliable 
method of alalytically predicting these instabilities, a significant experimental effort is still required 
to achieve si8tisfactory bearing performance. To improve this situation, a bearing test rig is being 
developed to better understand the nature of the instabilities, and obtain bearing parameters which 
will improve our analytic model. 

Alaouglh a number of technical papers have now been written on floating ring bearings, there is 
srill, in the authors' opinion, room for a better understanding of all the complex motions typically 
seen in turbochargers equipped with this type bearing. 

Another approach in reducing instabilites is to switch to semi floating or ball bearings. These 
bearirng types have been shown to be inherently more stable but their use raises other issues. In the 
case of ball bearings, higher cost remains an obstacle. For the semi floating bearing, a perception of 
higher power loss is a concern. Further testing with an improved bearing rig is planned to resolve 
this issue. 

The aurhors' would first like to thank AlliedSignal for the opportunity to write this paper. We would 
Pike to acknowledge and thank several AlliedSignal engineers for their assistance in preparing this 
paper. In particular, Steve Arnold and Mitou Parios for reviewing and suggesting improvements in 
the draft, and! Jean-Luc Fleury for providing the bearing speed measurement data. 
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STATE SPACE ADAPTM3 CONTROL FOR A LUMPED MASS ROTOR EXCITED BY 
NONCONSERVA'IWE CROSS-COUPLING FORCES 

P. Wurmsdobler, H.P. Jorgl, and H. Springer 
Technical University of Vienna 

Vienna Austria 

Abstract 

An adaptive pole-assignment controller is presented in conjunction with a state 
space model identification for an active magnetic bearing system, consisting of a single 
mass suspended in an active magnetic bearing excited by nonconservative cross-coupling 
forces. Simulation results show the success of this algorithm for parameter changes in 
closed loop operation with system noise but without set point changes. 

1 Introduction 

In conventional rotor-bearing systems with journal bearings and seals, nonconservative 
cross-coupling forces may lead to instability. A possible way to cope with this problem 
is to  reduce the influence of the cross-coupling mechanism by applying higher damping to 
the system, which means dissipation of energy. 

If a rotor is levitated by magnetic bearings, one can make use of the controllability of the 
entire system by active magnetic bearings. Thus it is possible to control nonconservative 
cross-coupling forces by means of on-line identification and adaptive control techniques. 
It has turned out, that a state space model identification is appropriate to estimate both 
system parameters and all states. Additionally, a state space model is a good basis for 
the calculation of a controller for an unstable system. In this case pole-assignment is the 
best way for an adaptive controller concerning the future implementation in a real-time 
application. 

Finally, using this algorithm, nonconservative forces can be compensated by control forces 
without loss of stability and without applying more damping to the rotor-bearing system. 

2 State space rotor model 

The continuous time state space model of a single mass suspended by an active magnetic 
bearing (see Figure 1) is given by 
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5 Simulation results 

The parameters of the system depicted in Figure 1 are given by the following 

I Parameter Value I Unit 1 
Rotor mass 
Position factor 
Current factor 
Nonconservative factor 
Sampling time 

Further investigations have shown, that the nonconservative stiffness parameter a exclu- 
sively affects one parameter of the system matrix, namely ay2),  which in the following is 
referred to as p. Additionally, one can make use of the symmetry in this system, and reduce 
the number of parameters of the Kalman matrix to 4. Thus, only 5 entries remain in the 
parameter vector p. 

The resulting state space model is then 

After the model has been defined with all parameters to be identified, the matrices MI, 
and V k  have to be calculated once according to equation 23 and 24. With these matrices 
the identification algorithm structure can be established (see equation 14 to 22). Since the 
system is open loop unstable, a controller and an observer have to be designed in advance. 
This has been done according to the nominal system without cross-coupling influence. The 
poles of the closed loop system have been placed at 21,2,3,4 = 0.97, or in the continuous 
complex plane to  S1,2,3,4 = -288s-I, which would meet the eigenvalue for a mass-spring- 
system with a negative ,stiffness factor of the magnetic bearing. The resulting control law 
is 

Sirnila,r to the controller, the observer poles have been chosen to  q,2,3,4 = 0.7, to  ensure, 
that the observer is fast enough to  follow the system behaviour. The Kalman matrix in 
equation 13 is assigned to 

The initial parameter vector is set to the a priori values 



with the initial covariance matrix P as identity matrix. All other recursively calculated 
matrices have been set to zero. White noise with a maximum deflection value of lyrn for q 
was added to  the measurement signal to ensure excitation. With the initial conditions x = 8 
and all precalculated values for the controller and observer the simulation was started. The 
resulting displacement of the rotor mass can be seen in Figures 2, 3, 4. 

After 0.01s the parameter a changes from 0 to  1 . 107N/m, which corresponds to a value for 
p = 3.4766.10-~. This is assumed to be the worst case in a turbomachinery application, e.g. a 
sudden pressure loss or leakage in sealings will lead to a parameter change in a linear model. 
Actually, the mechanism of the cross-coupling forces develops slowly, but an abrupt change 
in the nonconservative stiffness parameter should cover most cases. Immediately after the 
parameter change the system is unstable in terms of its structure, but the d.isplacements 
will increase slowly. When a certain signal to noise ratio is achieved, the parameter change is 
recognised by the algorithm. This means, that the input and output signals have to contain 
a minimum of information to make the algorithm converge to the new system parameters. 

Parallel to  the identification, the controller parameters are calculated according to equation 
28 and 29. It can be observed, that the feedback gain matrix of the state space controller 
becomes non-symmetric to the same extent as the parameter of the nonconservative stiffness 
does. This effect can easily be seen in equation 28. These non-symmetric entries in the 
controller matrix will cause a force, which directly compensates the nonconservative forces 
of the system. Due to the adaptation of the controller the rotor bearing system can recover 
from a parameter change. Simulations have shown, that this positive effect is "cue for a 
certain amount of the non conservative forces. If the parameter change is too large (108N/m), 
the control current becomes to large as well and runs into saturation. Then, instability can't 
be prevented. 

Displacements x and y 
I'm 

A 

I 
0 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.08 0.09 0.1 

Time [sec] 

Figure 2: Time history of vertical (x) and horizontal (y) rotor displacements 
after an abrupt cross-coupling excitation of a = 107N/m. 
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Figure 3: Time history ?f p(1). The parameters of the Kalman matrix K did 
not change significantly. 

Forgetting control parameter 6 
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Figure 4: Time history of the forgetting control value 5 and the forgetting 
factor p. Approximately after 0.054s the parameter change of the cross-coupling 
excitation is recognised. 



6 Conclusion 

It has been shown, that nonconservative cross-coupling forces can be controlled by means of 
on-line identification and adaptive control techniques. The system under investigation was 
a lumped mass model of a rigid rotor suspended by an active magnetic bearing controlled 
by a state space controller. Within a simulation a nonconservative cross coupli~ig force was 
applied to  the system in conjunction with the proposed on-line identification and adaptive 
control. It has turned out, that a state space model identification is appropriate to estimate 
both the system parameters and the state vector. In this case, the nonconservative cross- 
coupling forces were compensated by additional forces generated by a non-symmetric gain 
in the state space controller matrix. This matrix is calculated by pole assygnment from the 
identified state space model. 

Future objectives of investigation will be the extension of this concept for a full identification 
and central control for a rigid rotor suspended in two magnetic bearings. 
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NONL,INEAR RESPONSE OF ROTOR TO STATOR RUBS 
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1. Introduction 

Rub interaction that happens between rotor and stator of rotating machinery induces complex 
nonlinear vibration phenomena'"'21. In general, the transient contact and rub bemeen rotor 
and stator influence on the operating conditions of rotating machinery in following 
a~~ects[~ '[~]:  
A. The contact forces induced by rotorlstator rubs increased the system stiffness. In other 
words, it is equivalent to introducing an support to the machine system . 
B. The advent of contact presents impact to the system and brings about severe .bransient and 
nonlinear characteristics. 
C. The tangent fiction force due to the relative motion between the rotor arid sbtor in 
contact may cause the reverse whirl motion of the rotor and severe friction which1 affects the 
normal stress conditions and causes local thermal distortion of the rotor. 
D. The contact introduces the coupling effect which feeds impact force back to the system 
and complicates the operating conditions of rotating machinery further. 
The vibration induced by rotorlstator rubs has been studied by many Some 

results are obtained by experiments, engineering experiences and theoretical 
analysis[101[111[121. Recent study related the complex vibration regimes to the chaotic 
behaviors of nonlinear system. It is stated that, in case of partial lateral rubs, for inslance, the 
112x sub-harmonic component relative to the rotating frequency of the rotor is observed in 
the vibration spectra of rotor . And , with the increasing of the rotating frequency of the rotor 
, the denominator of the fractional sub-harmonic spectral components is ch 
depending on the ratio of rotating frequency versus the first natural frequency of the 
The spectra of the nib vibration are also affected by the severity of rubs . Especially in full 
annular rub casef7] , the 2x of rotating frequency super-harmonic component is observed. 
A theoretical dynamic parametric excitation vibration modelrs1 and some other models Igl are 
proposed which facilitated the research on the nib interactions. In most of these researches 
the impact and friction forces induced by the contact are represented by additional stifiess 
and damping coefficient variations in different rub cases which reflected the chmcte~stics 
of the rub forces. But the impact force feedback mechanism has not been presented 
sufficiently. 
In this paper, the author proposed a new model of the rotor stator rubs derived fiom classical 
mechanical theory which takes the feedback of the impact forces in to consideration. The 
response characteristics of rubs in different rub severity at different speed are presented 
based on a simple rotorlstator system. Some experiment results are presented also in 
comparison with the numerical simulation ones. 

Nomenclature 

Horizontal and vertical displacements of rotor 
Horizontal and vertical displacements of stator 
System Lagrangian 



System coordinates. 
Radial clearance between rotor and stator 

2. A.m approach of system model of Rotor /stator rubs 

First of all, Consider the collision problem of the autonomous system consists of n rigid 
bodies . According to the Hamilton's principle, the system satisfies following equation : 

M e n  collision happens the motion of the system will satisfy following equations: 

m e r e  pj is the distance between the j'th pairs of contacting rigid bodies. These equations 
mean that no penetration is allowed between the rigid bodies and the contact are equivalent 
to sudden constraints imposed on the system . Then we have 

That is 

Combine equation (1) and (4) We have the equations of the system with collision: 

For a non-autonomous system the equations are as follows: 

P I  = 0 

vvihere h j  is collision forces between the jth pairs of collision rigid bodies and Qi is the sum 
of other forces applied to the system. 
Equation (6) expressed the system property when collision happened ins~de the system . It 
showed that when collision happened the displacements of the system were not independent 
of each other any more while the velocities were independent instead . Only in case of 
complete non-elastic collision we have an additional equation as followr131: 
,iL, = o  (7) 

It means the velocities were not independent of each other also. 
For rotor to stator rub interaction the equation (6) takes form as follows: 



where j(t) is system excitation vector and [ fq (q] { A  is the collision force term. That is 

If the dry friction is considered only, as being shorn in 
figure 1, the impact force F, and fiiction force F, at con&ct 
point can be expressed as: 

P - 14)' = F, = (- 
0 P E ( O + , ~  

2~ 
(10) 

1 P E ( - O I  

P - IPlp F, = uF, = u(- 
2P 

(11) 

]Figure 1. Rub forces where u is coefficient of Coulomb friction and h is the 
wplitude of the impact force. by equations (12) we can 

translate the two forces to x ,y direction . 
- c o s v  sin 9 I{:} 

{:}=[-sin9 -ucosq 

Where F, and F, are the contact force components in x ,y direction respectively. That is the 
reason that the rotorlstator rub equations have the form of equation (8). 
One of the advantages of equation (8) is that the conGbution if system parameters is 
emphasized rather than that of the local parameters of the contact points. By pj=(P, the 
subsystem of rotor and that of stator are combined together and the coupling of contact forces 
are considered. Therefore, The system parameters may be elaborated to eliminated the rub 
effect for some question under scrutiny with that equation. 
It is shown that , except system stiffness and damping parameters , equation (8) cloes not 
contain any local contact parameters at all . But that does not mean that this equation has 
omitted the contact property. Actually for engineering 
application one can construct suitable model for ones 
application by applying FEM. method or other to the local 
contact point. That is, to regard the local contact point as a 
component of mass, damping and stiffness parameters and 
to combine ihe local parameters into the system matrices. 
Another characterisGs of the equation (8) is that it 
intrinsically neglects the difference between the different 
rub phenomena. That means the partial lateral rub and f i l l  
annular rub can be studied with the same equation. Hence 
the rub evidence signature in different operation conditions Fipe 2. Rotor'Stator 

and of different rub severity can be obtained and compared. 

3. Nonlinear Response of Rotor to Stator Rubs 

A Simple Rotorlstator system ,as shown in figure 2., was studied with the method expressed 
above by numerical simu~ation"~~. The rotor and stator were considered to be flexibly 
supported. Given the system displacement vector was r = ( x ,  y,  X ,  y ,  1. Then the 
system equation was as follows: 



where m] ,[C] and [K] were system matrices of mass , damping and stiflhess respectively. 
The {f(t)) was unbalance force vector and [f,] (A] was the rub force term which had the form 
as follow: 

-cosy, usincp 0 0 
-sincp -ucoscp 0 (14) 

0 0 sincp ucoscp 
The clearance between rotor and stator was expressed as follow; 

p = A - J(6 + x ,  -xi)' + (y, - y2)' (15) 

and the angle of contact position 

I 

1 g,=tan- '  Y I  - YZ 
6 + x, - x, (16) 

i 
I Thi procedure of the numerical 

/ simulation is that, at every 
integral step the value of p is 
calculated according to the 
system displacement obtained . If 

I the value is positive, - the  
Figure3 Response between 0.15 to 2 times of natural frequency will go on as contact 

f k e  system &e . If the value is 
negative thar means the contact 
happens at the exact time. In the 
later case equation (14) is added 
into the system equation and an 
iterative procedure is invoked to 
Fmd out the value of h that 
forces the dynamic clearance 
between rotor and stator, p, be 
zero113'. On the other hand , if a 
negative value of h is obtained , 
or the i, , o , in other words , 
the clearance between rotor and 

Figure.4 Response between 2 to 4 times of natural frequency -or will increase , that means 
the rotor and stator will not 

conact to each other at next integral step . Hence these two conditions switch the caIculation 
procedure from ~b case to rub fiee case. 
The inreption method used to solve the equation is no other but Runge-Kutta method. It is 
consider to be symplectic to conserve the energy and momentum of the nodinear systemr151 
which may help in verifying the simulation results to be induced by system characteristics 
mther than by calculation error . 



The integral step is selected 2048.points per rotating period because of the transient impact 
characteristics of the contact force and the calculation results are recorded after 200 rotating 

i cycles to eliminate initial value 
: transient effect. In calculation an 
I eccentricity value of rotor against 
I stator, 6 , is given and adjusted to 
; obtain steady state conact 
! 
I output. The mass and stiffness 
i parameters of the system are 

selected such that the ones of 
i rotor are much smaller han the 
j ones of stator as to conform to 
i practical system. The simulations 

were carried out at different 
i rotating frequency from 0.15 to 7 

Figure.5 Response between 4 to 6 times of natural frequency times of the rotor system natural 
frequency with rotating 

frequency increment of 0.5Hz and ,under each rotating velocity, using the result of the last 
integral step of the simulation at last rotating velocity as initial condition. The results are as 
follows: 
Figure3 presented the obits , wave forms and spectrum of the rotor displacement . Figure3 
was obtained in the condition that the rotating speed was below 2 times of the first order 
natural frequency of the system .The spectral characteristics of the response induced by rotor 
to stator rubs in that rotating frequency range are identical. It is shown that the supper- 
harmonic components of the rotating frequency are induced by rubs. They are exactly 2x ,3x 
of the rotating frequency . Some irregular sub-harmonic components also appear below the 
rotating frequency but not significant. 
Figure.4 was obtained at the rotating frequency between two to four times of the fmt #order 

y with 1-112% 2x ,... 

1-88, 2 . 8 8 . 3 . 8 8  4.88 5.88 6.86 the system. another new vibrztion 
Figure.6 Bihrcation diagram of vertical displacement regime is observed as shown in 

Figure.5. The fractional sub- 
harmonic spectral components shown in it are 113% 213x , ... etc. A intricate obit pattern was 
also observed- 
Some conclusions can be derived from these simulation results . Figure.6 summarized 
simulation results by the bifurcation diagram of the vertical displacement of the rotor 
obtained through the simulation results . The horizontal axis represents the ratio of rota.tive 



fiequency and the vertical axis represents the 100 vibration amplitude values which are 
smpled once per revolution under every rotative speed. The rotating frequency is 
vanied :From 0.15 to 7 times of the first order system natural frequency with increment step 

j of 0.5 Hz in order to eliminate the 
/ transient influence of the speed 
! variation . Being sampled after 
I , 200 revolutions, the data were , obtained at the times when the 

direction of unbalance force 
coincided with the vertical axis. 

I These 100 amplitude values 
sampled represents the Poincare 

I in 100 rotative 
1 revolutions. Hence, If contact 
1 occurs under a certain rotating 
1 speed , the 100 amplitude values 

Figure 7. Moderate; heavy rub response sampled will vary due to the 
nonlinem chaotic regime introduced by rubs or else they will degenerate to one point in the 
diagrm for periodic response. 
As show in Figure.6, it is seen that when rotative speed varies the system behaves 
differen1:ly. For the system operates at the rotative frequency of below two times of the 
sydem natural frequency , the spectrum shows 2x 3x, superharmonic components . While the 
speed is between 2.0 to 4.0 times of the natural frequency , the fractional sub-harmonic 
components of denominator 2 appear. The bifurcation diagram, Figure 6, shows two branch 
bifurcation occurs in this range of rotative frequency, which means the points obtained under 
a roative fiequency at that range distinctly divided into two groups. ':When the rotating 
frequency is between 4.0 to 6.0 times of the natural fiequency the 113x .fractional 
components present significantly in the spectrum of the system displacement with three 

. . ' ,branch bifurcation is identified in figure 
16. Extensively, when the rotative 

I frequency is above 6.0 times of natural 
fiequency , 114x components will 
[appear in the spectra{l3l though the - 
spectrum is not shown in this paper. , \ I W ' V V  
- -  

The& results show that the bifurcation 
diagram illustrated the relationship 
between the fractiona1 subhannonic 
components in the spectra and the 
branch numbers in the diagram . On the 

IIIdJb ,. I./ . . lother hands, it seems some critical 
.~IIII~~II~IIIIIIIIIIII~II~~ IhW"w('.-...-..",_ -"- 11 states exist between those rotative 
:I i I 

Figure.8 Heavy nib response frequency ranges expounded above 
which may be of some interest . Some 

paranae~c sensitive characteristics can be observed near the rotative fiequency of 6 times of 
the natural frequency also. 
Above all , It should be mentioned that these result are obtained under a certain parameter 6, 
the eccentricity between the rotor and stator. The vibration characteristics of the rotorfstator 
rubs also vary with different rub severity. Figure 7. to Figure 9. depicted the results obtained 
with different rub severity at a rotative speed above 6 times of the system natural frequency. 



In case of the light rub severity, the rub response regime of the system operates in above 
mentioned rotative frequency range is dominated by 114x fractional components@ot show in 
this paper). With increase of the rub severity, the fractional components varies from BI3x 
(Figure.7).to 1/2x(figure.S) and finally, 2x ,i.e. the fill annular rub (Figure.9). ]In o ~ e r  
rotative frequency ranges, spectral components follows the same varying tendencies. 

4. Experiment of Rotor/stator Rub Response 

Figure. 10 showed an experiment 
rig which was used in. a resemch 

I on the rub event at the 
' compressor of a helicopter 

A \ \  turboshaft engine. One aim of the 
research was to identi& the 

I 1; characteristics of the aircmft 
I engine vibration signals Pivben 
i rubs presented between the rotor 
I 
I and stator for an daQbase 
/ application in hlrbo-engine 

1 i 

Figure 9. Full annular rub response two mass ml and m2 as show in 
Figure 10.. The rotor assembly is 

I 

1 2% 
.1 ................-.. , ................................................... " ...-...... -...-...- ..... -.-. 

supported by ball bearing and mounted on a flexible m3 which is to sirnulare the 
elasticity of inlet duct of the engine. The disk ml was assembled at the cantilever end of the 
shaft. An annular rub ring m4 was assembled on the platform m3. There is a air gap bemeen 
m4 and ml which can be adjusted to get the stable rubs between m4 and ml or, to vary the 
rub severity. The platform was bolted on two supports which are flexible also. Hence , this 
rig had both flexible rotor and stator. 
The rotor was well balance to eliminate the U 

initial unbalance influence on the experiment 
result before any rub experiments. The First 
order natural frequency of the system was 
carefully determined by experiments also. 
The experiments was carried out in the 
condition that the rotor is operated at the 
rotative speed of below the second order. 
natural frequency of the system. Vibration 

1 monitoring and diagnosis system. 
i The rotor of the svstenn consist of 

displacement of disk mt was recorded by Figure 10. Experiment rig diagram 
displacement transducers under different rub 
severity. 
Figure.11 is the cascade of the vibration signal spectra in vertical direction recorded in 

different rotating velocity at certain rub severity . It shows that the rub interaction induces 
the 2x super-harmonic vibration in the whole experimental rotating frequency range. 
On the other hand, the system dynamic equation was obtained by FEM. method according 

to the rub model discussed above. The Bearings are considered to have linear damping and 
stifmess parameters. The experiments carried out with that experiments rig were numericdly 
simulated based on that equation. The author omitted the detail of the experiment rig 



dynamic parameters Because it is of less significance for discussion the results of the 
experiments. 
It is also seen that a significant sub-harmonic components also appear in the spectra. This 
component is at around 112x of the rotative frequency but not exactly. Actually it is not 
contradict to the results discussed above . Figure.12 and Figure.13 showed the typical results 

.a from experiment and numerical 
.w simulation . The resemblance between 

the results is obvious. Both of them 
shows the components below the rotative 
frequency and similar 2x and 3x super- 
harmonic components .Some other 
phenomena can also be obtained . The 
amplitude modulating property of the 
system is observed with the two spectral 
components symmetric to that at 

Figure.1 1. Cascade of spectra at different speeds rotative frequency- nese result only 
illustrz~ted that the response induced by rotorlstator rub interaction is system structure 
reliant. 
Different system will have different vibration regime result from nonlinearity and feedback 
loop introduced by contact and impact. The experimental and simulation results also showed 
this component around 112x rotative frequency which will shifi lefi when the rub severity 

increased. It suggested that the sub- 
harmonic low frequency components are 
associated with the rub severity. In fact, 

T R  . the rub response under different severity 

I i 
are studied with both experiments and 

I 1 numerical simulations. Both the 
L experimental and simulating results show 
I 
N that the energy of the low frequency 

component will increase to a limit with 

i the increase of the rub severity. When the 
rub severity increases further , the low 

H -  - 2 2 8 S S E C  - 1 9 7 6 V O L T  W 
L O - A  3 s z e  C P ~  . 0 8 7 6 V O L T  frequency components will be 

Figure. 12. Typical spectrum of experimental rig suppressed. If other energy dissipation 
factors can be ignored , The author 

believes that the dry friction at the contact point may be concerned in this phenomena. With 
the increase of the rub severity, The friction at the contact point will increase and deplete the. 
self-excited vibration energy in low frequency range. 
Figure.34 showed a turboshaft engine compressor rub vibration signal spectrum obtain from 
laboratory test. The engine was operated at 879Hz. This frequency .is right above the first 
order natural frequency of the lateral vibration of the compressor rotor. It can be seen that the 
rub induced 2x (1 759Hz) and 3x(2637Hz) super-harmonic spectral components. The result is 
in line with the experimental and numerical analysis ones discussed above. 

Rotor to stator rubs is a typical nonlinear dynamic problem. The vibration regimes induce by 
it are complex not only because of the rub interaction itself but also, as stated13] , because of 



the fact that the rub interaction can be induced by other failures in machines. Hence the 
response of the rotorlstator rubs varies with the operating conditions of rotating machinery. 

This paper presented a theoretical analysis method of the rotorhtator rubs which derived . .  . 

50.6 W ~ I U  
from classical dynamic C.heory in 
which the influences of the impact 

system is considered prior to the 
local contact force propnies. n i s  

X FFT rcrult 
I different forms of rub and contact 
i 
I 1 / 1 cases happened in The robting 
I I 

I 1 machines and may also be able to 
I I ( 

I I be used to study other questions 
i I . I . 12% I involving transient contacts. The 
I . I  I I . , I , . I  I I 

. . .  . , , . ,, 1 application of the method to : l l . l i L l l l . . l l . l . u l . l l . l l  . .. . ... I. ... I ..... .. . .I. .. .. ... .. 
t I certain questions showed that the 

Figure. 13 Typical results of numerical analysis feedback of the impact forces may 
have more significant effect on the 

response of system subjected to rubs than that of the local impact force characteristics. 
The nonlinear responses of the rubs under different rotative frequencies and diRerent mb 
severity were discussed in this paper based on a simple rotor~statdr system . The results was 

--"-----+ presented by the bihrcation 
diagram of the vibration 
displacement of the system. 

' 
The conclusion are as follows: 
With the variation of the 

. . . rotating velocity the response 
: will changed to different 

regimes , When the roktive 
velocity is in the range below 2 
times of the system namre 
frequency the response will 
contain 2x ,3x super-hmonic 

Figure. 14. Rub response of a turboshaft engine 
component, In other ranges the 

responses of the rubs will be consisted of l/(i+l)x fractional sub-harmonic components 
where i is the mode 2 of the ratio of rotative frequency to the system nature frequency. The 
regimes are different under different rub severity also. The low frequency comFon~ents below 
the rotating frequency are affect by the tangent friction force at contact point in such a way 
that, with the rub severity increases, low frequency components are suppressed after passing 
through a maximum energy limitation. 
Finally, the experimental and numerical simulating results of an experiment rig which was 
used to study the rub event in a turboshaft engine were presented and compared with 
turboshaft engine signal. These results showed resemblance to each other. l%e mplimde 
modulating properties of the system is also observed both in experimental and numerical 
results Which may depend on the specific system structure. This results are useful for fault 
diagnosis of the rotor machinery. 
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3 D - 0  simulations were attempted to analyze the flow field in a honeycomb flat plate Ester. m s  
discussion reviews some of the numerical difficulties and relations, including those relating the honey- 
cmbs  to labyrinth throttles and the consistency of selected seal and tester data sets. 

CFD RESULTS 

The unfunded project attempted to use a steady state approach to defining the fiction factor dm the fiat 
plate tester, ref 1, and illustrated as figure 1 in three views. Fig l(a) represents a broken top view d t h  
pressure tap locations; fig. l(b) a cross-sectional view of the axial flow path illustrating honeycombs on 
top and bottom of the flow passage; fig l(c) a section of the honeycomb top and side views. 

Compressible-turbulent flow simulations of the flat plate tester were undertaken using the seals code 
SCISEAL. The geometries considered were for the 0.79 mm honeycomb width with a cle 
mm and two cell depths of 3.05mm for the cases where the friction factor jumped and 3.8 lnna when the 
flow was normal. The flow was modeled assuming steady state flow with central differencing ushg a 
two-layer k-e turbulence model. The standard k-E turbulence model was considered invalid as caviy Zlows 
are too slow. The compressible flow precludes the use of periodicity in the flow-wise direction and 
requires modeling of the entire domain. In the present case, there were about 60 honeycomb cells ir~. the 
flow direction of which only 6 could be modeled within a reasonable computational cost. 

The geometry was gridded with approximately 90,000 cells, figure 2. While not an unreasonable assunxp 
tion, flow symmetry was assumed to apply to half of the honeycomb tester and to the top aad boMo111. The 
latter is perhaps too ideal as there is no data record of how the upper and lower honeycombs were @seed 
relative to one another. Thus these calculations would represent an ideal situation and othe~s wodd 
require an additional 90,000 cells. The computations were restricted to the 6-inlet cells witlh 3-dom- 
stream cells simulated as uniform flow, see figure 2, was a compromise to maintain a reasonable computa- 
tional time and effort. Each honeycomb cell had an approximate grid of 14x14~45 points. T m e  expe&- 
ent, this grid is still too coarse for good resolution within the cavities. The pressure was vcii ied at the 
exit and stagnation conditions were specified at the inlet. The inlet represents two-webs of a honeycomb, 
the most likely configuration based on figure 1, and the mass flow was input at the these two mg1es. The 
calculated friction factors represented an average across the tester. 

The issues of coarse grid and limitation on simulation of 6 of 9 cells has already been cited, yet a 
limitation is the assumption of steady state, which occurred on the average in the experiment, qresenrs a 
time dependent process. Nevertheless the simulation represents a first step. 



For m inlet pressure of 6.9 bar, the velocity vectors at the center plane within the cells is complex, 
5~ 3. Several vortices are formed and move toward and away from the line of symmetry and up and 
dom w i w ~  the cavity effecting a deep vortex in the first cavity that tends to dissipate over the next cavity 

jet at the outlet. 

The static pressures along the center plane for this coarse grid, figure 4, illustrate variations that cokd 
exci@ tones as in closed pipes; however no unusual variations were found. 

The cdculated friction facfors remained invariant with cell depth change from 3.0& to 3.8 mm at 
0.043. There seems to be little relation to data where the friction factor varied 0.027-0.037 for the 3.8mm 
d e m  &B ar~d 0.06 to 0.149 for the 3.05 rmn depth cell. 

We b o w  from other analyses that modeling portions of the flow field are insufficient to model the flows; 
thus a M e  accurate solution over the entire upper and lower offset plates with boundary conditions set at 
the inlet and exit would be required. Of course such a computation would be expensive and the simplified 
anp~oach was taken in the calculations was unable to predict the experimental results. 

A ~ l e w  analysis of the flows in honeycomb seals that predict the proper behavior of the honeycomb data is 
@ven by Kle and Childs (ref 9). The time dependent clearance continuity equation is modified to 
p ~ t  a flovv into the cell and a corresponding time continuity equatioais written for the cell control 
volme. An acoustic model developed for the system shows the effect of cell depth to clearance ratio that 
tends to hct ion like a compressibility effect related to and controlling the wave speed. This analysis 
~ p ~ s e n t s  a major step in the right directions albeit some discrepancies at higher exit Mach numbers and 
vddatecP over a narrow range of excitation frequencies. 

Suppse there is no friction, or it falls into a flow coefficient, then the Bemouli relation holds and the 
flow rate can. be expressed as: 

Iln terns of the pressure ratio as expressed by Childs et al. Ref 1, which varies from 0.4 to 0.67 

Pra = Pback/Preservior = Pb/Pr 

perfect gas relations hold (note if pv'Y=const were used the ratio would be less) 



Therefore for a fixed Pra and nearly isothermal flows, and for a given geometry, the ratio of flow rates md 
Reynolds numbers becomes, 

The computed flow rates used later to determine flow coefficients become: 

At an absolute pressure of Pr = 5 bars and pressure ratio of Pra = 0.4 

W/C, = 1.54x10~(0.23~151.97xn>x6 = 54~~10-~kg / s  
and from data, the flow rate is W=0.065, so zCd = 1.2 

At an absolute pressure of Pr =20bars and pressure ratio of Pra=OA 
<p> = 0.00138(20+8)12 = 15.9 k w 3  
AP = 1.2MPa 

,/-= 6.2x1@kg/m2 -s 

W/cd = 0.21613: kg/s 

The experimental value of w = 0.28, so = 1.25. 

SMOOTH SEAL RELATIONS 

For the smooth seal described in ref 2, and no swirl, the clearance is 0.23 mm and the shaft &meter is 
151.97mm with an L P  = 50.81.23 = 221. LID = 113 and Cr/R = 0.003 . The results of Talble 1 are based 
on the data of ref ( TL-SEAL-16-92 Griffin, Kleynhans, Alexander, Pierce and Childs), F i ~ g  13. %ref 
is the result of a linear extrapolation of data to the 0.05 kg/s mass which is approximately 5 bars (=%re0 
absolute pressure. The flow rate w is taken at 20 bars (= Pr) in the same manner at a fixed presswe ratio. 
The %/*ref ratios vary between 4 and 5.4, and had the analogy followed the ratio would have been 
Pr/Pr,ref = 4. If the housing deformed under pressure by a little as 0.03mm, these values urould be q ~ t e  
close; or possibly some leakage at the stator holder and possibly the simplicity of the analj~sis is at fault. 



Hat Rate Honeycomb Tester 

For the stated stagnation absolute pressures of Pr = 0.69 to 1.79MPa, or Pr/Pr,ref= 2.6 Importing the 
analogy cited prior for the flat plate tester smooth wall or honeycomb results, ref. 1, the Reynolds number 
mges are w e  compared to the established pressure ratios, Table 2. Thus it is unclear how the Reynolds 
n m k r  range is large when the Pr range is low. 

WOWilr'COMIB HOUSINGISMOOTW ROTOR 

The wllsisrent data sets of refs. 3,4 are now investigated using the W/ w ref analogy. The no-swirl data 
sets weir: used to provide the following insights: (see figure 5 for the seal configuration of refs. 3 and 4). 
The use of n;Cd has no special significance, with the exception of appearing in the area; a constant x xCd 
can be used to group the data in terms of cell parameten for the data set of refs 3,4. 

PerS1aps these results and those of other data sets can be represented by some rather simple relations. For 
the n o - s ~ l  data sets illustrated at 5000 rpm in Table 3, and data for various rpms in Table 4, a simple 
rela~on was found, equation 5, where for the smooth case Cw -> - (large) and the units are for cell width 
Cw (m), absolute stagnation pressure Pr (bars) and the rotor speed in thousands of rpm's, 

Anda for this oonsistent data set, the ratios of W/ w ref are nearly the same as PjPref. , i.e., about 4 and 
4.15 ~ s p t i v e l y ,  as they should be if they follow equation 3. 

A new set of' test data which provides a comparison of honeycomb and hole-pattern seals has been pro- 
vided by 'Slu and Childs (ref. lo), Table 8, while leaking less at larger clearances and twice the cell size, 
are nevertheless consistent with changes in absolute stagnation pressure. 

Relations of the Honeycomb Seal data to Labyrinths 

ttles as per Labyrinth seal approximations of Egli ref. (5) are investigated. Note that the honeycomb 
seal wnfigurations and the flat plate (ref. 1) were run nearly the same type of apparatus. 

The tern cell as used in this section is the honeycomb cell + adjacent web. In terms of cell width, 

JS Wh; the adjacent web in the axial direction. ~ d &  and the honeycomb point to point is 

2'vvda. The geometry is defined in figure 6. 

m e  honeycomb seals are 50.8 mm in length so in terms of throttles or cells 0, 

0.79 37.1 cells Actual, maybe 36 
0.4 73.3 cells Actual, maybe 72 

Bas& on the honeycomb seal data TL-SEAL- 14-92, and TL-SEAL- 13-92, and the calculations 
Uushra~ted in Table 6, the flow coefficient in terms of throttles can be represented in terms of the 

, ref. 6, or in terms of throttles, 



There is a strong argument that N = 2 x N-cells because each cell has sequential walls eq~valenl to two 
throttles. In this case the q, term becomes about 1w14 instead of 7.07qV4, ie., 

and perhaps this should be used and eliminate the controversy? 

Flat Plate Honeycomb Tester 

Looking at the test apparatus of ref 1, and using equation 6 for Cd, the Reynolds number mge is s i m -  
candy smaller than that cited in ref. 1. The assumptions and sample calculations are given in Table 7. At 
Pr = 17.9 and Pra =0.67, the estimated Reynolds number is 47,300 and for Pra ~ 0 . 4  58,400. m e  data are 
in good agreement with these values at Re = 55,000. However for Pm6.9, Pra=0.67, Pb = 4.62, the 
estimated Reynolds number is 18,320 and nearly double the data Reynolds number of 9900. The a m &  
backpressure is not known, yet Pra = 0.9 would be required to give the data result. This issue remaiins 
unresolved. 

The 0 analysis suffers from the lack of being able to complete a full simulation of the totan n w k r  of 
honeycomb cells in the tester within a reasonable computational cost. Also the problems of uns 
cal upper and lower boundaries and use of the steady state assumptions add to the cost. The l a  sf 
friction factor and jump predictions will require significant computations to show the compeLeney of buPk 
flow models and resolve flat plate tester data relative to the full seal results which have not shown the 
friction factor jump. 

The honeycomb seal flow rate daa can be related to a simple flow coefficient relation, but th is ody 
provides some rule of thumb estimate as to the leakage. 

The same set of data can be qualitatively related to labyrinth throttles where either the cell lengtl.1 or the 
number of honeycomb vertical walls (2 x cells) can be used. 



Uskg the consistent set of honeycomb seal data, the Reynold number ranges could not be predicted for 
the flat plate nester. 

The data sets for reference 1 are necessary for further calculations and maybe they are available from 
Prof. W d s ?  
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Table 1. Based on smooth seal data of TL-SEAL-16-92 Griffin, Kleynhans, Alexander, Pierce md W d s ,  

Figure 13. Extrapolated data to the 0.05 kg/s mass flow rate = w,ref for an absolute pressure of 5 bm. $4' 
is taken at 20 bars. Flow rates are linear with absolute pressure at fixed pressure ratios. 

Pra w / ~ r e f  rpm Pr=5toP1=20 

Table 2. Flat plate tester data comparisons for absolute pressure range Pr,ref= 0.69MPa to] Pr = 1.79 Mpa. 
Data from Ha, Momson, Childs. ASME trans. 

At C=0.38mm 7<Rec96 Smooth surfaces run 2 Reme, ref = 13.7 
Table 1, ref. 
Friction factor ratio fl/f,ref = 2  

6 < Re < 60 Honeycomb run 20 Remesf= 10 
Table 1, ref. 
Friction factor ratio f/f,ref = 1.4 

Table 3. Flow coefficient based on calculations, equation 3, and data from Figures 13, K-SEa-16-92, 
TL-SEAL-14-92, and TL-SEAL-13-92, No Swirl case at 5000 rpm at pressure ratios of 0.4 and 0.67 for 
cell widths of 0.4- and 0.79 mm where LID = 113, Cr/R=0.003, Ch=2.29mm. 

0.4 mm cell width 0.79mm cell width Smooth 
Pra Pr &ref w nCd w nCd w zCd 

kg/s kg/s kg/s kg/s 



Table 4. Data used to determine equation 5, based on data from Figures 13, TL-SEAL-14-92, and 
TL-SEAL-13-92, No Swirl case at pressure ratio Pra = 0.4 and absolute stagnation pressure Pr=20. 

0.79 m cell width 0.40 mm cell width 

Pernaps these results can be represented by some rather simple relations for the no-swirl (maybe the 
others as well?) set of data illustrated above (smooth Cw -> =) (large): Cw (mm) Pr (-bars) 

Table 5. Three checks on equation 5, using equations 1 and 5. 

1. Smoo&,;Pn:=lO,Pra=.56, 12krpm, 1 . 2 5 n ; C d = 1 . 3 ~ . ! 3 4 ~ . 8 6 ~ . 8 7 = 1 . 1 4  
daa flow rate = 0.1 1 kg/s 
ealc: p = ((5.6 + 10)/2) 0.001 138 = 8.9 kgm3 

O.@8xr 1.14=0.11 kg/s 
Error = -close enough % 

2. cw=.79 
aCd=0.85 
flow irate - 0.083 kg/s 
data flow rate = 0.085 kg/s 

3. mz.4 
zCd=O.58 
flow mte - 0.056 kgls 
daQ flow rate = 0.054 kg/s 



Table 6. Calculations of flow rate reduction parameter based on Martin and Egli, and the expefientan 
data of TL-SEAL- 14-92, and TL-SEAL- 13-92. 

1. flow rate = c ~ A , / ~  

A = 0.23* 152 pi = 110xlf l  m2 
Pm 20 bars, Pra = 0.4 Pb = 8bars 
AP = 1.2 Mpa 
p = ((20+8)/2) 0.001138 = 19.3 kg/m3 

Flow rate = Cd (110xlfl) sqrt(2 *1.2* 19.3~10~) = 0.749 Cd kg/s 

2. w = 0.4 mm honeycomb 

Flow rate data = 0.143 kg/s at 5000 rpm 
Cd = -1431.749 = .19 

(Does not follow l/Cd=5.237; N = (11 cd12=27.4) 

3. Throttle tlow reduction of Martin, ref 6. 

The sequential choked orifice work of Hendricks and Stetz shows the flow as a function of N**(-.4). 
Applying this exponent, PO. 181 is low. 

4. For the w= 0.79 mm cell, flow rate data = 0.219 kg/s for same pressure conditions at 5 r 

Cd = .219/.749=0.292 and there are 50.8/& Wh = 37.1 cells, and assuming cut ends, used36 cells. 





4. Estimations of Reynolds number at  elevated pressures 

For -6.9 Praa.67 Pb = 4.62 

p = (6.9+4.6)/2 * 0.001138 = 6.56 k e 3  
hP = 0.23 MPa 

data Re = 9900 

The actual test backpressure is unknown and, a Pra = 0.9 would be required to give the da,m result. 

Table 8. Comparison of Data from Yu and Childs (ref 10) with TL-SEAL-14-92, and TL-SEAL 13-92> 
and TL-SEAL- 10-92. 

From the presentation of Yu(ref lo), figure 7a for honeycomb seals, Cw= 1.5881~1, Ch = 2.29nam, 
CI= 0.3111111, L/D = 113, D= 152 mm, L= 50.8mm, Cr/R= 0.004,4680rpm, Pra= 0.4 

Pr- 5 W= 0.05 kgJs 
-20 W= 0.193 kg/s 
These flows are very close to those cited in TL-SEAL-13-92. 

From TAM report TL-SEAL-10-92 with Cw = 0.79mm, do not have comparable data for 1Cw =1.588m, 

Pr =5 W= 0.075 kg/s 
-20 w = 0.33 kg/s 

The point here is for an increase in clearance, one would expect an increase in leakage flow; in =me 
manner the increase in cell size, double, has compensated for the clearance increase. 

Cr.OMlCr.003 = .3/.23 = 1.3 Implying W.004/W.003 = 1.3 

Actually the flows changed more than the clearance would suggest. A rotor diameter change of one-& or 
that of the honeycomb effective clearance would bring the ratio to 1.36 vs 1.3 and is very semieve to 
thermal conditions and component tolerances. However comparing the change in W with Pr, for a pres- 
sure change of 2015 = 4, the flow ratios remain consistently close to that value, i.e., 
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